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Preface 

CAISE is a well-established highly visible conference series on Information 
Systems Engineering. This year, the conference extends a special welcome to papers 
that address Information Systems Engineering in Times of Crisis. 

The CAiSE 2014 Forum is a place within the CAiSE conference for presenting and 
discussing new ideas and tools related to information systems engineering. Intended 
to serve as an interactive platform, the forum aims at the presentation of fresh ideas, 
emerging new topics, controversial positions, as well as demonstration of innovative 
systems, tools and applications. The Forum session at the CAiSE conference will 
facilitate the interaction, discussion, and exchange of ideas among presenters and 
participants. 

Three types of submissions have been invited to the Forum:  
(1) Visionary short papers that present innovative research projects, which are still at 
a relatively early stage and do not necessarily include a full-scale validation.  
(2) Demo papers describing innovative tools and prototypes that implement the results 
of research efforts. The tools and prototypes will be presented as demos in the Forum. 
(3) Experience reports using the STARR (Situation, Task, Approach, Results, 
Reflection) template. 
 

CAISE 2014 Forum has received 45 submissions from 29 countries (Algeria, 
Austria, Belgium, Canada, China, Colombia, Czech Republic, Estonia, France, 
Germany, Greece, India, Israel, Italy, Japan, Latvia, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, 
Norway, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, 
Turkey, United Arab Emirates, Uruguay).  Among the submissions, 27 are visionary 
papers, 14 are demo papers and 4 are case study reports. 11 papers have been redirected 
from the main conference. 34 papers have been directly submitted to the Forum. The 
average acceptance rate of CAISE 2014 Forum is 35%. 

The management of paper submission and reviews was supported by the EasyChair 
conference system. Selecting the papers to be accepted has been a worthwhile effort. 
All papers received three reviews from the members of the Forum Program 
Committee and the Program Board. Eventually, 26 high quality papers have been 
selected; among them 16 visionary papers, a case study report and 9 demo papers. 

The CAISE 2014 Pre-Proceedings available on this electronic support represent a 
collection of those 26 short research papers. Those papers included in the special 
proceedings issue titled “CAiSE 2014 Forum” are published by CEUR. 

We would like to express our gratitude to the members of Forum Program Board 
and the Forum Program Committee for their efforts in providing very thorough 
evaluations of the submitted Forum papers. We wish also to thank all authors who 
submitted papers to the Forum for having shared their work with us.  

After CAiSE 2014, Forum authors will be invited to submit an extended version of 
their papers, enriched thanks to the fruitful discussions during the CAISE Forum, for 
Forum post-proceedings that will be published as a Springer LNBIP volume. 



 

Last but not least, we would like to thank the CAISE 2014 Program Committee 
Chairs and the Local Organisation Committee for their support. 
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Abstract. Much of the research on performance management (PM) for collabo-
rative enterprises (CE) is based on qualitative considerations and does not con-
sider the impact of modern Information Systems both on the collaborative/com-
petitive dimension of firms and on the PM process. The peculiarities of the dif-
ferent types of CEs are not clearly addressed and managed and the performance 
measurements are often oriented to specific aspects rather than to assess the over-
all quality of business. Moreover, in several proposals, the skills and the time 
required to the managers of CEs are far from those available in the largest part of 
existing SMEs. In this scenario the objective of the paper is to discuss how en-
terprise modeling techniques can contribute to enhance the governance of collab-
orative enterprises.  

Keywords: Information Systems; Enterprise Modelling; Performance Evalua-
tion; Collaborative Enterprises; Ontologies.  

1 Introduction 

Strategic alliances, virtual organizations and other forms of Collaborative Enterprises 
(CE) are gaining ever more importance due to globalization, which has forced busi-
nesses to rearrange their organizational structures. In the last twenty years, organiza-
tional relationships have moved from intra-organizational to inter-organizational ones 
and are moving towards trans-organizational relations, with a prediction of a speed for 
value creation never seen before [1]. Nonetheless, it is known that globally between 
50% and 70% of CEs fails [2, 3], often due to the lack of a comprehensive analysis that 
combine strategic goals and KPIs, whereas performance measurement is a key element 
in turning goals into reality [4]. In fact, although several authors [5] studied the role of 
management accounting in inter-organizational environments, to our knowledge no one 
applied these results in order to quantitatively analyze the performance of CEs, of in-
volved firms and of their linkage [1, 6, 7] for CEs governance purposes. Moreover, in 
several  proposals,  the  skills  required  for  CEs’  managers  are  far  from  those  available  in  
the largest part of existing SMEs, which are the most numerous actors in CEs. In this 
context, firms would benefit from methodologies and tools allowing them to better link 
desired objectives and achieved results in an inter-organizational environment. This re-
quires a more structured and systematic approach to evaluate not only the firms’  own 
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performance but also how it compares with partners and competitors [8], even in dif-
ferent CEs. In practical cases, this kind of interrelated performance evaluation and com-
parison  can’t be conceived and realized without a set of suitable IS elements and pro-
cedures, which becomes not neutral with respect to the measured performance and to 
the style of management adopted for modern CEs, as well as a music instrument is not 
neutral with respect to the played music. In this perspective, Information Systems (IS) 
have to face the new challenge offered by networked enterprises [9, 10] and IT (Infor-
mation Technology) concepts become relevant to CEs for doing business: (a) online 
databases and information modeling assume a key role in managing information and in 
exchanging it with stakeholders; (b) workflow systems and process modeling become 
essential to understand how firms and CEs are structured, how they interact with each 
other’s   (inter-organizational process modeling), and how they can react to external 
stimuli; (c) ontologies and Semantic Web techniques become necessary to manage the 
increasing amount of knowledge and documents (contracts, benchmarks, products, ser-
vices ...) flowing in CEs; (d) Cloud computing, big data, business analytics, advanced 
computation and visualization techniques can push CEs to a new levels of understand-
ing about business. In order to start exploring the implications of these assumptions we 
decided: a) to analyze the existing literature on performance measurement and IS in the 
perspective of a theoretical foundation for performance monitoring in collaborative en-
terprises enabled by online IS; b) to elicitate a set of requirements, starting from the 
gaps in existing literature and from stakeholders’  goals;;  c)  to  propose  an  approach  that  
can satisfy these requirements.  

The paper is organized as follows: first, a literature review is presented to define a 
foundation for the explorative research; second, the method is described and a concep-
tual framework is proposed to organize both the elements coming from the literature 
and the first evidences coming from the field; third, the main concepts from enterprise 
modelling and others IS-related research areas are analyzed in relation to performance-
monitoring for CEs. Last section is for concluding remarks and recommendation for 
future research. 

2 Literature analysis and theoretical foundation 

In this paragraph we will analyze the literature on performance measurement for CEs, 
in order to understand the domain of application, and on cross-organizational IS to de-
fine the research problem. For each topic, we will outline the current state of research 
and the existing gap and we will analyze the prospective of future research, thus how 
these topics have to evolve in order to face the new challenges deriving from the 
changes in society. Finally, we analyze related works on enterprise modeling. 

2.1 Background and research problem outline 

First, performance management and performance measurement have a key role in the 
assessment of CEs and of how the CE is affecting firms. However, enforcement meth-
ods, such as Open Book Accounting (OBA), which allows firms to share accounting 
information, are sometimes seen as formal control mechanism that damages trust [11], 
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and there are still few works on how to measure the effects of CEs on firms [12], and 
even in those there is no focus on quantitative aspects [1, 6]. Also, there are few works 
that take into account both CEs and SMEs [13]. Therefore, whilst we are going towards 
a network-SMEs-driven society, new challenges arise for performance measurement 
systems, since they have to be developed and used across the traditional organizational 
boundaries. The question is how to manage both the performance of CEs and of firms 
for SMEs [1]: it is necessary to modify existing tools for inter-organizational settings, 
overcoming the clear-cut between external and internal environment. Indeed, whilst it 
is possible to use the same performance measurement frameworks used for firms, it is 
still necessary to structurally and operatively change the measurement system [14].  

Another relevant aspect concerns cross-organizational Information Systems (IS), 
which can assure a flow of information among and within organizations [15], thus co-
ordination among partners, which is a key factor in order to achieve goals. However, 
according to the contingency theory, a change in the organizational structure implies a 
change in the IS. In this sense, IS usually distinguish and oppose relations within a firm, 
from those across it, whilst in an inter-organizational setting it is necessary to broaden 
data sources so to include partners and to consider them as beneficiary of the infor-
mation [16]. At the Enterprise Systems level, this can be achieved through shared da-
tabases, data warehouses, workflow management systems, web services, SOAs or 
cross-organizational ERP, which are used from several independent firms whom coop-
erate in an inter-organizational environment (value web) [17]. The use of cross-organ-
izational ERP systems can lead to a lost on flexibility because it implies processes 
standardization and collaborative relations are not always stable. Anyway, most of the 
IS adopted are not cross-organizational;;  thus,  “they  focus  on  a  single  enterprise  with  
some   supports   towards   sharing   performance   information   with   external   parties”   [1]. 
However, the key element  in  the  future  seems  to  be  “cooperation”  [10], whilst IS should 
“enable  new  forms  of  participation  and  collaboration,  catalyze  further  the  formation  of  
networked  enterprises  and  business  ecosystems  […] ushering in a new generation of 
enterprise  systems”  [9]. Therefore, the question is how to design and develop IS for 
CEs and for networked SMEs, allowing a monitoring at two levels of granularity: the 
CE level and the firm level, with a guarantee of comparability between KPIs and per-
spectives of the two levels.  

2.2 Related works 

Part of the literature on enterprise modeling concerns performance indicators, which 
are modeled by means of domain-specific modeling languages (DSML) and ontologies. 
The aim is to offer models able to support the creation and the effective and efficient 
interpretation  of  “performance measurement systems […] by providing differentiated 
semantics of dedicated modeling concepts and corresponding descriptive graphical 
symbols”  [18]. In particular, Popova and Sharpanskykh [4] developed a framework for 
modeling KPIs and their relations through dedicated first-order sorted predicate logic-
based modeling language, while temporal relations are expressed through Temporal 
Trace Language (TTL). With similar intentions in [19] the Business Intelligence Model 
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(BIM) is used in order to model the strategy and the related goals, indicators and po-
tential situations (Strengths, Weaknesses, Threats and Opportunities). In [20] tech-
niques and algorithms to define KPIs metrics expression and value are developed. 
Moreover, In [18] a model for enabling reflective performance measurement, namely 
MetricM, and a domain-specific modeling language, named MetricML, are offered. 
Even though these works, and in particular [18], offer a broad analysis of performance 
indicators and of their relations, DSML and semi-formal frameworks cannot be directly 
integrated in IS. In this sense, in [21], the authors develop an ontological approach for 
the definition of Process Performance Indicators (PPIs) through OWL DL. However, 
only PPIs are taken into account, without perhaps considering the relation between 
goals and KPIs. A wider range of indicators and the analysis of the related objectives 
would be indeed useful to assess the overall performance of the firm. An interesting 
work has been done in [22] where an ontology of KPIs with reasoning functionalities 
for Virtual Enterprises is presented. The model enables the definition and manipulation 
of heterogeneous KPIs calculated in partner firms. The main reasoning functionalities 
are formula manipulation, equivalence checking, consistency checking and extraction 
of common indicators. Nonetheless, authors put much of their focus on innovation pro-
cesses  and  not  on  the  firm  as  a  whole.  Also,  in  their  model  they  don’t  consider goals. 
In general, there are still few works that analyze ontologies of KPIs and a lack of works 
that simultaneously take into account KPIs, goals and CEs, which are entities far more 
complex than individual enterprises. 

3 Method 

As recommended by [9],   the  development  of  IS  can’t  follow  anymore  a  technology-
driven approach, but has to follow a technology-enabled enterprise-driven approach. 
Therefore, in order to develop our approach for the design of IS elements for CEs, we 
used KAOS [23], a goal-oriented approach coming from requirements engineering. In 
particular, in order to elicitate requirements, we took into account both stakeholders 
goals and gaps in existing literature (Section2). After analyzing about 200 peer-re-
viewed research papers on CEs and after interviewing about 20 people directly involved 
in CE management, we identified seven main stakeholders interested in CEs and in 
measuring their performance: firms’  and  CEs’  managers, researchers interested in CEs, 
network associations, policy makers, banks and consultants. For all of them we defined 
a complete set of goals and constraints ordered by priority, taking into account: 

─ their role along the  CE’s  lifecycle, since not all stakeholders have a specific interest 
in all phases. E.g., while firms have an active role in all phases, CEs’  managers are 
interested only in operational and conclusion phase. Therefore, we distinguished 
goals in a ‘pre-alliance’,  ‘operational  life’  and  ‘conclusion  of  CEs  life’  ones.  

─ information granularity since each stakeholder needs for information at different lev-
els of granularity, where the  ‘elementary  information’  relevant  to  the  stakeholders  is  
about the performance indicators of each firm. E.g.,  firms’  managers  need  detailed  
information on their firm and partners and competitors, CEs’  manager details on the 
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CE and more synthetic information on firms, policy makers synthetic information 
on the whole system of CEs. 

Other dimensions of analysis can be added, but an important point is that all stakehold-
ers characterized by similar values of dimensions can be associated to a similar set of 
goals, requirements and constraints. As exemplification, a set of goals should include:  
G.1 in the pre-alliance phase, each firm is interested in evaluating the suitability of 

collaboration for the achievement of specific objectives (e.g., growth in R&D); 
G.2  in the alliance-operative phase, each CE manager is interested in analyzing their 

own KPIs  and  of  other  CE’  related  data; 
G.3 in all phases, CEs’  managers are interested in benchmarking, performed by com-

paring their KPIs with those of CEs with homogeneous characteristics;  
G.4 in all phases, firms want to control what to show (nothing, just minimal data, fi-

nancial  ratios,  etc.)  to  others  users  (CEs’  partners,  external  observers,  etc.). 
From these goals and literature, we defined the following requirements for an IS 

designed for collaborative SMEs: 

─ Requirement 1. Define a shared language for KPIs. Indeed, KPIs can be calculated 
or interpreted in several ways, making them not comparable within or among CEs.  

─ Requirement 2. Have a comprehensive analysis of the phenomenon, taking into ac-
count CEs type, lifecycle, organizational structures, roles and goals. CEs are heter-
ogeneous clusters of partnerships among enterprises (FInES 2012): therefore, for 
benchmarking purposes, it is obviously not enough to compare CEs only taking into 
account the business sector or the size, since other factors come into play. 

─ Requirement 3. Build domain-specific KPIs, i.e., specific for the CE type, maturity 
and goals. Different CEs need for different KPIs [25]; therefore firms and CEs have 
to understand which KPIs are relevant and what a KPIs mean in a given firm or a 
CE with defined goals. This kind of understanding is not immediate, especially in 
several SMEs, which lack of the know-how needed to perform this kind of analysis. 

─ Requirement 4. Provide graphical representations, in order to reduce the complex-
ity of the analysis and of the monitoring of CEs performance. CEs are a multifaceted 
phenomenon, difficult to analyze and to comprehend in abstract ways. The mere 
analysis  of  CEs’  goals,  type  and  related  KPIs  could  be  misleading  for  managers.  

─ Requirement 5. Assist in the contract drawing and enactment; 
─ Requirement 6. Guarantee privacy. 

4 Conceptual framework 

A CE can be seen as a system [25] composed by three layers: the alliance layer, the 
firm layer and the relation (among firms and between each firm and the CE) layer. For 
each layer we can create an information repository: the upper layer (alliance layer) is 
for information on the CE coming from several data sources (financial statements, web 
sites and so on). This information regards e.g., objectives, activities, results achieved, 
and the program. The lower layer (firm), is for information on firms participating in 
CEs, coming from several data sources (financial statements, web sites and so on). This 
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information concerns objectives, activities, business sector, characteristics, organiza-
tional structure and performance. Finally, the middle layer (relation/formal or informal 
agreement) is for information on contracts, governance and duration of the collabora-
tive enterprise. The analysis of repositories enable the creation of a database for CEs 
and firms, with a list of collaborations and objectives. This can facilitate the search for 
partners (firms or CEs), thus supporting and simplifying the partner selection process. 
The repository of the relation layer also allows for the storage of contracts, whereas 
available. In this frame, ontologies have a double role. First, we can provide a semantic 
representation of the information on the repositories, with a classification of CEs along 
three dimensions, namely CE type, maturity and objectives. Crossing the three dimen-
sions of analysis enables the construction, by means of reasoning functionalities, of 
reflective [18] domain-specific KPIs, i.e., KPIs specific for the type of alliance, the 
maturity and the objectives. For example, some of the domain specific KPIs for a supply 
chain with an informal-technical based connection at the early stages of the CE and 
with the goal of cost reduction are the following:  

─ Overall production costs variation between t0 (before-CE) and t1 (after-CE), since 
the comparison between two periods of time is an effective indicator [14]; 

─ Overall transportation costs variation between t0 and t1; 

Moreover, ontologies can be applied on the contract and organizational repository 
in order to provide domain-specific contracts and organizational structures templates, 
such as those provided by the Legal-IST project (www.legal-ist.org), for firms that de-
cide to formalize the collaboration. This approach enables the representation of the 
linkage  between  alliances’  and  firms’  goals  and  KPIs  and  makes  possible  to  track  which  
KPIs are used from firms with specific goals, of a specific type and with a certain ma-
turity, so that this information are stored and used to suggest to not expert users which 
KPIs to choose. In short, this approach can facilitate firms also in the choice of which 
KPIs to include in the dashboard, thus which KPIs are relevant for their goals, CE type 
and maturity. Indeed, through data visualization tools and KPIs ontologies it is possible 
to develop an interpretative framework able to understand KPIs and to offer information 
on relevant variables, depending on the typology of partnership. This is particularly 
useful for SMEs, who lack of the skills to develop performance measurement systems. 

These features can be offered through a collaborative, cloud-based Information Sys-
tem. As stated in [1], IS are essential for the development and use of Performance 
Measurement Systems. Moreover, the IS has to operate in an inter-organizational set-
ting, thus it has to be Interned-based in order to be easily accessible by all firms. Also, 
when SMEs come into play, it is important to use Clouds to permit a suitable scalability 
and low costs: with a unified system the costs for the development and maintenance of 
the IS are shared costs, thus firms and CEs can use IS with little investments. Further-
more, the IS system should allow firms and CEs monitoring, through the creation of 
personalized dashboards, elaborated through reasoning features and queries on the on-
tology, KPIs evaluation and information sharing. Monitoring techniques should be in-
tegrated with benchmarking features as well, through which it’s  possible  to  compare 
firms or CEs with similar ones, without the necessity to provide analytic data on costs 
and revenues and, thus, overcoming one of the main limits of management accounting 
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solutions such as open book accounting (OBA). Finally, in the collaborative IS firms 
should be able to share information, in order to better collaborate with partners and to 
have more detailed benchmarks, with different level of privacy. This means that each 
firm can be a grey box, a white box or a black box for each other firm. In more detail, 
it is a) a white box if choose to be completely transparent for other firms, e.g., disclosing 
its processes and organizational structures, b) a black box if the firm choose to disclose 
to other firms only external parameters (e.g., financial statements, information on web 
sites); c) a gray box if the firm choose to disclose only partial information. 

The proposed approach can overcome the clear cut between external and internal 
environment since such a service, partially based on ontologies which enable a shared 
knowledge of the domain, should allow the creation of aggregated performance, with-
out the need to disclose the atomic values. Also, the use of benchmarking techniques 
can overcome the issue of implementing highly-complex performance measurement 
systems, which are too expensive in terms of financial and organizational resources.  

5 Discussion and conclusions  

In this paper, through the analysis of existing literature, we discussed how the research 
on Information Systems (IS) can contribute to reshape the PM process to better inte-
grate it in the management cycle. In this perspective, Information Systems (IS) have to 
face the new challenge offered by a networked society. Starting from the literature anal-
ysis we elicitate a set of requirement and propose an approach for the development of 
a comprehensive service, based on enterprise modelling techniques, for CEs govern-
ance and analysis, through the creation of a collaborative IS and of repositories, and the 
use of ontologies. With respects to related works on DSML for performance measure-
ment, we use ontologies, which can be easily integrated in IS or online services; on the 
other  hand,  the  ontologies  proposed  in  literature  don’t  consider  jointly  the  inter-organ-
izational settings and the linkage between KPIs and goals. In particular, in the present 
work, we developed a reference framework useful for understanding KPIs in relation 
to CEs goals, types and maturity signaling promptly anomalies and offering information 
on relevant variables, depending on the typology of CEs. The application of this ap-
proach is particularly useful when SMEs comes into play, since they often lack of the 
financial and managerial resources required to enforce a complex and heterogeneous 
performance measurement system. Future research should move towards the develop-
ment of cloud based IS designed for collaboration among SMEs. 
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Abstract. The number of tenants that subscribe to and pay for a ser-
vice, and the cost of the SaaS computing infrastructure are the main
factors that drive service profitability. In many application domains ten-
ants’ requirements for service vary. Service variability is the degree of
the actual variability provided by the Service Provider over the vari-
ability required by the tenants for the service. With growing number
of tenants, the likelihood of facing more diverse tenants’ requirements
increases. We conducted a study of how choices regarding service archi-
tecture a↵ect service variability and the cost of supporting a service. We
identified positive and negative impacts of service architectural choices
on service variability and on Service Provider’s costs. We illustrated how
the knowledge of those impacts can help Service Providers analyze ser-
vice profitability based on di↵erent service architecture models, leading
to more-informed decisions regarding adoption of SaaS.
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1 Introduction

Service variability is the degree to which Service Provider can accommodate
tenant-specific requirements into a service. The Service Provider tries to accom-
modate these requirement variations into the service so as to better fit the service
to the tenants. As the unfit costs for the tenant decreases, the relative economic
advantage of the SaaS business model increases [1]. If tenants’ requirements
for service vary only moderately, it is possible to engineer required variability
into a service on cost-optimal (from Service Provider perspective) SaaS archi-
tectural model whereby all the tenants share the same service instance during
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service execution. Dynamic binding techniques may be su�cient to address mod-
est variations in service requirements. However, such cost-optimal SaaS solution
may not be feasible if tenants’ requirements di↵er in more drastic way. Shared
service instance and dynamic binding techniques impose limits on how far we
can vary service requirements. Then, a Service provider might consider SaaS
architectural model with dedicated service instance for each tenant. Operational
cost of such architecture is higher than that of shared instance, but dedicated
instance architecture opens much more powerful options for engineering high-
variability, adaptable services with static binding techniques.
To come up with a SaaS solution that maximizes profits, a Service Provider must
weigh the revenue from selling a service to potentially many tenants, against
the cost of SaaS computing infrastructure to support the service. Given inter-
dependencies among factors that collectively determine profitability of service
o↵ering, the task is not easy.
We conducted a study of how choices regarding service architecture a↵ect ser-
vice variability and the cost of supporting a service. We identified positive and
negative impacts of service architectural choices on service variability and on
Service Provider’s costs. We illustrated how the knowledge of those impacts can
help Service Providers analyse service profitability based on di↵erent service
architecture models, leading to more-informed decisions regarding adoption of
SaaS. Our study is qualitative. In future work, we will extend it with quantita-
tive analysis and models that more precisely correlate SaaS costs and benefits,
giving more accurate insights into profitability of SaaS from service variability
perspective.
The paper is organized as follows: We first describes the architectural choices of
SaaS relevant to service variability in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce the
architectural models and further analysis the scenarios related to service vari-
ability in Section 4. Section 5 is on related work and Section 6 is our conclusion.

2 Techniques and Saas Architectural Choices Relevant to

Service Variability

2.1 Service Engineering

1. Static Binding Variability Techniques (SBVT) - Static binding techniques
instrument service code for adaptability to tenants’ variant requirements at
the design time. During (pre-)compilation or build time, variant require-
ments are bound to the variation points in service code to produce a custom
service. Commonly used variation techniques include preprocessing (macros),
Java conditional compilation, commenting out feature code, design patterns
, templates and parametrisation, and build tools (e.g., make or Ant). XVCL
[2] extends the concept of macros to provide better support for variability
management in terms of generic design and separation of concerns.

2. Dynamic Binding Variability Techniques (DBVT) - Using dynamic bind-
ing techniques, we design a service that can adapt itself to the needs of
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di↵erent tenants at runtime. Design patterns, reflection and parameter con-
figuration files consulted during service hosting exemplify dynamic binding
techniques. One common technique is using Aspect-Oriented Programming
which involves specifying of aspects point cuts and advices that will describe
the variability. Another common technique is Service Oriented Architecture
Service Binding and Registry Lookup which involves registering of variants
in the registry. Application components lookup the registry at runtime to
dynamically bind variants to a service.

2.2 Service Packaging

As new tenants are on-boarded and requirements of existing tenants or service
functions change, service must be adapted to accommodate evolving needs of
tenants. Service adaptation has to be done without a↵ecting existing tenants.

1. Service Level Encapsulation (SLE) - For Service Level Encapsulation, a ser-
vice is implemented with identified shared service components. There is clear
separation of components for each service, but not between tenants. The
tenants who are using the service can be temporary a↵ected during service
modification but the tenants who are not using the service will not be af-
fected.

2. Tenant Level Encapsulation (TLE) - For Tenant Level Encapsulation, a ser-
vice is implemented with specific service components for each tenant. There
is clear separation of components for each tenant. During service modifica-
tion, only the specific tenants are a↵ected.

2.3 Service Hosting

A service can be hosted on single or multiple application instances. Applica-
tion instance is a software process (executable application code) running on an
infrastructure platform.

1. Shared Instance (SI) - For Shared Instance, tenants access a service through
a common application instance. The Service Provider considers this option
typically to maximize resource utilization.

2. Dedicated Instance (DI) - For Dedicated Instance, each tenant accesses the
service on its own dedicated application instance. The Service Provider con-
siders this option due to high variation in tenants’ requirements or for com-
pliance to service level agreements.

A summary of the architectural choices is shown in a tree structure in Fig. 1.

2.4 Impact of the Architectural Choices

The architectural choices for service variability impact the degree, costs and
benefits of the service variability. Table 1 summarize these relationships.
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Fig. 1. Architectural choices

1. Degree of Service Variability - The degree of service variability is the ex-
tent and scope to which variations in service requirements can be handled.
To understand the possible variations in service requirements, we use the
entity-controller-boundary pattern to break down each service into its service
components. Each service can be represented by interactions among a set of
service components in terms of boundary, controller and entity components.
Boundary components are used to interface externally with information el-
ements and can varies with the elements and its representation termed as
Interface Variability. Controller components manage the interactions among
components. The composition of components including the flow of interac-
tions and processing logic can varies among tenants result in Composition
Variability and Logic Variability. Entity components represent the data of
the service and can varies in the type of data elements and its structures.
We termed this as Data Variability. The variations in service requirements
for each service is the sum of all the variations of its service components for
that service. A service is able to achieve high degree of service variability if
it has the ability to handle high variations of service requirements.

2. Costs and Benefit of (Profitability of investing in) Service Variability - The
cost incurred includes the cost for designing or re-designing the service bind-
ing in service engineering and service packaging. It also includes the infras-
tructure cost for service hosting to support service variability. High degree
of service variability can be better supported by static binding (service engi-
neering), dedicated instance (service hosting) and tenant level encapsulation
(service packaging). However, these decisions requires higher costs in terms
of design e↵orts and computing resources to run the service. The benefit of
managing service variability is to increase the revenue by widening the ten-
ants base. By being able to support higher degree of service variability, the
tenant base can be increase easily. In a given situation, the Service Provider
needs to make decisions to minimize the cost of service engineering/service
packaging/service hosting and maximize the revenue (by widening the tenant
base), ultimately a↵ecting the profitability of a service.

3 SaaS Architectural Models

SaaS Architectural Models di↵er in how the service code is managed during ser-
vice engineering, service execution and service hosting. For the purpose of this
paper, we assume three architectural models. The Fully-Shared model is based
on a shared application instance and service components being shared by tenants
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Table 1. Impact of the Architectural Choices on Service Variability

Degree of Cost of Benefit of
Service Service Service

Variability Variability Variability

Service Engineering

Static High Degree High Cost Large
Binding Tenant base
Dynamic Low Degree Low Cost Small to Medium
Binding Tenant base

Service Packaging

Service Level Low Degree Low Cost Small to Medium
Encapsulation (SLE) Tenant base

Tenant Level High Degree High Cost Large
Encapsulation (TLE) Tenant base

Service Hosting

Shared Instance (SI) Low Degree Low Cost Small to Medium
Tenant base

Dedicated Instance (DI) High Degree High Cost Large
Tenant base

during service execution. The Partially-Shared model is based on shared appli-
cation instance but as compared to Fully-Shared model the software components
in Partially-Shared model can be tenant-specific (TLE) or service-specific (SLE)
or both. For example, the boundary components can be tenant-specific while
the controller components are service-specific. The No-Shared model is based
on each tenant having own, dedicated application instance and the service com-
ponents are tenant-specific. The Fully-Shared model can only adopt dynamic
binding techniques while the Partially-Shared and No-Shared models can adopt
both static and dynamic techniques. Table 2 summarize these relationships.

Table 2. SaaS Architectural Models

Models Service Hosting Service Packaging Service Engineering

Fully-Shared Shared Instance Service Level Dynamic Binding
Encapsulation

Partially-Shared Shared Instance Service or Tenant Level Static or
Encapsulation Dynamic Binding

No-Shared Dedicated Instance Tenant Level Static or
Encapsulation Dynamic Binding

The approach to determine the architectural model depends on the variations
of service requirements, architectural choices and the cost/benefit analysis of the
Service Providers. Fig. 2 illustrates this approach.
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Fig. 2. Determination of the SaaS Architectural Model

4 Variability-Related Scenarios - Service Provider

Perspective

Service Provider wants to employ SaaS solution that maximizes profitability of
selling her application as a service. Therefore, the Service Provider needs an
architectural model for a service that would lower the cost of the service o↵ering
and widen the tenants base.

1. Lowest cost - The Service Provider chooses the architectural model that
incurs lowest cost to maximize profits. In particular for service variability,
the Service Provider has to make decision to support service variability with
the lowest cost. Based on Table 1 and 2, the Service Provider is likely to go
for the Fully-Shared Model to minimize the cost. However, the lower degree
of service variability imply that some tenants with high variations of service
requirements cannot be met.

2. Maximize Revenue - The Service Provider needs to fulfill the tenant’s expec-
tations to widen the tenants base and increase revenue. The tenant expects
their requirements to be fulfilled as if the service is single tenant. The higher
degree service variability implies greater extent of the tenant’s requirements
that can be fulfilled. The Service Provider can go for No-Shared Model.
The associated higher cost incurred by the Service Provider imply that the
tenants have to be able to a↵ord the higher fee.

3. Tenant On-boarding (Low degree of service variability) - The Service Provider
wants to on board as many tenants as possible. However, the benefit of on
boarding new tenants (increased revenue) should be weighed against the cost
of adapting the service to possibly new requirements (i.e., the cost of service
variability). In this example assuming there is an initially small number of
tenants (e.g. 30 tenants) with low variation of requirements. In this case,
the Service Provider chooses the Fully-Shared model to minimize the cost of
service variability. If InfraSharedCost(30) is the shared infrastructure cost of
supporting 30 tenants and CostDVTDesign(30) is the cost to implement the
dynamic binding variability techniques, then the cost of o↵ering an applica-
tion as a service is:

InfraSharedCost(30) + CostDVTDesign(30)
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4. Tenant On-boarding (High degree of service variability) - Assuming there are
50 more tenants (more diverse requirements) interested in the service with
30 existing tenants. The Service Provider can provide dedicated service in-
stances for new tenants and applying both static and dynamic binding tech-
niques to cater for variant requirements. In this case, the Service Provider
needs to evaluate the overall cost of providing dedicated instances and imple-
menting the static and dynamic binding techniques for a No-Shared model. If
CostSDVTDesign(50) is the cost to re-design for static and dynamic binding
and InfraDedicatedCost(50) is the dedicated infrastructure cost of supporting
50 tenants, then the cost of o↵ering an application as a service is:

InfraSharedCost(30) + CostDVTDesign(30) + InfraDedicatedCost(50) +
CostSDVTDesign(50)

The Service Provider can also chooses to place the 50 tenants on with exist-
ing tenants in a Partially-Shared model. In this case, the Service Provider
needs to evaluate the impact due to the higher variability of requirements.
If CostDVTRedesign(50) is the cost to re-design for dynamic binding, then
the cost equation for service variability is:

InfraSharedCost(30) + CostDVTDesign(30) + InfraSharedCost(50) +
CostDVTRedesign(50)

To on-board the 50 tenants, the Service Provider can make decisions based
on the minimum cost of both choices.

Min (InfraSharedCost(50) + CostDVTRedesign(50) , InfraDedicatedCost(50)
+ CostSDVTDesign(50) )

If the Service Provider is aware of the need to support up to 80 tenants(30
tenants with low variation of requirements and another 50 tenants having
high degree variation of requirements), the service provider can alternatively
plan to support the 80 tenants directly with No-Shared for all 80 tenants.
If InfraDedicatedCost(80) is the cost for dedicated infrastructure to support
80 tenants and CostSDVTDesign(80) is the cost to implement the static and
dynamic binding variability techniques, then the cost equation for service
variability is:

InfraDedicatedCost(80) + CostSDVTDesign(80)

5. Service Isolation - To many organizations, security and privacy are still the
top issues in adopting SaaS. The No-Shared model would be most suitable
with software components and process instance being tenant-specific. Service
Providers might want to propose Partially-Shared model (e.g. only the entity
components are tenant-specific) for the group of tenants who are more price-
sensitive.
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5 Related Work

The profitability model for SaaS is an area that attracts much interest. The
author of [1] propose an analytical SaaS cost model based on user’s fit and exit
costs. In [3], the author analysis the pricing strategies for SaaS and COTS. The
authors of [4] attempts to maximize Service Provider’s profit and tenant func-
tional commonality for tenant onboarding in terms of contracts. In comparison,
we evaluate profitability from both the costs and revenue perspectives with the
architectural choices.

6 Conclusion

We addressed the problem of profitability of SaaS solutions in view of the rev-
enues from selling the service, and the cost of SaaS computing infrastructure
to o↵er a service to tenants. The first depends on the number of tenant who
pay for the service. The latter is determined by the cost of computer resources
utilization, and the cost of service engineering. We identified trade o↵s involved
in Service Provider decisions regarding the choice of service variability (i.e., the
ability to satisfy the diversity of tenants’ requirements) and SaaS architecture for
the service. With the growing number of tenants, the likelihood of facing more
diverse tenants’ requirements increases. We found that high service variability
may call for more costly SaaS architectures (e.g., dedicated service instance as
opposed to shared instance), and more costly techniques for service variability
management (e.g., static binding as opposed to dynamic binding). We summa-
rized the results of our analysis in tables that show influences among factors
that determine profitability of the SaaS solution. We believe our results can help
Service Providers make more informed decisions regarding service o↵ering.
Our current study is qualitative. In future work, we will extend it with quanti-
tative analysis and models that more precisely correlate SaaS costs and benefits,
giving more accurate insights into profitability of SaaS from service variability
perspective. We plan to decompose cost and benefit of SaaS solution into more
detailed factors that will include the e↵ort of migrating an existing application
into a service and on-board new tenants.
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Abstract. These days, companies in the automotive and electronics sec-
tor are forced by legal regulations and customer needs to collect a myriad
of di↵erent indicators regarding sustainability of their products. However,
in today’s supply chains, these products are often the result of the collab-
oration of a large number of companies. Thus, these companies have to
apply complex, cross-organizational, and potentially long-running data
collection processes to gather their sustainability data. Comprising a
great number of manual and automated tasks for di↵erent partners, these
processes imply great variability. To support such complex data collec-
tion, we have designed a lightweight, automated approach for contextual
process configuration.

Key words: Process Configuration, Business Process Variability, Data Col-
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1 Introduction

In todays’ industry many products are the result of the collaboration of vari-
ous companies working together in complex supply chains. Cross-organizational
communication in such areas can be quite challenging due to the fact that di↵er-
ent companies have di↵erent information systems, data formats, and approaches
to such communication. These days, state authorities, customers and the pub-
lic opinion demand sustainability compliance from companies, especially in the
electronics and automotive sector. Therefore, companies have to report certain
sustainability indicators as, e.g., their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions or the
amount of lead contained in their products. Such reports usually also involve
data from suppliers of the reporting company. Therefore, companies launch a
sustainability data collection process along their supply chain. This often in-
volves also the suppliers of the suppliers and so on.

As sustainability data collection is a relatively new and complicated issue,
service providers (e.g., for data validation or lab tests) are also involved in such
data collection. A property that makes these data collection processes even more
complex and problematic is the heterogeneity in the supply chain: companies use
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di↵erent information systems, data formats, and overall approaches to sustain-
ability data collection. Many of them even do not have any information system
or approach in place for this and answer with low quality data or not at all.
Therefore, no federated system or database could be applied to cope with such
problems and each request involves an often long-running, manual, and error-
prone data collection process. The following simplified scenario illustrates issues
with the data collection process in a small scale.

Scenario: Sustainability Data Collection

An automotive company wants to collect sustainability data relating to the
quantity of lead contained in a specific part. This concerns two of the com-
panies suppliers. One of them has an IHS in place, the other has no system
and no dedicated responsible for sustainability. For the smaller company, a
service provider is needed to validate the manually collected data to ensure
that it complies with legal regulations. The IHS of the other company has
its own data format that has to be explicitly converted to be useable. This
simple scenario already shows how much complexity can be involved even
in simple requests and gives an outlook on how this can look like in big-
ger scenarios involving hundreds or thousands of companies with di↵erent
systems and properties.

In the SustainHub1 project, we develop a centralized information exchange
platform that supports sustainability data collection along the whole supply
chain. We have already thoroughly investigated the properties of such data col-
lection in the automotive and electronics sectors and published a paper about
challenges and state-of-the-art regarding this topic [1]. With this paper, we pro-
pose an approach that enables an inter-organizational data collection process.
The main point thereby is the capability of this process to automatically config-
ure itself in alignment with the context of its concrete execution.

To guarantee the utility of our approach as well as its general applicability,
we have started with collecting problems and requirements directly from the
industry. This involved telephone interviews with representatives of 15 European
companies from the automotive and electronics sectors, a survey with 124 valid
responses from companies of these sectors, and continuous communication with a
smaller focus group to gather more precise information. Among the most valuable
information gathered there was a set of core challenges for such a system: as
most coordination for sustainability data exchange between companies is done
manually, it can be problematic to find the right companies, departments, and
persons to get data from and also to determine, in which cases service providers
must be involved (DCC1). Moreover, this is aggravated by the di↵erent systems
and approaches di↵erent companies apply. Even if the right entity or person
has been selected, it might still be di�cult to access the data and to get it in
a usable format (DCC2). Furthermore, the data requests rely on a myriad of
contextual factors that are only manage implicitly (DCC3). Thus, a request is

1 SustainHub (Project No.283130) is a collaborative project within the 7th Framework
Programme of the European Commission (Topic ENV.2011.3.1.9-1, Eco-innovation).
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not reusable because an arbitrary number of variants can exist for it (DCC4).
A system aiming at supporting such data collection must explicitly manage and
store the requests, their variants, all related context data, and also data about
the di↵erent companies and support manual and automated data collection.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows our
general approach for data collection with processes. Section 3 extends this with
additional features regarding context and variability. This is followed by a brief
discussion of related work in Section 4 and the conclusion.

2 Data Collection Governed by Processes

The basic idea behind our approach for supporting data collection in complex
environments is governing the whole procedure by explicitly specified processes.
Furthermore, these processes are also automatically enacted by a PAIS (Process-
Aware Information System) that is integrated into the SustainHub platform.
That way, the process of data collection for a specific issue as a sustainability
indicator can be explicitly specified by a process type while process instances
derived from that type govern concrete data collections regarding that issue.
Activities in such a process represent the manual and automatic tasks to be
executed as part of the data collection by di↵erent companies. This approach
already covers a number of the elicited requirements. It enables a centralized
and consistent request handling (cf. DCC1) and also supports manual as well as
automated data collection (cf. DCC2). One big advantage lies in the modularity
of the realization as process. If a new external system shall be integrated, a new
activity component can be developed while the overall data collection process
does not need to be adapted. Finally, it also enables the explicit specification
of the data collection process (cf. DCC4). By visual modeling the creation and
maintenance of such processes is facilitated. However, the realization via pro-
cesses can only be the basis for comprehensive and consistent data collection
support. To be able to satisfy the requirements regarding contextual influences,
various types of important data, and data request variants, we propose an ex-
tended process-based approach for data collection illustrated in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: SustainHub Configurable Data Collection Approach

To generate an awareness of contextual influences (e.g. the concrete approach
to data collection in a company, cf. DCC3) and make them usable for the data
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collection process, we have defined an explicit context mapping approach (dis-
cussed in Section 3.1). This data is necessary for the central step of our approach,
the automatic and context-aware process configuration (discussed in Section 3.2),
where pre-defined process types and configuration options are used to automati-
cally generate a process instance containing all necessary activities to match the
properties of the current requests situation (cf. DCC4). As basis for this step, we
have elaborated a data model where contextual influences are stored (cf. DCC3)
alongside di↵erent kinds of content-related data. This data model integrates
process-related data with customer-related data as well as contextual informa-
tion. We will now briefly introduce the di↵erent kinds of incorporated data by
di↵erent sections of our data model. At first, such a system must manage data
about its customers. Therefore, a customer data section comprises data about
the companies, like organizational units or products. Another basic component
of industrial production that is important for many topics as sustainability are
substances and (sustainability) indicators. As these are not specific for one com-
pany, they are integrated as part of a master data section. In addition, the data
concretely exchanged between the companies is represented within a separate
section (exchange data). To support this data exchange, the system must man-
age certain data relating to the exchange itself (cf. DCC1): For whom is the data
accessible? What are the properties of the requests and responses? Such data
is captured in a runtime data section in the data model. Finally, to be able to
consistently manage the data request process, concepts for the process and its
variants as well as for the contextual meta data influencing the process have been
integrated with the other data. More detailed descriptions of these concepts and
their utilization will follow in the succeeding sections.

3 Variability Aspects of Data Collection

This section deals with the necessary areas for automated process configuration:
The mapping of contextual influences into the system to be used for configuration
and the modeling of the latter.

3.1 Context Mapping

As stated in the introduction, a request regarding the same topic (in this case,
a sustainability indicator) can have multiple variants that are influenced by a
myriad of possible contextual factors (e.g. the number of involved parties or
the data formats they use). Hence, if one seeks to implement any kind of auto-
mated variant management, a consistent manageable way of dealing with these
factors becomes crucial. However, the decisions on how to apply process con-
figuration and variant management often cannot be mapped directly to certain
facts existing in the environment of a system. Moreover, situations can occur,
in which di↵erent contextual factors will lead to the same decision(s) according
to variant management. For example, a company could integrate a special four-
eyes-principle approval process for the release of data due to di↵erent reasons
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like if the data is for a specific customer group or if the data relates to a specific
law or regulation. Nevertheless, it would be cumbersome to enable automatic
variant management by creating a huge number of rules for each and every pos-
sible contextual factor. Therefore, in the following, we propose a more generic
way of mapping for making contextual factors useable for decisions regarding
the data collection process.

In our approach, contextual factors are abstracted by introducing two sepa-
rate concepts in a lightweight and easily configurable way: The Context Factor

captures all di↵erent possible contextual facts existing in the systems’ environ-
ment. Opposed to this, the Process Parameter is used to model a stable set of
parameters directly relevant to the process of data collection. Both concepts are
connected by simple logical rules as illustrated on the left side of Figure 2. In
this example, a simple mapping is shown. If a contact person is configured for
a company (CF1), the parameter ’Manual Data Collection’ will be derived. If
the company is connected via a tool connector (CF2), automatic data collection
will be applied (P3). If the company misses a certain certification (CF3), an
additional validation is needed (P2).
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Fig. 2: Context Mapping

When exchanging data between companies, various situations might occur, in
which di↵erent decisions regarding the process might have implications on each
other. For example, it would make no sense to collect data both automatically
and manually for the same indicator at the same time. To express that we have
also included the two simple constraints ’implication’ and ’mutual exclusion’
for the parameters. For an example, we refer to Figure 2, where, for example,
manual and automatic data collection are mutually exclusive.

Although we have put emphasis on keeping the applied rules and constraints
simple and maintainable, there can still exist situations, in which these lead to
contradictions. One case (Contradiction 1 in Figure 2) involves a contradiction
only created by the constraints, where one activity requires and permits the
occurrence of another activity at the same time. A second case (Contradiction
2 in Figure 2) occurs when combining certain rules with certain constraints, in
which a contradicting set of parameters is produced. To avoid such situations,
we have integrated a set of simple correctness checks for constraints and rules.
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3.2 Process Configuration

In this section, we will introduce our approach for process configuration. There-
fore, we not only considered the aformentioned challenges, we also wanted to
keep the approach as easy and lightweight as possible to enable users of Sustain-
Hub to configure and manage the approach. Furthermore, our findings included
data about the actual activities of data collection and their relation to contextual
data. Data collection often contains a set of basic activities that are part of each
data collection process. Other activities appear mutually exclusive, e.g. manual
or automatic data collection, and no standard activity can be determined here.
In most cases, one or more context factors impose the application of a set of
additional coherent activities rather than one single activity.

In the light of these facts, we have opted for the following approach for au-
tomatic process configuration: For one case (e.g. a sustainability indicator) a
process family is created. The latter contains a Base Process with all basic ac-
tivities for that case. Additional activities that are added to this Base Process
are encapsulated in Process Fragments. These are automatically added to the
process on account of the parameters of the current situation that is represented
in the system by the already introduced Process Parameters and Context Fac-

tors. Thus, we only rely on one single change pattern to the processes, an insert
operation. This operation has already been described in literature, for its formal
semantics, see [2]. Thus our approach avoids problems with other operations as
described by other approaches like Provop [3]. Figure 3 shows a simple example
of a Base Process that has been configured with Process Fragments (configured
areas are marked red). For simplicity, this example uses a subset of the activities
of the scenario from the introduction.

To keep the approach lightweight and simple, we decided to model both the
Base Process and the fragments in a PAIS (Process-Aware Information System)
that will be integrated into our approach. Thus, we can rely on the abilities of
the PAIS for modeling and enacting the processes and also for checking their
correctness.

Collect Data 
Automatically

Inform Person 
(Responsible)

Collect Data 
Manually

ID: PF1
Type: a
Insert: Inline
Exec: single

ID: PF2
Type: a
Insert: Inline
Exec: single

Process Fragment 2Process Fragment 1
Approve 
Reiceipt

ID: PF3
Type: x
Insert: Inline
Exec: single

Process Fragment 3

Configure Data 
Collection

Aggregate 
Data

Deliver 
Data

Inform Person 
(Responsible)

Collect Data 
Manually

Collect Data 
Automatically

ID: EP1, Start: EP1.start, End: EP1.end, Type: a, Order: 1
EP1.start EP1.end

ID: EP2, Start: EP2.start, End: EP2.end, Type: x, y, Order: 2
Extension Point 2EP2.start EP2.endExtension Point 1

Approve 
Reiceipt

Inform 
Requester

Fig. 3: Process Fragments

To enable the system to automatically extend the base process at the right
points with the chosen fragments, we have added the concept of the Extension
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Point (EP). Both the latter and the fragments have parameters, the system can
match to find the right EP for a fragment (see Figure 3 for two example EPs
and three fragments with matching parameters). Regarding the connection of
the EPs to the Base Processes, we have also evaluated multiple options as, e.g.,
connecting them directly to activities. Most of such options introduce limitations
to the approach or impose a fair amount of additional complexity (cf. [3] for
a more detailed discussion). For these reasons we have selected an approach
involving two so-called connection points of an EP with a Base Process. These
points are connected with nodes in the process as shown in Figure 3. Taking the
nodes as connection points allows us to reference the nodes’ Id for the connection
point because this Id is stable and would only change in case of more complicated
configuration actions (cf. [3]). If the Base Process contains nodes between the
connection points of one EP, an insertion would be applied in parallel to these
(cf. EP2 in Figure 3), otherwise sequentially (cf. EP1). Furthermore, if more
than one fragment should be inserted at one EP, they will be inserted in parallel
to each other (cf. EP1 and fragments 1 and 2 in Figure 3).

By relying on the capabilities of the PAIS we have kept the number of addi-
tional correctness checks small. However, the connection points are not checked
by the PAIS and could impose erroneous configurations. To keep correctness
checks on them simple we rely on two things: The relation of two connection
points of one EP and block-structured processes [4]. The first fact spares us
from having to check all mutual connections of all connection points as two
always belong together. The second implies certain guarantees regarding the
structure of the processes. So we only have to check a small set of cases, as e.g.,
the erroneous definition of EP2 in Figure 3 that would cause a violation to the
block structure as shown in the figure.

4 Related Work

Regarding the topic of process configuration, various approaches exist. Most of
them focus on the modeling of process configuration. One example is C-EPC [5]
that enables behavior-based configurations by integrating configurable elements
into a process model. Another approach with the same focus is ADOM [6]. It
allows for the specification of constraints and guidelines on a process model to
support variability modeling. For all of these approaches two main shortcomings
apply: First, they strongly focus on the modeling and neglect execution. Second,
configuration must be manually applied by a human, which can be complicated
and time-consuming. The approach most closely related to ours is probably
Provop [3]. It allows storing a base process and pre-configured configurations
to it. Compared to our approach Provop is more fine-grained, complicated, and
heavyweight whereas our approach utilizes a set of simplifications that enable a
far more lightweight approach. For further reading on the configuration topic,
see [7] for an overview of configuration approaches and our predecessor paper
for SustainHub [1].
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown a lightweight approach to automatic and contex-
tual process configuration required in complex domains. We have investigated
concrete issues in an example domain relating to sustainability data collection
in supply chains. With our approach, we have centralized the data and process
management uniting many di↵erent factors in one data model and supporting
the whole data collection procedure by processes executed in a PAIS. Moreover,
we have enabled this approach to apply automated process configurations con-
forming to di↵erent situations by applying a simple model allowing for mapping
contextual factors to parameters for the configuration. In future work, we plan
to evaluate our work with our industrial partners and to extend our approach to
cover further aspects regarding runtime variability, automated monitoring, and
automated data quality management.
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Abstract. Process maps provide a holistic view of all processes of an
organization by visualizing their essential relationships. The design of a
process map is of central importance as many organizations create them
at the start of a business process management (BPM) initiative to serve
as a framework. Despite this importance, the design of process maps is
still more art than science, essentially because there is no standardized
modeling language available for process map design. In this paper, we
address the research question of which concepts are currently used in
process maps and how they are related to each other. To this end, we
investigate 67 process maps. Our contribution is a meta-model for process
map design which is grounded in actual usage. Furthermore, we discuss
the importance of di↵erent concepts for process map design.

Keywords: process architecture, process map, meta-model

1 Introduction

Process maps are a key concept for providing an overview of a company’s
business processes [1]. They visualize the main relationships between processes
and facilitate a basic understanding of how the company operates. The importance
of process maps is illustrated by the growing extent of process modeling initiatives
in practice. Often companies maintain process model collections with thousands
of process models [2]. Typically, creating a process map is the first task when
introducing Business Process Management (BPM) into an organization as it
provides an abstract view of all processes [3]. Thus, the process map is often used
as a guide for conducting the subsequent steps of the BPM lifecycle [1].

While there is some initial research on abstraction and categorization of
model collections [4, 5, 6], there is notable insecurity on how to capture such
process-related information on the most abstract level of a process architecture [7].
In practice, process maps are used for that purpose, however, without a standard
modeling language being available. On the other hand, it has been found that
an incomplete and incorrect process map design could have negative e↵ects
on the BPM success altogether [1]. The major challenge in this context is the
specification of a language for process map design that integrates insights from
actual usage in practice.

In this paper, we make the first step towards addressing this research gap
by conducting an explorative study. We investigate the included concepts of
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existing 67 process maps. As a result we present a process map meta-model which
describes the current state of process map design i.e. all concepts we observed
and the relations between them. We also investigate patterns of usage of these
concepts. In this way, we aim to provide a foundation for the standardization of
a language for process map design.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview
of BPM and process maps. Section 3 introduces the process maps we used along
with the methods we applied to derive our findings. Section 4 presents the results
of our study. Section 5 points to some implications for research and practice,
while Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Background

In this section, we give insights into the organization of business processes within
an organization and we present the current state of the art of process maps.

2.1 Organizing business processes

A business process consists of activities that when executed transform inputs into
outputs [8]. Typically, a sequence of such processes is performed in order to create
a value for the customer [3]. However, processes may di↵er in their importance for
value creation. Thus, they are commonly categorized based on the degree of their
proximity to customers. To manage interrelations between the processes and to
systematically document how the firm operates as a whole, organizations often
adopt the BPM approach and start modeling their processes in form of process
models. A process model visualizes the process steps by providing a diagrammatic
representation of a singular process. As a result of such modeling initiatives,
organizations often end up with a large collection of process models. A process
architecture helps to store all detailed process models and the relations between
them in a systematic manner [7]. A process map is typically used as the top level
in a process architecture. It visualizes all processes and their relationships in a
compact way [1].

2.2 Process maps

We can trace back the concept of process maps to the early 1980s when Porter
introduced the value-chain model. The value chain provides a process view of an
organization and represents it as a set of core activities a firm performs in order
to create value for the customer [9]. Scheer adopts the concept of a value-added
chain [10]. He introduces a diagram that represents those processes that create
value for the company. These processes are shown in a sequence, and each can
be hierarchically decomposed into subprocesses that a super-ordinate process
needs in order to be executed [10]. SIPOC is another frequently used tool[11, 12].
It stands for supplier, inputs, process, outputs, and customers and is used as a
guide for analyzing these five aspects with main focus on the customer [12].
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Examples of process maps can also be found in literature [3, 12, 13, 14]. Most
are based upon the value-chain concept and provide means of identifying process
categories and the role each type of process plays for the company. Generally, those
processes that directly create value for the customer and generate revenue are
called core processes [1, 14]. In a process map, these processes are usually related
to each other in a sequential manner and represented as end-to-end processes
[15]. An end-to-end process is commonly a cross-functional process, i.e. a process
that goes through more than one organizational unit [15]. In addition to core
processes, there are also support and management processes. Support processes
provide resources to the core processes, such as human resource management,
information technology, etc. [14]. Whereas, management processes ensure that
the execution of the core processes is aligned with the company’s strategy [14]. In
addition to process categories, a process map also depicts relationships between
the processes. The notion of input/output can as well be very often observed in
process maps.

However, whereas there are well-defined languages for modeling singular
processes (e.g. BPMN, EPC), such a language for process map design is missing,
which can be inferred from the high heterogeneity of process map designs we see
in practice. To our knowledge, no research has been conducted on the extent to
which process map elements serve all the representational needs of process map
designers. In this study we aim to consolidate the current practice of process
map design in order to provide a foundation for developing a language that helps
practitioners to design process maps in a standardized manner.

3 Research Design

In order to understand the current practice of process map design, we analyze
process maps from literature and practice. We want to (1) elicit meaning and
develop knowledge into the concepts used within a single process map and (2)
find patterns of the combined usage of concepts.

3.1 Methods

To address the first point, we gather process maps and analyze each of them for
the concepts being used and any means by which the identified concepts relate to
each other. As a result, we generate a process map meta-model which encapsulates
all concepts and relations we observed. We use UML (Unified Modeling Language)
as a language to design the meta-model. To address the second point, we adopt
the approach of [16]. We create an Excel spread sheet and record each concept
and relation between the concepts. We encode the usage of each with 1 or 0. We
apply hierarchical clustering on the data to identify concepts that frequently or
rarely occur together in a specific combination within a single map.
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3.2 Data collection

We analyze process maps from both practice and literature. We found 21 process
maps in BPM books [13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20]. In addition, from interviews we
conducted with companies, 13 of them provided us with a print out of their
process map. Also, we used 5 process maps that were part of published case
studies [21]. In order to make sure we cover all concepts used in existing process
maps, we searched for additional process maps using an Internet search engine.
For this we used two key words, namely “process map” and “process landscape”.
Altogether, we use 67 process maps in the analysis.

4 Findings

In this section we present the meta-model, explain the included concepts and
show the results of the hierarchical cluster analysis.

4.1 Process map meta-model

The process map meta-model in Figure 1 depicts all unique concepts we found in
the 67 process maps. The key component of process maps is a business process.
A process is triggered by an input from the supplier and is usually clustered in a
category with other processes that serve a similar purpose. A process could also
belong to a phase depending on the time of execution. They are conducted by
actors, could eventually use a resource during their execution and can be related
to other processes in order to produce an output for the customer.

A supplier is a party that provides inputs that triggers the execution of an
end-to-end process. A customer is the one who receives outputs resulting from
the execution of a process. A resource is a source of supply or aid that can be
drawn upon when needed by any process or an instance of a process (e.g. resource
water is required during the production of energy). If necessary, one process uses
one or more resources throughout its execution. However, a process does not
necessarily need to use a resource in order to produce an output. One process
can have zero or more actors that are responsible for its performance.

A category is a group of processes that have a particular role within one
company. One process can belong to only one category. Processes that are
clustered in one category serve a similar purpose. A phase is a temporal category
that contains a subset of processes coming from one or more process categories.
It is temporal because a certain number of processes need to be performed in
order for an intermediate outcome to be produced. This intermediate outcome
could be used as a trigger for the processes that belong to the next phase.

The condition constraints or guards the relation that is used between two or
more processes (e.g. if process C can only start after processes A and B, than
the condition will rule-out all those relations that do not capture this behavior).

One process can be related to other processes through one or more relation

types. There are four main process relations: trigger, data flow, support, and
manage.
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Fig. 1. Process map meta-model

The trigger relations could be used between processes that belong to the same
or to di↵erent process categories. There are two types of trigger relations. (1) A
sequential trigger is a control-flow relation used between processes to indicate
order of performance. Hence, only when the first process finishes the second
process can start with execution. Alternative variations of process order are also
possible, such as when one process is finished with execution it could trigger more
than one process, accordingly processes could also be executed in parallel and
one process could be triggered several times in a row until the desired outcome is
produced. (2) A decompositional trigger relates a core process to its subprocesses.
If a process is hierarchically decomposed it has a number of subprocesses that
need to be executed in order for the process to finish.

Data flow can be depicted between processes that belong to the same or
di↵erent categories. This relation, when used, does not necessarily trigger another
process. Instead, it only passes information from one process to another without
interrupting its performance. A support relation is used only between the processes
from the core and support process categories. The direction of support goes from
the support to the core processes. Support processes serve any immediate need
by all of the core processes. Likewise, a manage relation is used only between
processes that belong to the core and management process categories. The
management processes manage the core processes by taking care that the process
is performed according to defined rules.
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Fig. 2. Hierarchical clusters of process map concepts
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4.2 Use of process map concepts

Figure 2 illustrates the result of a hierarchical cluster analysis. The figure gives us
insights into the design of process maps. In particular, it shows us which concepts
are most frequently used together in a combination within one process map. We
observe that there is apparently a connection between the three process categories
and the sequential relation. Namely, this is the most frequent combination of
concepts that usually appears in a single process map as seen in the upper part
of Figure 2.

Concerning the categories, we learn that the management and the support
categories typically occur together. This indicates that organizations either focus
only on core processes, or in case they include other categories, than they show
both the management and the support category.

With the relations we can also identify a clear pattern. It appears that there
are di↵erent types of process maps. While some maps provide many details
including several types of relations, other maps aim at providing a broad overview
and omit relations other than the sequential trigger. As for the supplier and the
customer, we observe that both are part of one cluster. This indicates that these
concepts are very likely to occur together. So, organizations tend to either show
both or none of them.

Concerning the rest of the concepts, we observe two aspects. First, actors,
resources, and legends are part of one cluster. Hence, their occurrence is positively
correlated, which means that either a process map provides all or it includes
none. The second point relates to the co-occurrence of actors, resources, and
data flow. As indicated by the clusters, there is a tendency for these concepts to
occur together. This illustrates that maps containing actors and resources are
also more likely to show how these resources are used during the entire process
flow, until the point an output is produced.
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The hierarchical clustering points to the fact that process maps might be
used with di↵ering intentions. While some maps provide extensive detail such as
actors, resources, and triggers, other are rather inclined to provide an abstract
picture. The latter category tends to omit concepts like data flow relations and
other details such as actors and resources.

5 Implications

The findings from this paper have several implications for research and practice.
In relation to implications for practice, we emphasize the importance of process
map design completeness. We argue that a well-designed process map should
be able to elicit basic understanding of the company’s operations. For this, the
designer should use all those concepts that will enable such understanding, rather
than only represent the company’s processes in three categories without using
any additional elements. Also, taking into account that a process map design is
considered as a strategic step, its design could strongly influence the subsequent
detailed process modeling [1].

In terms of implications for research, the analysis we present provides a
basis for consolidation of concepts and represents a step towards a standardized
language for process map design. Thus, this paper sets a starting point for their
design by summarizing all used concepts in currently existing process maps. This
particularly assists in establishing a body of knowledge on current process map
design.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the concepts used in 67 process maps from literature
and practice. Based on this analysis, we derived a process map meta-model that
covers all concepts these process maps use, as well as the relations between
them. We applied a hierarchical clustering method and showed the most frequent
combinations of concepts used within a single process map.

We found that the core process category is used in all process maps, while
those maps that include a support category also have a tendency to include the
management process category. The sequential relation is frequently used by most
maps to relate processes. In addition, our findings showed that those process
maps that include additional information beyond process categories and relations,
such as actors, are also likely to include extra concepts, such as resources, and
show how all this information is presented throughout the process execution with
the use of a data flow relation.
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Abstract. The majority of process mining techniques focuses on con-
trol flow. Decision Point Analysis (DPA) exploits additional data at-
tachments within log files to determine attributes decisive for branching
of process paths within discovered process models. DPA considers only
single attribute values. However, in many applications, the process en-
vironment provides additional data in form of consecutive measurement
values such as blood pressure or container temperature. We introduce
the DPATimeSeries method as an iterative process for exploiting time se-
ries data by combining process mining and data mining techniques. The
method also o↵ers di↵erent approaches for incorporating time series data
into log files in order to enable existing process mining techniques to be
applied. Finally, we provide the simulation environment DPATimeSeries

Sim

to produce log files and time series data. The DPATimeSeries method is
evaluated based on an application scenario from the logistics domain.

Keywords: Process Mining, Decision Mining, Data Mining, Time Series Data

1 Introduction

Process mining aims at discovery and analysis of process models based on event
logs. So far, process mining methodology emphasized the control flow, that is, re-
stricting analysis to time-stamped event data (so-called log files) gathered from,
or produced by, executed process instances. An extension towards the branch-
ing logic of processes is provided by Decision Point Analysis (DPA) [1]. DPA is
based on enriching log file entries with additional information about process en-
vironments or other process-relevant data and aims at deriving decision rules at
alternative branchings in process models. In a first step, the underlying process
model is discovered. If the resulting process model contains decision points, the
corresponding decision rules are analyzed using decision trees (data mining).

Fig. 1 depicts a container transportation example [2], where some temperature-
sensitive cargo is transported and cargo temperature is measured repeatedly. On

? The work presented in this paper has been partly conducted within the EBMC2

project funded by the University of Vienna and the Medical University of Vienna.
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the left, the application of DPA [1] is illustrated: depending on the temperature
value for each transport monitored, DPA concludes that for a temperature over
37, the vehicle has to return to its home base. Otherwise, it unloads the goods at
the destination. As this example shows i) DPA takes into consideration single-
valued attributes; ii) DPA is able to derive decision rules of type “x OP value”
where x is the decision variable and OP is a comparison operator; iii) DPA relies
on values that are stored within the event log of a process.
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Fig. 1. Process Applications with Time Series Data

As the above characteristics show, DPA cannot adequately deal with real-
world scenarios in which time series data are collected, e.g., in health care or
container transportation. Based on time series data, more complex decision rules
are conceivable, for example, “temperature exceeds a certain threshold for a time
frame” (cf. right side in Fig. 1).

Hence, it would be desirable to process and analyze time series data by an
extension of DPA. In this paper, we will present such an extension by means of
method DPA

TimeSeries that enables (a) a joint consideration of event log data
and time series data, (b) iterative application of process and data/visual mining
techniques, and (c) derivation of complex decision rules.

To do so, we distinguish two pertinent perspectives of this enhanced approach
to process mining, viz. a method and a data perspective (Section 2). The ensuing
process mining method is evaluated based on a real-world example of process
analysis (Section 3). After reflecting our contribution against the state of the art
in process and decision mining (Section 4), some concluding remarks (Section 5)
finish this presentation.

2 Method and Data Perspective

The DPA

TimeSeries method is illustrated in Fig. 2. As a first step it has to
be decided how time series data is considered in connection with the event log
data. For o↵ering data structures within or outside the event logs that enable
the application of DPA

TimeSeries, we identify the following options (cf. Fig. 2):

1. Separation of Data: We can prepare an analytical data set consisting of
recurring measurements with su�cient temporally information to enable a
matching with event data and provide this data separated from the log files.
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Fig. 2. DPATimeSeries method (in BPMN notation)

2. Log Enrichment: This analytical data set can also be incorporated into the
log by adding an attribute to the corresponding event within the log (e.g., a
XES extension that allows such recurring measurement data structures).

3. Log Extension: Another approach is to dissemble the recurring measurement
data and interlacing it into the log file as recurring events with single-valued
attributes.

In the following, we discuss the pros and cons of these di↵erent options.
Separation of data does not modify the original event log data and therefore

contributes to the maintenance of both data sets, an advantage if the event log
data is used by other applications as well. The obvious disadvantage is that the
connection between the event log data and the time series data is not explicitly
stored and every analysis tool has to load and match the data by itself. Log
enrichment and extension leads to an explication of this relation with the disad-
vantage of an additional preprocessing step to do so. Log enrichment does not
change the number or kind of log entries as log extension does. Thus, process
mining algorithms are not e↵ected and, in turn, the resulting process models
do not become more complex. Hence, the integration is in principle easier than
for log extension. Log extension practically pushes the time series data into the
event log what might be intended depending on the application and can there-
fore be an advantage as well as a disadvantage. This approach sure changes the
log e↵ectively but makes format extensions and extra files dispensable.

In summary, the choice of the approach is strongly dependent on the appli-
cation. The case study presented in Sect. 3 features all three approaches.

As second step in the DPA

TimeSeries method, process mining is used for
classifying process execution paths along decisions made at runtime reflected
by decision points in the resulting process models. In a third step we use data
mining techniques such as CART, AdaBoost, Support Vector Machines as well as
exploratory data mining including visual mining to explain the classification, i.e.,
derive the underlying decision rule. This more experimental mode of analysis,
utilizing continuously improved understanding of (perhaps not yet) available
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process and environment data is more appropriate at this stage of the method
than a mechanical brute-force exploration.

Candidates for decision rules are transformed into aggregated variables in a
fourth step. These variables can then be used to employ DPA [1] to evaluate
the decision rule candidate as the last fifth step. Depending on the result, the
inspection by both data and visual mining techniques has to be repeated. It is
also possible that the way the time series data was reflected inside or outside
the logs has to be modified.

Process Mining uses event logs that consist of a minimal data set of case
ids, activity names and timestamps. It is also possible to store data values that
were produced during process execution, e.g., the age of a patient. These single-
valued attributes are exploited by, for example, DPA. However, existing event
log formats do not o↵er straightforward means to store time series data.

3 Evaluation

We start our evaluation by simulating the process of a container transport ex-
ample adapted from [2] with an exact knowledge of the (complex) decision rules.
After that we analyzed the log by integrating recurring measurement data using
the proposed DPA

TimeSeries method. In each iteration of the DPA

TimeSeries we
can compare the found decision rules with the original ones.

For the generation of process log data as well as time series data produced
by recurring events within the iterations we implemented the simulation envi-
ronment DPA

TimeSeries
Sim . Using a programming language like Java instead of a

model interpreting tool like CPN-Tools [3] for simulation purpose gives us the
flexibility to implement more complex rules. The time series data was integrated
into the event data in various ways and exported in the log file format MXML
to be used in ProM 5.2. Additionally, the time series data were exported in a
simple CSV file to be used for data mining independent of the ProM framework.
We used various mining algorithms from the ProM 5.2 framework to mine the
models we used as a basis for DPA.

The basic idea of the container transport example is that some temperature-
sensitive cargo is moved, implying that there is some temperature threshold not
to be exceeded during the handling; otherwise, if this threshold is violated for a
certain duration, the carriage is interrupted, and the transporting vehicle returns
to its home base. Apparently, the decision whether to continue or interrupt the
carriage depends on the monitored cargo temperature, measured by some sensor,
for instance every 10 minutes as long as the vehicle moves towards its destination.

We now start the first iteration of the DPA

TimeSeries method – based on
this description of the process – with a simple simulation to obtain a first data
set. 100 process instances are generated synthetically with up to 12 temperature
measurements, such that in 30% of the cases the preset temperature threshold
of 38�C is exceeded at least twice consecutively – in which case the carriage has
to interrupt – whereas in 20% of the cases the threshold value is exceeded once
at a time only, and in the remaining 50% of the process instances the threshold
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value is not overshot at all; that is, in 70% of the process instances the haulage
continues until the destination is reached.

Using this data and the alpha algorithm of ProM 5.21 we develop the model
shown in Fig. 3 (first model). We define a new analysis path for a better un-
derstanding of the decision of interrupting the carriage or not and identify that
the temperature monitoring may be a useful candidate for a decision mining
activity. Using the monitoring data as additional attribute and the approach of
Log Enrichment (cf. Sect. 2) we attach the sequence of temperature observations
to an “On the Way” event, after which the activities “Unload at Destination”
(successful carriage) or “Return to Parking Lot” (interruption) commence.

A straight-forward application of the ProM 5.2 plug-in for DPA uses decision
trees to identify attribute-value clauses underlying the branching of the process
as shown in Fig. 3 (first model, shaded area). In order to apply this automatic
procedure a data-preparing step is in place as the added time series in one
attribute cannot be interpreted by the DPA. As the procedure would always
refer to the latest (temperature) measurement available, an attribute indicating
the most recent temperature observation at the time of branching was defined.
In the following new iteration of the DPA

TimeSeries method, DPA is able to
classify all of the “Return to Parking Lot” instances correctly. However, due to
the fact that the event of overshot temperature occurs at di↵ering times DPA
cannot infer a correct decision rule, because, for 20% of the instances taking the
“Unload at Destination” branch, the overshot temperature condition is also met.

Fig. 3. Derived models, based on log enrichment and log extension (using ProM 5.2)

1
http://promtools.org/prom5/
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When starting a new iteration of the DPA

TimeSeries method by adding all
12 (possible) measurements as individual process environment attributes (thus,
however, losing the temporal ordering of the temperature information), DPA gen-
erates a fairly complex classification of cases able to classify 99 of the instances
correctly anyway, but the tree is over-fitted to the data and fails to detect the
proper decision criterion. The decision tree does not take into account the tem-
poral ordering of the observations and is only applicable if all measurements are
available. But even in that case it has only poor predictive power.

For the next iteration of the DPA

TimeSeries method, we replaced the singu-
lar “On the Way” event of the process model, with all the temperature data
attached, by a couple of recurrent activities, viz. “Check Transport” and “Con-
tinue Transport”. This time, “Check Transport” events carry one temperature
observation at a time, generating a recurrent measurement of the temperature
attributes as defined above. This way we changed from Log Enrichment to Log
Extension. As apparent from Fig. 3 (second model, shaded area), the entailed
activity loop has been process-mined correctly.

Running DPA this time, for each of the attributes, the very same classifi-
cation is obtained, but with entirely di↵erent evaluation output. First of all,
amazingly, the number of process instances increases erroneously to 130; this
happens because, within a process instance, only the first of recurring events is
used for subsequent decision analysis [4]: hence, in all of the 100 instances, the
decision after the first temperature measurement (that is, the first occurrence
within the loop) branches to “Continue Transport”, and just 30 instances – later
in the process – “Return to Parking Lot” at all. A closer look at the log data un-
veils that, in 10 of the instances, the first temperature observation, respectively,
exceeds the threshold value – which explains the 10 instances classified wrong.

We conclude, modeling the process in either approach cannot resolve the
shortcoming of representing recurrent measurements (generated through process
loops; [4]) of attributes for DPA, as there is no way to preserve the temporal
structure of these measurements properly.

We now develop a new process view for the next iteration of theDPA

TimeSeries

method, which concentrates on the process instances and their decisions whether
to return or not. For this view we use the monitoring data now as main source.
This leads to an analysis model for classification of time series data. Because of
regular structure of monitoring time we stick to Separation of Data and keep
all 12 measurements as vector of attributes, but understand it as regular time
series. Accordingly to the time series understanding we start with an analysis of
the trend behavior and use parallel coordinate plots in R for the visualization
of the groups. The results are shown in Fig. 4. While the critical plot (left side)
only shows sharp single tops we can see clearly that the return plot (right side)
has high plateaus leading immediately to the conjecture that the decision about
return to parking lot depends on the duration of temperature above a threshold.
From a more detailed investigation with visual data mining tools we can deter-
mine the rule: the critical event is that the temperature remain above threshold
for two consecutive events.
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Fig. 4. Parallel Coordinate Plot of the all cases

One alternative now would be – using Log Extension again – to define a new
event for the process which is defined as: “First occurrence of two consecutive
measurements above the threshold”. DPA would – that way – be able to identify
this attribute as decisive.

We also applied di↵erent other classification methods for the data. It turned
out that with Boosting and Support Vector Machines we obtained better results
for the error rates in case of cross validation than with decision trees. But the
results are not easy to interpret in application.

With that data understanding we now produce two aggregated data at-
tributes: (i) a boolean attribute temperatureThresholdViolation indicating that
the threshold we found using data mining was violated in two consecutive mea-
surements; (ii) a numeric attribute temperatureThresholdViolationCount count-
ing the number of these violations, bypassing the problem of loosing the temporal
information. This way there is no need for the recurring events with single mea-
surements and therefore we can again make use of the DPA by means of Log
Enrichment using the two new aggregated attributes.

We start a new iteration of the DPA

TimeSeries method with the augmented
attribute set in the ProM environment and find with standard DPA 100% of
cases are correctly classified.

4 Related Work

An integrated analysis of processes and data is provided by DPA [1], [4]. In
[5], DPA was improved and generalized using algebraically-oriented procedures
for finding complex decision rules with more than one variable. By contrast,
the DPA

TimeSeries method aims at finding new rules using statistically-oriented
empirical methods, augmenting the space of possible decision functions with at-
tributes through a data-driven search among empirical models. [6] overcomes
other di�culties of DPA like invisible transitions and therefore certain kinds of
loops within the process model or deviating behavior by control-flow alignment.
Our approach di↵ers from that in dealing with time series data and therefore
recurring events that might not be found within existing log files. Our approach
also resolves problems with loops through extending DPA with data mining tech-
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niques to identify aggregation value attributes and defining new events within
the business processes these attributes can be attached to. Another interest-
ing approach is [7] that addresses the clustering of health care processes. The
DPA

TimeSeries, by contrast, focuses on the classification of temporal data oc-
curing in connection with processes.

Log preparation tools cover the extraction and integration of data from dif-
ferent sources as well as data quality improvement, e.g., [8, 9]. Log enrichment
is one possibility to deal with the latter, e.g. in [10] it is proposed to make more
complex time data usable.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the DPA

TimeSeries method for analyzing time series
data and process logs by a combined and iterative application of process and
data mining techniques. For equipping and analyzing the logs with time series
data, we discussed the possibilities of log enrichment and extension as well as of
keeping log and time series data in a separated way. The DPA

TimeSeries method
is implemented and evaluated based on use case from the logistics domain.
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Abstract. Modern data-intensive software systems manipulate an in-
creasing amount of heterogeneous data in order to support users in
various execution contexts. Maintaining and evolving activities of such
systems rely on an accurate documentation of their behavior which is
often missing or outdated. Unfortunately, standard program analysis
techniques are not always suitable for extracting the behavior of data-
intensive systems which rely on more and more dynamic data access
mechanisms which mainly consist in run-time interactions with a database.
This paper proposes a framework to extract behavioral models from data-
intensive program executions. The framework makes use of dynamic anal-
ysis techniques to capture and analyze SQL execution traces. It applies
clustering techniques to identify data manipulation functions from such
traces. Process mining techniques are then used to synthesize behavioral
models.

Keywords: data-manipulation behavior recovery, data-oriented process
mining, data-manipulation functions

1 Introduction

Data-intensive systems typically consists of a set of applications performing fre-
quent and continuous interactions with a database. Maintaining and evolving
data-intensive systems can be performed only after the system has been su�-
ciently understood, in terms of structure and behavior. In particular, it is nec-
essary to recover missing documentation (models) about the data manipulation
behavior of the applications, by analyzing their interactions with the database.
In modern systems, such interactions usually rely on dynamic SQL, where au-
tomatically generated SQL queries are sent to the database server.

The literature includes various static and dynamic program analysis tech-
niques to extract behavioral models from traditional software systems. Exist-
ing static analysis techniques [19,18,22,7,20], analyzing program source code,
typically fail in producing complete behavioral models in presence of dynamic
SQL. They cannot capture the dynamic aspects of the program-database in-
teractions, influenced by context-dependent factors, user inputs and results of
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preceding data accesses. Existing dynamic analysis techniques [10], analyzing
program executions, have been designed for other purposes than data manipu-
lation behavior extraction. Several authors have considered the analysis of SQL
execution traces in support to data reverse engineering, service identification or
performance monitoring [8,9,12,11,23]. Such techniques look very promising for
recovering an approximation of data-intensive application behavior.

In this paper, we propose a framework to recover the data manipulation
behavior of programs, starting from SQL execution traces. Our approach uses
clustering to group the SQL queries that implement the same high-level data
manipulation function, i.e., that are syntactically equal but with di↵erent input
or output values. We then adopt classical process mining techniques to recover
data manipulation processes. Our approach operates at the level of a feature, i.e.,
a software functionality as it can be perceived by the user. A feature corresponds
to a process enabling di↵erent instances, i.e., traces, each performing possibly
di↵erent interactions with a database.

The reminder of this paper presents in Section 2 our approach along with a
tool-supported validation. Finally, Section 3 discusses related work and Section
4 ends the paper showing possible future directions.

Motivating Example. We consider an e-commerce web store for selling
products in a world-wide area. The system provides a set of features requiring
frequent and continuous interactions with the database by means of executing
SQL statements. For instance, the feature for retrieving products (view products)
accesses information about categories, manufacturers and detailed product in-
formation. Which data are accessed at runtime depends on dynamic aspects
of the system. For example, given that a certain feature instance retrieves the
categories of products before accessing product information we can derive that
it corresponds to a category-driven search. If a certain instance accesses man-
ufacturer information before product information we analogously derive that
it corresponds to a manufacturer-driven search. By capturing and mining the
database interactions of multiple feature instances, it is possible to recover the
actual data manipulation behavior of the feature, e.g., a process model with a
variability point among two search criteria.

2 Data Manipulation Behavior Recovery

Our framework supports the extraction of the data manipulation behavior of
programs by exploiting several artifacts (see Fig. 1). We assume the existence
of a logical and possibly of a conceptual schema with a mapping between them.
The conceptual schema is a platform-independent specification of the application
domain concepts, their attributes and relationships. The logical schema contains
objects (tables, columns and foreign keys) implementing abstract concepts over
which queries are defined. The conceptual schema and the mapping to the logical
schema can be either available, or they can be obtained via database reverse en-
gineering techniques [13]. Queries defined over the logical schema materialize the
interactions occurring between multiple executions (traces) of a feature and the
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underlying database. Once the source code related to a feature has been iden-
tified [14], di↵erent techniques can capture SQL execution traces. Those tech-
niques, compared in [9], range from using the DBMS log to sophisticated source
code transformation. Among others, the approaches presented in [1,17] recover
the link between SQL executions and source code locations through automated
program instrumentation, while [6] makes use of tracing aspects to capture SQL
execution traces without source code alteration. Once a sequence of queries is
captured, it is necessary to identify the di↵erent traces, each corresponding to a
feature instance. This problem has been tackled in the literature of specification
mining by analyzing value-based dependencies of methods calls [3].

Fig. 1. Basics models: artifacts and components

Our approach is independent from the adopted trace capturing techniques. For
each feature, it requires as minimal input a set of execution traces, each trace
consisting of a sequence of SQL queries.
Query parsing (1). We characterize SQL queries according to (1) the infor-
mation they recover or modify and (2) the related selection criteria. To this end,
for each query we record a set of data-oriented properties according to the query
type. For a select query we record a property with the select clause while for
delete, update, replace or insert queries we record a property with the name of
the table. If the query is either update, replace or insert we also record a prop-
erty with the set clause and all its attributes. Finally for all query types but the
insert we add a property for the where clauses along with their attributes. By
means of these properties we ignore the actual values taken as input and pro-
duced as output by each query. Figure 2 shows three SQL traces along with their
corresponding properties. For instance, query q1 is a select query over attribute
Password of Customer table (property p1) and it contains a where clause with
an equality condition over Id attribute (p2); query q3 is a select over attributes
Id and Price of Product (property p4), it contains two where clauses, i.e., a nat-
ural join between Product.Id and PCategory.Product Id (p5) and an equality
condition over PCategory.Category Id attribute (p6).
Query filtering (2). We remove from the input traces the queries that do not
express end-user concepts, i.e., the ones referring to database system tables or
log tables appearing only in the logical schema. In our example we remove q10
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Trace 1:

q1: SELECT Customer.Password FROM Customer WHERE Customer.Id = ’Mark27 ’; [p1 ,p2]
q2: SELECT Category.Id , Category.Image FROM Category; -> [p3]
q3: SELECT Product.Id , Product.Price FROM Product , PCategory WHERE Product.Id=PCategory.Product_Id AND

PCategory.Category_Id =’1’; -> [p4,p5,p6]
q4: SELECT PLang.Description FROM PLang , Language WHERE PLang.Language_Id=Language.Code AND PLang.Product_Id

=’1A23 ’ AND Language.Name=’Italian ’; -> [p7,p8 ,p9,p10]
q5: SELECT SpecialProduct.NewPrice FROM SpecialProduct ,Product WHERE SpecialProduct.Product_Id=Product.Id

AND Product.Id=’1A23 ’; -> [p11 ,p12 ,p13]
q6: SELECT Manufacturer.Name FROM Manufacturer ,Product WHERE Manufacturer.Id=Product.Manufacturer_Id AND

Product.Id=’1A23 ’; -> [p14 ,p15 ,p13]
q7: SELECT PLang.Description FROM PLang , Language WHERE PLang.Language_Id=Language.Code AND PLang.Product_Id

=’1F32 ’ AND Language.Name=’Italian ’; -> [p7,p8 ,p9,p10]
q8: SELECT SpecialProduct.NewPrice FROM SpecialProduct ,Product WHERE SpecialProduct.Product_Id=Product.Id

AND Product.Id=’1F32 ’; -> [p11 ,p12 ,p13]
q9: SELECT Manufacturer.Name FROM Manufacturer ,Product WHERE Manufacturer.Id=Product.Manufacturer_Id AND

Product.Id=’1F32 ’; -> [p14 ,p15 ,p13]
q10: INSERT INTO Log(IdEvent ,Event ,Date ,Time) VALUES (’021’,’PrAcc1A23 -1F32 ’,’2013-02-22’,’12:21:00’); -> [

p16]

Trace 2:

q11: SELECT Customer.Password FROM Customer WHERE Customer.Id = ’JennyMa ’; [p1,p2]
q12: SELECT Category.Id , Category.Image FROM Category; -> [p3]
q13: SELECT Product.Id , Product.Price FROM Product , PCategory WHERE Product.Id=PCategory.Product_Id AND

PCategory.Category_Id =’2’; -> [p4,p5,p6]

Trace 3:

q14: SELECT Customer.Password FROM Customer WHERE Customer.Id = ’DanWer ’; [p1,p2]
q15: SELECT Manufacturer.Id , Manufacturer.Name FROM Manufacturer -> [p17]
q16: SELECT Product.Id , Product.Price FROM Product WHERE Product.Manufacturer_Id=’AppleNamur01 ’ -> [p4,p18]
q17: SELECT PLang.Description FROM PLang , Language WHERE PLang.Language_Id=Language.Code AND PLang.

Product_Id =’2D11 ’ AND Language.Name=’Italian ’; -> [p7,p8,p9 ,p10]
q18: SELECT SpecialProduct.NewPrice FROM SpecialProduct ,Product WHERE SpecialProduct.Product_Id=Product.Id

AND Product.Id=’2D11 ’; -> [p11 ,p12 ,p13]
q19: SELECT Manufacturer.Name FROM Manufacturer ,Product WHERE Manufacturer.Id=Product.Manufacturer_Id AND

Product.Id=’2D11 ’; -> [p14 ,p15 ,p13]
q20: INSERT INTO Log(IdEvent ,Event ,Date ,Time) VALUES (’022’,’PrAcc2D11 ’,’2013-02-28’,’14:00:03’); -> [p16]

SQL-statements properties:

p1=" SELECT Customer.Password", p2=" Customer.Id.EQ_VALUE", p3=" SELECT Category.Id Category.Image",
p4=" SELECT Product.Id Product.Price", p5=" Product.Id=PCategory.Product_Id",
p6=" PCategory.Category_Id.EQ_VALUE", p7=" SELECT PLang.Description", p8="PLang.Language_Id=Language.Code",
p9=" PLang.Product_Id.EQ_VALUE", p10=" Language.Name.EQ_VALUE", p11=" SELECT SpecialProduct.NewPrice",
p12=" SpecialProduct.Product_Id=Product.Id", p13=" Product.Id.EQ_VALUE", p14=" SELECT Manufacturer.Name",
p15=" Product.Manufacturer_Id=Manufacturer.Id", p16=" INSERT INTO Log",
p17=" SELECT Manufacturer.Id Manufacturer.Name", p18=" Product.Manufacturer_Id.EQ_VALUE"

Fig. 2. Web Store: Traces of SQL statements with data-oriented properties

and q20 accessing table Log without a counterpart in the conceptual schema.
Query clustering (3). We cluster queries having the same data-oriented prop-
erties thus producing disjoint partitions, related to di↵erent database accesses.
We report in Table 1 the clusters obtained from queries in Fig.2.

Table 1. Web Store: Clusters of SQL queries

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

{q1, q11, q14} {q2, q12} {q3, q13} {q4, q7, q17} {q5, q8, q18} {q6, q9, q19} {q15} {q16}
{p1, p2} {p3} {p4, p5, p6} {p7, p8, p9, p10} {p11, p12, p13} {p13, p14, p15} {p17} {p4, p18}

Cluster labeling (4). We identify the data manipulation function implemented
by each cluster by analyzing the conceptual schema fragment corresponding to
the logical subschema accessed by the cluster queries. For determining the labels
we adopt the same naming convection proposed in [5] to associate conceptual
level operations to SQL query code. In addition, we associate the label with
a set of input/output (I/O) parameters (see Table 2). Input parameters are
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the attributes involved in equality or inequality conditions that appear in the
data-oriented properties of the queries, while output parameters are the set of
attributes appearing within the select query property.

Table 2. Web Store: Clusters with data manipulation functions and I/O parameters

Cluster Input Output

C1:getCustomerById {Id} {Password}
C2getAllCategory � {Id, Image}
C3:getAllProductOfCategoryViaPCategory {Category Id} {Id, Price}
C4:getAllLanguageOfProductViaPLang {Product Id,Name} {Description}
C5:getSpecialProductOfProductViaSProd {Product.Id} {NewPrice}
C6:getManufacturerOfProductViaPManufact {Product.Id} {Name}
C7:getAllManufacturer � {Id,Name}
C8:getAllProductOfManufacturerViaPManufact {Manufacturer Id} {Id, Price}

Process mining (5-6). We generate a process starting from a set of SQL
traces of a single feature. The traces abstraction phase replaces SQL traces with
the corresponding traces of data manipulation functions. The process extraction

phase exploits a process mining algorithm to extract the feature behavior as a
sequence of function executions with sequential, parallel and choice operators.
In the following we show how to recover the data manipulation behavior of the
view products web-store feature starting from the traces of data manipulation
functions in Table 3 (corresponding to queries in Fig.2).

Table 3. Web Store: Traces of data manipulation functions

Trace 1
getCustomerById(C1) - getAllCategory(C2) - getAllProductOfCategoryViaPCategory(C3) -
getAllLanguageOfProductViaPLang(C4) - getSpecialProductOfProductViaSProd(C5) -
getManufacturerOfProductViaPManufact(C6) - getAllLanguageOfProductViaPLang(C4) -
getSpecialProductOfProductViaSProd(C5) - getManufacturerOfProductViaPManufact(C6)

Trace 2 getCustomerById(C1) - getAllCategory(C2) - getAllProductOfCategoryViaPCategory(C3)

Trace 3
getCustomerById(C1) - getAllManufacturer(C7) - getAllProductOfManufacturerViaPManufact(C8) -
getAllLanguageOfProductViaPLang(C4) - getSpecialProductOfProductViaSProd(C5) -
getManufacturerOfProductViaPManufact(C6)

Trace 1 gets customer information (C1), it performs a category-driven search of
products by means of getting all the product categories (C2) and all the products
of a certain selected category (C3). For each retrieved product, three functions
are iterated: C4 retrieves product description, C5 extracts special product infor-
mation and C6 extracts related manufacturer information. Trace 2 is di↵erent
from Trace 1 because after function C3 no products are retrieved and the process
ends. If we apply a mining algorithm to Trace 1 and 2 we obtain a process (Fig.
3(a)) which performs consecutively functions C1, C2 and C3 before entering in
the loop iterating C4, C5, and C6. The process ends after zero, one or more
iterations of the loop. Let us now assume to include into the process Trace 3

which is equal to Trace 1 except that it searches products based on their man-
ufacturer (functions C7 and C8) instead of searching by category (C2 and C3).
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If we mine the process model by considering as input all the traces (Fig. 3(b)),
we end up with a new alternative branch: the customer can now perform either
a manufacturer-driven search or a category-driven search.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Web Store: process mined with (a) Trace 1 and 2 and (b) Trace 1, 2 and 3.

Tool support. The presented approach is implemented into an integrated tool
which takes as input a set of SQL traces (each representing an instance of the
same feature), the logical schema and optionally the conceptual schema and the
conceptual-to-logical schema mapping. A SQL parser extracts the data-oriented
properties while a clustering component exploits the colibri-Java Formal Con-
cept Analysis tool1 to cluster queries according to those properties. A labeling

component generates data manipulation functions (i.e., cluster signatures) while
a trace abstraction component uses a Java library2 to create standardized event
logs. Finally we rely on the de-facto standard process mining tool (ProM tool3)
to create a Petri net from standardized event logs. ProM supports di↵erent pro-
cess mining algorithms providing di↵erent trade-o↵s between completeness and
noise [4] to be chosen according to specific application needs.

We applied our tool together with ProM and the ILP miner algorithm [21]
(complete models with low noise) to extract data-oriented processes of a e-
restaurant web application and we conducted a set of preliminary experiments to
assess the sensitivity of our technique in producing correct processes depending
on the traces log coverage. The tool supported the identification of correct fea-
tures processes in a semi-automatic manner along with the help of the designer.
A complete list of SQL statements grouped by feature with di↵erent traces, ex-
tracted data manipulation functions and corresponding processes are publicly
available at the companion website4. The conceptual and logical schemas, acces-
sible through the DB-MAIN5 CASE tool, are also provided.

3 Related Work

In the literature di↵erent approaches use dynamic analysis of SQL queries with a
di↵erent goal than data manipulation behavior understanding. The approaches
1
http://code.google.com/p/colibri-java/

2
http://www.xes-standard.org/openxes/start

3
http://www.promtools.org/

4
http://info.fundp.ac.be/

~

mmo/MiningSQLTraces

5 DB-MAIN o�cial website, http://www.db-main.be
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presented in [8,9] analyze SQL statements in support to database reverse engi-
neerinf, e.g., detecting implicit schema constructs [9] and implicit foreign keys
[8]. The approach presented by Di Penta et al. [12] identifies services from SQL
traces. The authors apply FCA techniques to name services I/O parameters thus
supporting the migration towards Service Oriented Architecture. Debusmann et
al. [11] present a dynamic analysis method for system performance monitoring,
i.e., measuring the response time of queries sent to a remote database server.
Yang et al. [23] support the recovery of a feature model by means of analyz-
ing SQL traces. Although the former approaches analyze (particular aspects of)
the data access behavior of running programs, none of the former approaches
[8,9,12,11,23] is able to produce process models expressing such a behavior at a
high abstraction level, as we do in this paper.

Other approaches (e.g., [16,15]) extract business processes by exploiting/com-
bining static and dynamic analysis techniques, but they are not designed to deal
with dynamically generated SQL queries. The most related approach, by Alalfi
et al. [2], extracts scenario diagrams and UML security models by considering
runtime database interactions and the state of the PHP program. These models
are used for verifying security properties but they do not describe the generic
data manipulation behavior of the program, they only analyze web-interface in-
teractions. In addition they have not considered di↵erent possible instances of a
given scenario as we claim it is necessary to extract a complete and meaningful
model. Understanding processes starting from a set of execution traces is at the
core of process mining. This paper does not make any additional contributions
as far as process mining is concerned, but it is the first to apply such techniques
to analyze program-database interactions.

4 Conclusion and future work

Our paper presented a tool-supported approach to recover the data manipula-
tion behavior of data-intensive systems. The approach makes use of clustering,
conceptualization and process mining techniques starting from SQL execution
traces captured at runtime. The approach is independent from the type of sys-
tems considered, provided that a query interception phase is possible. It could,
for instance, be applied to legacy cobol systems, Java systems with or without
Object-Relational-Mapping technologies, or web applications written in PHP.
As for future work we plan to enrich the input traces with multiple sources of
information like user input, source code and queries results with the aim of iden-
tifying the conditions that characterize decision points within process models.
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Abstract. Security risk management on information systems provides
security guarantees while controlling costs. But security risk assessments
can be very complex, especially in a cloud context where data is dis-
tributed over multiple environments. To prevent costs from becoming
the only cloud selection factor, while disregarding security, we propose a
method for performing multiple cloud security risk assessments. In this
paper we present a broker framework for balancing costs against security
risks. Our framework selects cloud o↵ers and generates deployment-ready
business processes in a multi-cloud environment.

Keywords: Business Process, Security Risk Management, Cloud

1 Introduction

The Cloud business model proposes a multitude of di↵erent services, at di↵erent
prices, and with various quality levels. While the use of cloud computing can
reduce costs, the selection of a solution is time consuming. For this purpose,
cloud brokers have emerged; they can help cloud consumers to select adequate
solutions, by comparing existing o↵ers, essentially against their prices.

But security is still an important factor for a cloud selection process. As cloud
computing presents new kinds of security risks ([3], [5]), they need to be treated
before wider adoption. Novel methods have to be defined in order to prevent
these potential losses on companies.

In turn, distributing software over multiple locations increases the complexity
of gathering sensitive business information. In this paper, we propose a frame-
work for cloud brokers which helps them analyze the security levels of di↵erent
cloud o↵ers, following standard risk assessment methodologies, with respect to
cloud o↵ers.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a motivating example
used to demonstrate the purpose and the scope of our framework. Section 3 de-
scribes our tool, its implementation on the motivating example and experimental
results. Section 4 and Section 5 discuss respectively related and future work.
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2 Motivating Example and Overview

In this section, we introduce a motivating example to illustrate our framework.
Then we give an overview of our approach for selecting clouds when deploying
business processes.
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Fig. 1. Business Process Motivation Example: Insurance Claim Recovery Chain.

Consider an insurance claim recovery chain [7] as a BPMN business process
model depicted in Fig. 1. This process is initiated when an insurance company
receives a claim recovery declaration from a beneficiary. To obtain details about
the incident, the emergency service is invoked. The hospital and police reports
are required by the expert to decide if the reimbursement will be accepted or
not. If so, the bank is requested and a notification is sent to the beneficiary.

Now suppose that the insurance company wants to outsource the software
supporting this process to the cloud to reduce costs. It has not necessarily the
knowledge of moving it e↵ectively on its own. A cloud broker could support the
company by evaluating the security risks of a cloud outsourcing, selecting
the adequate o↵ers and decomposing the process to deploy it on multiple
clouds. These three tasks are detailed below.

Our tool consists in a design-time framework for producing secure and cost-
e↵ective business processes on multiple cloud. It is illustrated in Fig.2.

Cloud Broker

Cloud Provider

Cloud Consumer

Risk 
Assessment

Cloud 
Selection

Decomposition

ConfigurationCloud Offers

Business 
processes

Security Needs

Fig. 2. Our design-time framework for multi-cloud business process deployment.

First, a cloud broker requests the security needs as non-functional require-
ments from the cloud consumer and analyzes the cloud o↵ers from the cloud
provider to realize a risk assessment.

Second, the broker uses the business processes from the cloud consumer to
select the adapted cloud o↵ers based on the functional requirements, the costs
and the previously calculated risk.

Third, the broker decomposes the business process into smaller parts, as
each task can be enacted on a di↵erent cloud o↵er. The generated configuration
is the assignment of these process fragments to cloud o↵ers. The decomposition
itself has already been addressed in [8].
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3 Implementation, experimentation and evaluation

To demonstrate the feasibility of the approach, we illustrate on our motivating
example the three previously defined steps of the broker tool.

3.1 Risk Assessment

The risk assessment is threefold: security needs definition, risk evaluation and
cloud provider exclusion.

Security needs definition Our framework uses the five CIANA objectives
(Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Non-Repudiation, Authenticity) to define
the security need of each data object of the process (Fig. 1). If the data object
needs the objective, the value is equal to 1, otherwise to 0 (see Table 1). Typically,
these security needs are negotiated by a risk manager with the cloud consumer.

Table 1. Annotations of the security objectives on the motivation example.
Data Associations Conf. Integ. Avail. N.-rep. Auth.

Claim 0 0 1 1 0
Hospital details 0 1 1 0 1
Incident details 0 1 1 0 1
Hospital report 1 1 0 1 1
Police report 1 1 0 1 1
Medical report 1 1 0 1 1
Expert report 1 1 0 1 1

Account 1 1 0 0 1
Amount 1 1 0 1 1

As business process deployment is task-centric, these values need to be trans-
lated into security needs on tasks. We use the maximum values of the input and
output objects of a task. For example, Obtain Incident Details is associated to
the data objects Claim, Incident Details and Hospital Details. So, by taking the
maximum of each data object’s need we get the need of Obtain Incident De-
tails: {0, 1, 1, 1, 1} for respectively {Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability,
Non-Repudiation, Authenticity}.

Risk evaluation for each provider In this paper we take into account five
cloud security threats given by the CSA [3] to evaluate the risk. These threats
are each related to the 5 CIANA objectives:

– Data Breaches = {Confidentiality}
– Data Loss = {Availability, Non-Repudiation}
– Account Hijacking= {Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Non-Repudiation,

Authenticity}
– Insecure Interfaces = {Confidentiality, Integrity, Authenticity}
– Denial of Service = {Availability}

Harm - We combine these relations with the security needs of each data object
to obtain a so-called harm. The harm is defined on each data object, for each
threat through the sum of the a↵ected security needs. For example, the Insecure
Interfaces threat (t) has the following harm on Obtain Incident Details (ta):
Harm(t, ta) = (1⇥ 0) + (1⇥ 1) + (0⇥ 1) + (0⇥ 1) + (1⇥ 1) = 3
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The first value of each bracket is equal to 1 if the threat is related to the objective,
0 otherwise, and the second value is the need calculated previously. Notice that
the harm value is in this case always between 0 and 5. The result for all tasks
of the process can be seen in Table 2.

Coverage - Now that we have the harm of a threat on each task of the process, we
need to determine the response to these threats for each cloud provider. For this
information we use the STAR Registry and the matrix defined by the CSA [3].

The CSA matrix defines a list of security controls a cloud provider should
implement to reduce security risks. Each of these controls can be related to
one or multiple threats. For example, the control ”IS-19.4 - Do you maintain
key management procedures ?” mitigates the Data Breaches threat. This matrix
defines a total of 197 controls to implement in order to respond to all threats in
the best possible way.

The STAR Registry publishes the list of implemented controls for providers
willing to follow these recommendations. These lists are freely accessible and can
help to check if a control has been put in place by a specific provider or not.

In our case, we use these two information as binary values (a control mitigates
a threat or not / a control is implemented by a provider or not) to calculate
a so-called coverage score, which indicates the response of a provider to a
given threat. This value is a percentage, if the provider implements all controls
mitigating a threat, it gets a coverage for this threat of 100%. In our case, this
percentage is brought to a score on a scale of 0 to 5 (with 5 equivalent to 100%).
We took 5 providers from the registry and calculated their coverage score, it is
available in Table 2.

Table 2. Harms on the process tasks and coverage of the providers for 5 cloud threats
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Harm Coverage
Data breaches 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 5 2 4 4
Data loss 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 3 4 2 4 5
Account Hijacking 5 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 5 3 5 3
Insecure interfaces 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 5 3 4 4
Denial of service 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 4 5 4 5 5

Too risky provider exclusion Usually, the vulnerability is assessed and used to
calculate a risk value of an information system. But in a cloud context, providers
may be tempted to conceal their vulnerabilities for security reasons. This is why
we use the coverage based on the security controls. By using the maximum pos-
sible coverage value Covg

max

(in our case 5), it is possible to get an equivalent
to the vulnerabilities. Therefore, by combining this value with the harm we can
define the following risk formula for a threat t, a task ta and a provider p:
Risk(t, ta, p) = Harm(t, ta) + (Covg

max

� Covg(p, t))
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Table 3 shows the maximum risk value for the five CSA threats, for the tasks
of our motivating example, on five di↵erent providers (Softlayer4, CloudSigma5,
FireHost6, SHI Int.7 and Terremark8).

Table 3. Maximum risk value of the tasks for each provider

Softlayer CloudSigma FireHost SHI Int. Terremark
Initiate claim 6 5 7 5 7
Obt. incident det. 5 4 6 4 6
Obt. hospital rep. 6 5 7 5 7
Obt. police rep. 6 5 7 5 7
Obt. expert rep. 5 4 6 4 6
Send reimb. dec. 5 4 6 4 6
Process reimb. 5 4 6 4 6

In accordance with the consumer, the broker defines the level of acceptable
risk (referred to as threshold). For a given task, this threshold defines the
providers with a too high risk value and excludes these deployment options. In
our example, we set the threshold to 5, the cells of eliminated providers are
grayed out in Table 3. Respectively a white cell means that the task can be
deployed on the provider.

3.2 Cloud Selection

We select the target cloud environments in two stages: di↵erent configurations
evaluation and final clouds selection.

Configurations evaluation We need to evaluate the di↵erent possible deploy-
ment configurations. To do this, we introduce a cost model which will allow us
to balance the risks against the costs.

Cost model - Our cost model takes into account three types of costs:

– Usage costs, the CPU power needed to execute the process ($/GHz/month).
The need is annotated on the tasks of the process.

– Storage costs, the space needed by the data of the process ($/GB/month).
The size is annotated on the data objects of the process.

– Transfer costs, the amount of incoming/outgoing messages ($/GB). This
size is calculated with the data exchanged between the process fragments.

Table 4 gives costs for the selected cloud o↵ers of our motivating example.

4
http://www.softlayer.com

5
http://www.cloudsigma.com

6
http://www.firehost.com

7
http://www.shi.com

8
http://www.terremark.com
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Table 4. Costs of 5 Cloud o↵ers

Usage ($/GHz/mo) Storage ($/GB/mo) Transfer ($/GB)

Softlayer 20.00 0.10 0.10
CloudSigma AG 13.86 0.18 0.06
FireHost 25.70 2.78 0.50
SHI International, Corp. 11.56 0.29 0.01
Terremark 3.60 0.25 0.17

To find a deployment configuration (which task will be enacted on which
cloud) we use an heuristic approach described in [6].

For our motivating example we tested our algorithm in three di↵erent ways.
The results are shown in Table 5.

First run has no restrictions regarding the risk value, only the costs are taken
into account. This gives us a “cheap” solution while leaving out security.

Second run includes a global risk threshold of 6. The majority of the tasks are
now located on a more expensive but also less “risky” o↵er.

Third run has a global risk threshold set to 6. Once again, the solution becomes
more expensive, but could be considered more “secure” than the second run.

We can notice that the transfer costs conduct to a regrouping of the tasks
on one main o↵er to restrain the global costs.

Table 5. Output for di↵erent runs

First run Second run Third run
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Initiate claim x x x
Obt. incident det. x x x
Obt. hospital rep. x x x
Obt. police rep. x x x
Obt. expert rep. x x x
Send reimb. dec. x x x
Process reimb. x x x
Risk 7 6 5
Cost ($/mo) 84.58 206.68 259.24

For those tests we optimized the costs while constraining the risk, but the
algorithms can be extended to optimize the risk and constrain the cost, or even
take into account other criteria.

Final configuration selection These resulting deployment configurations are
analyzed by the cloud broker in conjunction with the cloud consumer to select
the most adequate one. For our motivating example, we select the Third run.

3.3 Process deployment in the cloud

The process is deployed on the target environments in two steps: process decom-
position and fragments deployment.
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Process decomposition According to the selected configuration, the process
is decomposed in multiple process fragments. A fragment is an autonomic busi-
ness process enacted on one cloud and includes additional synchronization tasks.
These additional tasks support the collaboration with the remote fragments to
guarantee the control flow of the initial process. More details can be accessed
in [7] and in [8].

The decomposed motivating example according to the selected configuration
is depicted in Fig.3 (grey activities are synchronization tasks).
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Fig. 3. A partitioned orchestration process.

Deployment in clouds The last step of our approach consists in deploying this
configuration on the selected cloud o↵ers. In [8] we presented how we deploy such
service composition as BPEL programs on remote service orchestration engines
(e.g., Apache ODE9).

4 Related Work

In [9] the authors present methods to distribute applications on di↵erent cloud
environments. However security aspects are not considered. The authors of [2]
are adapting processes through risk-reduction patterns, and in [13] processes are
analyzed to decide if they are ready for a cloud deployment or not. But these
two methods do not show the calculation of the risk value and do not consider
process fragmentation.

In opposition to our proposal, [4] provides a risk-prediction algorithm to
help users to take decisions during the execution of the process. We focus on
design-time rather than on runtime, which changes slightly the kind of treated
risks.

The model presented in [11] allows to evaluate security vulnerabilities in a
Service Oriented Architecture, but does not take into account the cloud context.
Our coverage approach based on security controls given in di↵erent standards
([1], [3]) seems to be more adapted to such a context.

Watson [12] decomposes workflows and deploys them on multiple clouds ac-
cording to a cost model, but he defines arbitrary security levels for each provider.
A more complete cost model is presented in [10], but it is not easily adaptable
in the business process context for an automated treatment as it is done in our
approach.

9
http://ode.apache.org/
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a cloud broker framework for assessing security
risks in a multiple-cloud context. We assess security risks of cloud providers us-
ing standard-based and industry accepted security controls and risk listings. We
focus on one business process to illustrate how these risk values, in combination
with costs, can help a cloud broker to take decisions for the cloud provider selec-
tion. The paper demonstrates the feasibility of our approach with a motivating
example and real cloud providers.

Some limitations are not addressed in this paper. First, the shortage of em-
pirical evaluation on real use cases, which will be realized in future works with
domain experts and industrial partners. Another point is that our approach takes
place at design-time, but as the Cloud is a very dynamic context, extending our
framework to configuration at run-time would be an interesting improvement.
Finally, the binary values for the security needs, mitigations and control imple-
mentation could be replaced with more complete scales, as some security controls
“better” mitigate threats than others.
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Abstract. In recent years, the business process modelling is matured
towards expressing enterprise’s organisational behaviour (i.e., business
values and stakeholder interests). This shows potential to perform early
security analysis to capture enterprise security needs. Traditionally, se-
curity in business processes is addressed either by representing security
concepts graphically or by enforcing these security constraints. However,
these approaches miss the elicitation of security needs and their trans-
lation to security requirements for system-to-be. This paper proposes a
method to elicit security objectives from business process models and
translate them to security requirements. The method enables early secu-
rity analysis and allows developers not only to understand how to protect
secure business assets, but it also contributes to alignment of the busi-
ness processes with the technology that supports the execution of the
business processes.

Keywords: Security in Business Processes, Business Process Modelling,
Requirements Engineering

1 Introduction

Although the importance of introducing security engineering practices early in
the development cycle has been acknowledged, it has been overssighted in busi-
ness processes and targets the improvement of business function. The reason
behind is that the business analysts are expert in their domain but having no
clue about the security domain [10]. There has been several attempts to engage
the relatively matured security requirements engineering in business processes.
The majority of studies either focusses on the graphical representation of security
aspects in business process models [8,10] or enforces the security mechanisms [7]
or both [11]. These studies have neglected the security requirements elicitation.
They analyse major problems when addressing security engineering in business
process modelling. Firstly, security requirements are specified in terms of secu-
rity architectural design (i.e., security control) and missing the rationale about
the trade-o↵s of the security decision. Secondly, the requirement elicitation is ei-
ther missing or haphazard: this leads to miss some critical security requirements.
And finally, due to the dynamic and complicated nature of business processes
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the studies only addresses varying aspects (i.e., authorization, access control,
separation of duty or binding of duty) but not the overall security of business
processes. These problems can be overcome by eliciting security objectives from
the organizational business processes and by transforming them to the security
requirements of the operational business processes where the technology sup-
ports the business processes execution.

Here we analyse the research question, how to elicit security objectives from

the business processes and to translate them to security requirements? We pro-
pose a method consisting of two major stages. Firstly, it describes how to identify
business assets and to determine their security objectives. Secondly, it supports
eliciting security requirements from the operational business processes.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce
the illustrative example. Section 3 presents our method for eliciting security
requirements from the business processes. Section 4 concludes the paper and
presents some future work.

2 Land Management System

To perform the security requirements elicitation one needs to collect the knowl-
edge of enterprise value system, including the value chain and the business func-
tions. Fig. 1 illustrates a value chain for the LMS example. It organises the
enterprise business functions and relates them to each other (as enterprise co-
operates to achieve the business goals). In Fig. 2 we present a detailed workflow
of Prepare Plan process. The process has two business partners (Lodging Party

and Planning Portal) expressed as swimlanes, while Registry is identified as an
information system.

Fig. 1: Land Management Systems - Value Chain

Similarly to Prepare Plan, other sub-processes (e.g., Lodge Plan, Examine Plan,
Approve Plan and Update Plan) are also expanded to the operational and conver-
sation models. But in Section 3, we will present our proposal using the Prepare

Plan process (as illustrated in Fig. 1 and 2).

3 Security Requirement Elicitation Method

In [2], we have presented a set of security risk-oriented patterns for securing busi-
ness processes. Based on these patterns, in this section, we introduce a method
(Fig. 3) to elicit security requirements as constraints that have to be respected
when executing a business process. The first stage is dedicated to business as-

set identification and security objective determination. In the second stage, the
elicitation of security requirements is done from the system’s contextual areas.
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Fig. 2: Operational Business Process - Prepare Plan

Fig. 3: Security Requirements Elicitation Method

3.1 Stage 1: Business Assets identification & Security Objectives
determination

The first stage starts with the analysis of the value chain, which (i) gives an
understanding of organisational processes and, thus, (ii) helps determine the as-
sets that must be protected against security risks. In the LMS case the protected
asset is Plan since it is the central artefact used in all the business activities (see
Fig. 1). In terms of the security objective: i) Plan should be confidential, i.e., no
unauthorised individual should read it and its relevant data; ii) Plan should be
integral, i.e., the Plan and its relevant data should not be tempered; and iii) Plan
and its relevant data should be available to the business partners at anytime.

3.2 Stage 2: Security Requirement Elicitation

At the second stage, the security requirements elicitation is performed at five
contextual areas: access control, communication channel, input interfaces, busi-
ness services, and data store. It is important to note that each artefact –data
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or process– separately considered and protected at each contextual area, con-
tributes to the security of business asset (i.e., Plan) identified at the first stage.

Access Control specifies how the business assets could be manipulated by
individuals, applications or their groups. The major concern is to protect the
confidentiality of identified business asset, in our example the Plan, when it is
being manipulated by the IS asset, (i.e., the Registry). The security threat arises
if the access to the Plan and its properties, like (Plan Number, Digital Data, and
Plan Validation) is allowed to users without checking their access permissions.
The risk event would: i) negate confidentiality of Plan, ii) lead to the Plan

unintended use, and iii) harm the Registry’s reliability.
A way to mitigate the security risk is the introduction of access control

mechanism, for example the Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) model. A role
(e.g., Lodging Party and Planning Portal modelled using ⌧role� stereotype) is
a job function within the context of organisation. Permissions characterise role
privileges to perform operations on the protected object. An object is a protected
resource (i.e., Plan). An operation is an executable set of actions that can change
the state of the protected resource. For instance, Pre allocate Plan Numbers,
Send Digital Data, etc are operations which manipulate properties Plan Number,
Digital Data and Plan Validation (Fig. 4). Permissions specify the security actions
–namely, Create, Read and Update– that the role can perform over the state of
the protected resource. The following security requirements are defined:

Fig. 4: RBAC Security Model - Prepare Plan Business Process

RQ1. Lodging Party should be able to:
1. create or initialize the Plan Number, Digital Data and Plan Validation.
2. read the Plan Number, Digital Data and Plan Validation.
3. update the Digital Data.
RQ2. Planning Portal should be able to:
1. update the Plan Number and Plan Validation.
2. read the Plan Number.
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The security model (i.e., Fig. 4) defines how authorised parties should access
the protected resources. However, it does not support capturing the concerns
related to the separation of duties, binding of duties, and usage control [1]. The
security requirements RQ3, RQ4 and RQ5 should be taken into consideration:

RQ3. Secured operations (e.g., Fee Calculation Service) should be performed by
di↵erent users assigned to the same role.
RQ4. A sequence of secured operations (e.g., Pre allocate Plan Numbers and
Send Plan Number) should be performed by the same user assigned to the role
(e.g., Planning Portal).
RQ5. The system (i.e., Registry) should place constraints on how confidential
data should be used by the roles (i.e., Lodging Party and Planning Portal).

RQ3 defines that there should exist at least two users in the Registry with
the same role, to finish executing the task Fee Calculation Service: the first user
issues the Invoice and the second user approves the Payment Consent. Require-
ment RQ4 highlights the concept binding of duties. Requirement RQ5 defines
the security constraints for usage control; e.g., the Registry could potentially de-
fine constraints for Digital Data and Validation Report saying, that they remain
valid for seven days. Elicitation of requirements RQ3-5 much depends on the
concrete problem. They can’t be captured from the business model and require
involvement of business and/or security analysts.

Communication Channel is used to exchange data between business partners
(e.g., Lodging Party and Planning Portal) and system (e.g., Registry). Here, data,
like Selected Business Process(es), Payment Consent and etc, need to be protected
when they are transmitted over the (untrusted) communication channel, i.e.,
Internet. The communication channel could be intercepted by the threat agent
and the captured data could be misused (i.e., read and kept for the later use or
modified and passed over) by the threat agent. This could lead to the loss of the
channel reliability, and could negate the confidentiality and integrity of the Plan.
To mitigate the risk, the requirements should be implemented for the Lodging

Party and Registry and correspondingly for the Planning Portal and Registry:

RQ6. The server (e.g., Registry) should have the unique identity in the form of
key pairs (public key, private key) certified by a certification authority.
RQ7. The client (e.g., Lodging Party and Planning Portal) should encrypt and
sign the data (e.g., Selected Process(es), Plan Number, and other) using keys
before sending it to the server (e.g., Registry).

A security requirements implementation could be fulfilled by the standard
transport layer security (a.k.a., TLS) protocol [3] as illustrated in Fig. 5. As
the first contact, the Lodging Party sends Registry a handshake message, which
includes a random number. Following RQ6, the Registry responds with its public
key and the information about the certification authority. After verification of
the Registry’s public key, the Lodging Party generates the secret and sends it to
the Registry encrypted with the Registry’s public key. The Registry then decrypt
the secret using the private key and generates symmetric session keys. The keys
enable Lodging party and Registry to establish a secure session for data exchange.
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Following RQ7, encryption keeps the transmitted data (e.g., Selected Business

Process(es), Payment Consent and etc) confidential and signing it ensures that
the received data is not tempered. The secure communication continues until it
is not explicitly terminated by Lodging Party or Registry.

Fig. 5: TLS Protocol implementation, adapted from [3]

Input interfaces are used to input data submitted by business partners. In Fig.
2, we identify Process Selected Business Process(es) and Fee Calculation Service

as input interfaces of Registry that receives the Selected Process(es) and Payment

Consent from Lodging Party. The threat agent can exploit the vulnerability of the
input interfaces by submitting the data with a malicious scripts. If happening
so the availability and integrity of any activity (e.g., Send Digital Data) after the
input interface (e.g., Fee Calculation Service) may be negated. To avoid this risk
the following security requirements must be implemented for the input interface:

RQ8. The input interface (e.g., Fee Calculation Service) should filter the input
data (e.g., Payment Consent).
RQ9. The input interface (e.g., Fee Calculation Service) should sanitize the input
data (e.g., Payment Consent) to transform it to the required format.
RQ10. The input interface (e.g., Fee Calculation Service) should canonicalize the
input data (e.g., Payment Consent) to verify against its canonical representation.

Input filtration [5] (RQ8) validates the input data against the secure and cor-
rect syntax. The string input should potentially be checked for length and char-
acter set validity (e.g., allowed and blacklisted characters). The numerical input
should be validated against their upper and lower value boundaries. Input san-
itization (RQ9) should check for common encoding methods used (e.g., HTML
entity encoding, URL encoding, etc). The input canonicalization [5] (RQ10) ver-
ifies the input against its canonical representation.

Business Service is a task or activity executed within an enterprise on behalf
of the business partner [6]. The goal is to guarantee availability of the business
services. The business services, like Fee Calculation Service o↵ered to Lodging

Party, are provided by the server (e.g., Registry) through the communication
channel. The threat agent may exploit the hosts in the channel and hack them
because of the protocol (e.g., TCP, ICMP or DNS [4]) vulnerability; i.e., the
ability to handle an unlimited number of requests for service. When receiving
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simultaneously multiple requests, the server i.e., Registry, will not be able to
handle them, thus, the services become unavailable. The successful denial of
service attacks could also provoke the loss of partner’s (e.g., Lodging Party and
Planning Portal) confidence on Registry. To mitigate this risk, one could define
three types of firewalls (see Fig. 6) – Packet Filter Firewall, Proxy Based Firewall

and Stateful Firewall [12], and introduce the following requirements:

RQ11. Server (e.g., Registry) should establish a rule base (i.e., a collection of
enterprise’ constraints used by di↵erent firewalls) to communicate with the busi-
ness partners (e.g., Planning Portal).
RQ12. Packet Filter Firewall should filter the business party’s (e.g., Planning
Portal’s) address to determine if it is not a host used by the threat agent.
RQ13. Proxy Based Firewall should communicate to the proxy which represents
the business service (e.g., Pre allocate Plan Number) to determine the validity of
the request received from the business party (e.g., Planning Portal).
RQ14. State Firewall should maintain the state table to check the party’s (e.g.,
Planning Portal’s) request for additional conditions of established communication.

Fig. 6: Firewall Architecture, adapted from [12]

It is important to notice that the communication between the Planning Por-

tal (and also Lodging Party) and the Registry is bidirectional. The similar re-
quirements must be taken into account when Registry sends messages (e.g., Fee
Calculation Service sends Invoice) back to the business party.

Data Store is used to define how data are stored and retrieved to/from the
associated databases (e.g., Data store in Fig 2). If the threat agent is capable
of accessing and retrieving the data, their confidentiality and integrity would
potentially be negated, thus, resulting in the harm of the business asset (i.e., the
Plan) and its supporting IS assets (i.e., the Registry).
RQ15. The server (e.g., Registry) should audit the operations after the retrieval,
storage or any other manipulation of data in the data store (e.g., Data store).

Auditing is the process of monitoring and recording selected events and activ-
ities [9]. It determines who performed what operations on what data and when.
This is useful to detect and trace security violations performed on the Plan Num-

ber, Digital Data and Plan Validation. Potentially, the data store auditing could
be supported by the access control policy.
RQ16. The server (e.g., Registry) should perform operations to hide/unhide data
when they are stored/retrieved to/from the data store (e.g., Data store).
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A possible RQ16 implementation is cryptographic algorithms. The encryp-
tion o↵ers two-fold benefits: (i) the data would not be seen by the Data store

users (e.g., database administrator) where the circumstances do not allow one to
revoke their permissions; (ii) due to any reasons if someone gets physical access
to the Data store (s)he would not be able to see the confidential data stored.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a method to elicit security requirements from the
business process models. Its strength lies in its general description of security
goals and the systematic analysis of the contextual areas. In comparison to the
related work where the focus is placed on representing security requirements
(graphically) on the process models, our proposal suggests a novel approach to
elicit these requirements and define them as the business rules.

The method should be improved with new security risk-oriented patterns. We
also plan to extent the method with the requirements prioritisation to support
the trade-o↵ analysis. Finally, we continue validating the method empirically.
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Abstract. Both business processes and business rules are changing over time. In
addition, when business process models try to capture all details, they are com-
plex and need to deal with variability according to context. Manual adaptation of
process models takes time and is error-prone.
We address these issues through explicit separation of process models (repre-
sented in BPMN) and specifications of business rules (represented as model-
transformation rules based on BPMN). Applying such rules as model transfor-
mations to a model of a reference process (at design-time) leads to models of
either refined or new models of business processes. In this way, both the change
of a process per se or the inclusion of a new business rule can be handled through
automated adaptation of the related business models, without an extension of the
BPMN 2.0 standard.

Keywords: Business process adaptation, Model-driven transformation, BPMN

1 Introduction

Business processes in organizations are changing over time, so their models need to be
kept up-to-date. Usually, such models are represented today in Business Process Model
and Notation (BPMN), more precisely its version BPMN 2.0, since this language offers
a standard for modeling business processes.1

Business processes also need to take variability into account, depending on certain
conditions. According to, e.g., Hallerbach and Bauer [1], neither conditional branches
inside a process nor separate process models are satisfactory solutions for representing
process variability, since both can result in redundancies.

Business rules often define such variability, but informally. Manual adaptations of
business processes according to business rules are tedious and lead to such redundan-
cies.

Therefore, research approaches (discussed below) propose automated adaptation
of reference processes. We present a new approach in this paper based on model-
transformation, which is a core technology of the Object Management Group’s Model
Driven Architecture2 (MDA). Model-transformation employs rules that transform a

1
http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/

2
http://www.omg.org/mda/
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given source model to a related target model, according to precisely specified meta-
models.

Our new idea for automated adaptation of business processes presented in this pa-
per is to represent certain kinds of business rules as model-transformation rules. When
specified precisely in this way, they can be more or less automatically used to adapt
business processes represented as models. For BPMN 2.0, a corresponding metamodel
exists and is used by our approach. Since we transform from BPMN to BPMN, the same
metamodel defines both source and target model in our approach.

We present our new approach with a running example of a business rule in the
context of payment and its conditional authorization. We also show how BMPN models
can actually be modified automatically through such model transformations.

The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner. First, we discuss
related work. Then we explain specifying a business rule as a model-transformation
rule. Based on that, we explain automatically adapting reference processes through
model transformations. Finally, we discuss our approach more generally, draw some
conclusions and indicate future work.

2 Related Work

In product-line engineering of software or general systems, the core theme is common-
ality and variability, see e.g., [2] for an approach and its formalization in the context of
requirements and systems engineering. Most of this work is based on feature-oriented
models as introduced early by Kang et al. [3], which typically distinguish between
mandatory and optional features, as well as mutual exclusion and lists of choices. Man-
nion and Kaindl [2] integrated parameters into such models as well. A product line
in these approaches usually encompasses all (pre-)defined variants. We are not aware,
however, of any application of these ideas to adaptability of business process models.

In this paper, we deal with business processes modeled in standard BPMN 2.0, and
business rules for their adaptation. So, we also focus the further discussion of related
work on this topic. Still, let us also mention an earlier approach to achieving business
process flexibility with business rules [4]. However, the points of variability in the ref-
erence process have to be identified manually.

Hallerbach and Bauer [1] pursue an approach named Provop, where a business pro-
cess variant constitutes an adjustment of a reference process. Either a standard process
or the most frequently used process can be taken as the reference process. Provop de-
fines specific change operations (with pre- and post-conditions) for adaptation of the
reference process, which may also be grouped into so-called options. It is not so clear,
however, how business rules for adapting a reference process can, in general, be formu-
lated in such an approach, so that they are understandable per se.

Milanovic et al. [5] devised a dedicated language for rule-based sub-process selec-
tion and workflow composition called rBPMN. It extends BPMN through weaving with
the R2ML rule language. Since the resulting models are, in general, not compatible
with the BPMN standard, however, the usual tooling for BPMN cannot be directly used
with this approach.
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Fig. 1. Business rule example with in-situ substitution

La Rosa and Dumas [6] propose modeling one large reference workflow. Their ap-
proach provides design-time configuration for realizing workflow variants, but there is
no extensible approach for including business rules.

Döhring et al. [7] defined a new metamodel for so-called vBPMN models resulting
from weaving BMPN2 and business rules (specified in the R2ML rule language). This
approach allows specifying change patterns for application at run-time. However, the
reference workflow requires to have adaptive segments explicitly marked. Like rBPMN,
vBPMN is an extension of BPMN (as standardized), so that the usual tooling for BPMN
cannot be directly used with this approach.

Döhring et al. [8] address this latter problem through design-time model transfor-
mations from vBPMN to BPMN2 Sub-Processes (as standardized), where the transfor-
mations are hard-coded in Java. Still, the reference model requires adaptive segments
to be marked.

In summary, we are not aware of any approach that allows modeling and executing
business rules specified directly as model transformations according to MDA, where
both source and target model conform to the BPMN 2.0 metamodel.

3 Business Rules Specified as Model Transformation Rules

In our approach, we specify business rules as model transformation rules, as indepen-
dently as possible from any existing process model as possible. Of course, such a busi-
ness rule has to refer to something in some existing business process, in order to be
useful at all. However, these rule specifications and the process specifications should
be maximally decoupled. So, we explain simple examples of such business rules even
before referring to any concrete reference process.

Our chosen example deals with payment, a very usual part of typical business pro-
cesses. Let us assume that payment is to be handled differently in a given business
depending on the amount to be paid. If this amount exceeds a defined threshold, an-
other business actor than the one primarily responsible for executing a payment Activity
needs to authorize the payment before its execution.

One possibility for specifying this business rule in our approach is illustrated in
Fig. 1, which implements an “in-situ” substitution (at the same place) of a given Pay-
ment Activity with the conditional payment authorization. In addition to this graphical
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illustration, such a rule needs to be specified in more detail for making it automatically
executable. We specified this rule as a transformation in the ATLAS Transformation
Language (ATL).3 Each ATL rule consists at least of a from and a to part. The from part
specifies which element is transformed (possibly with some conditions) and the to part
specifies the corresponding part in the target model. These parts are based on BPMN
in our approach, more precisely BPMN 2.0, where all the technical details have been
specified in an XML representation.

We also specified this business rule in different ways, but due to lack of space, we
cannot explain them all here. Still, let us mention another formalization for simply trans-
forming a Payment Activity into a BPMN model through a Payment Sub-Process that
includes additionally an authorization Activity and conditional Payment. This transfor-
mation also needs to create this Sub-Process in BPMN in such a way, that it contains
this conditional payment processing.

4 Automatically Adapting Reference Processes through Model

Transformations

Based on such specifications of business rules, our approach can automatically adapt
reference processes through model transformations. A small example of a reference
process represented in BPMN is shown in Fig. 2. It is a simplified version of the “pay-
ment handling” process of [9, p. 108]. This payment handling process starts with the
creation of an invoice. This invoice is then sent to the customer. After the customer has
received the invoice, she makes the payment of the invoice. Concurrently, the deliver-
ing company checks the receipt of payment (through its bank). Until the payment is
received, the check is repeated periodically. Once the payment is received, it is booked
as paid. After that, this example reference process is finished. Note, that payment is
unconditional in this process.

This process specification per se does not include any variability. Of course, it could
be simply changed manually to include the conditional payment authorization as desired
in the business rule example above. This would encode this particular rule in this par-
ticular process model, with all the disadvantages already discussed in the literature (see
also above).

Much as other approaches, we strive for automated adaptation, but we pursue it
through model transformation. After the given business rule as shown in Fig. 1 had
been formalized in ATL, applying the ATL rule engine resulted in a process model as
shown in Fig. 3. This rule replaces the simple Payment Activity in a reference process
with a whole process part directly inside the adapted reference process. In fact, we had
to implement several technical work-arounds to make this work because of restrictions
of this transformation approach. Due to lack of space, we cannot specify these here.

5 Discussion

It may seem as though it is straight-forward to add more and more business rules as
transformation rules according to our approach. However, certain constraints have to

3
http://www.eclipse.org/atl/
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Fig. 2. Reference Process
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Fig. 3. in-situ Changed Process
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be fulfilled, so that the business process resulting through model transformation still
conforms to BPMN. For example, it is necessary that the from and to parts have the
same input and output “ports”. In our simple example, these are one entry point and
one exit point. These constraints will have to be studied yet, possibly along the lines of
[10].

Our approach presented in this paper allows strong decoupling of (new) business
rules from existing business processes. So almost any existing process can potentially
be adapted according to new business rules automatically.

It is also an advantage of our approach that no segments of existing processes need
to be marked for adaptation, and so the designer does not need to think of possible
adaptions at all, because all the adaptions are fully specified in the business rules.

We only want to modify parts of the models, but the model transformation engines
are made for transforming a whole model. This leads to large overhead, like providing
generic transformation rules, and because of their triggering restriction we also need
the approach of Wagelaar et al. [11] for circumventing this technical problem.

A more convenient solution could be based on a specific transformation engine
providing triggering and firing of more than one rule for the same source element.
It could be devised along the lines of an existing one as specifically implemented in
another context [12, 13], which makes the approach of Wagelaar et al. unnecessary.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The work presented in this paper addresses adaptability of business process models
and, in particular, automating it. We follow the approach to separate reference processes
from business rules and propose here the new idea to represent certain kinds of business
rules as model transformations.

Our implementation assumes reference processes to be represented as standard
BPMN 2.0 models. The from and to parts of each transformation rule are based on
BPMN 2.0 as well, so the process models resulting from such transformations are also
standard BPMN. Therefore, existing BPMN execution engines / environments can be
used for the resulting process models.

Viewed from a higher perspective, this approach leads to a new form of represent-
ing and managing variability of business process models. When specifying reference
processes, it is not yet necessary to envisage their variability. In particular, no marking
of variable parts is necessary. Vice versa, when specifying business rules in this way,
the available reference processes need not be taken into account as a whole or in detail.
Just knowing about parts of such processes or sub-processes is required for specifying
the business rules.

Still, future work will be necessary for studies with people actually working on
adaptable business processes. In order to avoid the technicalities when using currently
available transformation engines, creating an advanced one will facilitate the adoption
of this approach. Such an engine will not necessarily have to be general enough to
handle any metamodel, but support specifically the one of BPMN 2.0. The use of such
a (specific) transformation engine will support the specification of business rules as
transformation rules.
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Abstract. An effective communication between the parties in the software de-
velopment process is important for coming to and complying with appropriate 
agreements on the quality of the prospective software. Such communication is 
impaired when developers and business stakeholders perceive quality different-
ly. To address this problem, we aim at a solution that supports understandability 
and reusability of quality-related communicated information, and the quality of 
decisions based on this information. In this paper, we first introduce a set of 
knowledge structures for representing communicated information and then dis-
cuss how to map raw communication data into these structures. 

Keywords: elicitation, semantic annotation, software development process, 
software quality, communicated information 

1 Introduction 

Software development processes require a continuous involvement of the affected 
business stakeholders in order to be successful (this requirement, in particular, is re-
flected by the ISO/IEC standard for software life cycle processes [6]). A prerequisite 
of such involvement is establishing an appropriate communication basis for the dif-
ferent parties. In particular, such a basis is needed for coming to terms and agree-
ments on the quality of the software under development. Without this, quality defects 
are often detected only when the software is made available for acceptance testing.  

Clearly, besides of enabling effective communication, the communicated quality-
related information has to be managed properly and made available during the soft-
ware development lifecycle; moreover, as past-experience may help to take the right 
decisions, such information should be provided in a way that allows for easy access 
(e.g., via an issue management system) and analysis.  

The QuASE project1 [11] aims at a comprehensive solution for these issues. In par-
ticular, this solution will provide support for managing (1) the understandability of 
quality-related communicated information, (2) the reusability of that information, and 
(3) the quality of decisions based on that information.    

                                                           
1 QuASE: Quality Aware Software Development is a project sponsored by the Austrian Re-

search Promotion Agency (FFG) in the framework of the Bridge 1 program 
(http://www.ffg.at/bridge1); Project ID: 3215531  
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In this paper, we concentrate on the knowledge structures representing quality-
related communicated information and on the mapping of raw communication data 
into these knowledge structures. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the sources of quality re-
lated information and defines the knowledge structures representing QuASE quality 
characteristics. Section 3 describes the mapping of communicated information into 
these knowledge structures. After a short discussion of related work in Section 4, the 
paper concludes with a summary and an outlook on future research (Section 5).  

2 Knowledge Structures for Representing Quality Related 
Communicated Information 

Usually, industrial software development projects keep communicated information 
within repositories such as  

1. project databases controlled by issue management systems, e.g., JIRA [7], Man-
tisBT [6] and others; such databases contain communicated  information in form of 
so-called issues that (generalizing communication units as bug reports or feature 
requests) and related discussions; 

2. file-based repositories containing meeting minutes, requirement and design speci-
fications etc.; these files are usually kept in some kind of a directory tree under the 
control of configuration management systems; these documents, as a rule, are up-
dated less frequently as compared to issues and the relevant discussion threads; 

3. wiki-based systems.  

Consequently, QuASE considers these types of repositories as sources of quality- 
related communicated information and therefore provides interfaces to them.  

The raw data collected from these sources are interpreted and mapped into the 
QuASE QuIRepository the structure of which (defining a generic metamodel repre-
senting semantic relationships) is depicted in figure 1 and subsequently explained.   

 
Fig. 1. Generic structure of QuIRepository 

1. QuASE site: owner of the given QuASE installation, e.g. a software provider.  
2. QuASE context: units having particular views on communicated information, e.g. 

projects, organizations and their departments, involved people (stakeholders) etc.. 
Context units are characterized by context attributes and can be connected to other 
units; a context configuration, for example, could include the representation of the 
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whole organizational hierarchy or the whole portfolio of projects defined for a par-
ticular IT company. 

3. QuASE documents: units shaping communicated information: they serve as con-
tainers for such information or organize such containers. We distinguish content 
holders and content directories organizing the holders. Examples of document 
units are issues and their sets, issue attribute values, requirement specifications and 
their structural elements. For the case of issues, the issues or their sets are exam-
ples of content directories, whereas issue descriptions and discussion opinions are 
examples of content holders. Document units can be related to particular context 
element. A detailed description of the context and document concepts is target of a 
separate publication. 

4. QuASE knowledge: quality and domain knowledge that is subject of communica-
tion and harmonization. We organize it into knowledge modules representing par-
ticular views. The configuration of these modules reflects the configuration of con-
text, i.e., the modules and their relationships correspond to context elements and 
their interrelationships. Below, these modules will be described in more detail. 

5. QuASE content: the information that has to be communicated. It is shaped by con-
text units and interpreted according to the respective knowledge. Dealing with the 
content is decoupled from dealing with their holder documents; i.e., we can think 
of this content as of a uniform stream of data (which is given as tagged natural text 
in the current QuASE implementation). On the other hand, while dealing with doc-
uments, we abstract from their content and delegate dealing with this content to the 
generic content processing routines. 

The QuASE knowledge modules are organized into a modular ontology (QuOntol-
ogy) thus providing a framework for translating between world views. Initial research 
on QuOntology has been published in [13], whereas  the current version of the rele-
vant conceptualizations is presented in [11].  

QuOntology is organized in three layers [see also Fig. 2]:  

1. QuOntology core represents a stable subset of the knowledge available from re-
search and industrial practice; this knowledge does not depend on the particular 
problem domain and the particular context. We use the Unified Foundational On-
tology (UFO) [4, 5] as a foundation for QuOntology core. 

2. Domain ontologies  [5] represent the specifics of the particular problem domain 
which is addressed by the given software under development (finance, oil and gas 
etc.); domain ontology concepts specialize core concepts; as a part of the project, 
we implement for this layer an ontology for quality in the software domain [11]. 

3. Context ontologies represent the knowledge related to particular components of the 
QuASE context: they contain organization-specific, project-specific etc. concepts. 
These concepts specialize the generic concepts of the upper level ontologies but al-
so may be specializations of other context ontologies; we implement for this layer 
ontologies for business-specific and IT-specific views on quality; 

To deal with changes in the structure of context and document units, we will provide 
a notation for specifying context and document configurations, which will be support-
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ed by the metamodeling tool ADOxx (http://www.adoxx.org); this will allow the re-
sponsible people (knowledge suppliers) to create and modify the desired configura-
tion. The relevant database structure will be generated based on this configuration.   

 
Fig. 2. QuASE ontology layers (adapted from [12]) 

3 Mapping communicated data into QuIRepository structures  

The correspondence of communicated data and QuIRepository structures is made 
explicit by mapping specifications of a particular mapping mode. 

For brevity, in this section we restrict ourselves to the mapping of repositories that 
are controlled by an issue management system (e.g. JIRA databases) further referred 
to as mapping sources. Mappings involving other categories of repositories (e.g. file-
based repositories or wikis) are based on similar principles. Also, we omit the treat-
ment of the mapping of concept relationships. 

  
3.1 Mapping context structure 

To define appropriate mappings for the context concepts we distinguish the follow-
ing mapping modes: 

1. Direct mode: a given communicated context-related structure (e.g. a JIRA database 
table) is mapped one-to-one into a QuIRepository context structure; 

2. Join mode: several communicated context-related structures are mapped into a 
single QuIRepository context structure; 

3. Split mode: a single communicated context-related structure is mapped into several 
QuIRepository structures; 

4. Interactive mode: the whole instance of the context concept has to be specified by 
the user through the respective user interface. 

Specifications for mapping context attributes are nested into the specifications de-
fined for context concepts. We distinguish the following mapping modes: 
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1. Direct mode: a single communicated attribute (e.g. defined as an attribute in a con-
text-related relation) is mapped into a single QuIRepository context attribute. The 
data is extracted without any user interaction. Example: mapping the “project 
name” attribute of a JIRA project table to the “project name” attribute of the corre-
sponding QuIRepository “project” context unit; 

2. Calculated mode: one or several communicated attributes are mapped to a QuIRe-
pository context attribute based on a predefined metric function;  

3. Interactive mode: the QuIRepository context attribute cannot be derived automati-
cally from the communicated data; in this case, the QuASE tool shows an elicita-
tion user interface and collects the concept information from the expert user.  

3.2 Mapping document structures  

1. Mapping document concepts: is defined similarly to the direct context mapping 
mode:  the communicated document structure is mapped to a specific QuIReposito-
ry document structure. As an example, a JIRA “issue” table is mapped to the “is-
sue” document structure, whereas the comments to the issues or issue descriptions 
are mapped into, correspondingly, “comment” or “issue description” content hold-
ers. 

2. Mapping document attributes: For the document attributes, the mapping is defined 
through the same three modes as specified above for context attributes; the main 
difference is due to the fact that it is possible to distinguish calculated attributes 
based on the content held directly by the document unit (for the case of content 
holders) or by the related holders (for the case of content directories).  

3. Mapping content holders: For content holders, the approach is to delegate all the 
processing of mapping the content to the specific content-mapping activities such 
as text-based semantic annotation as specified in the following section. 

3.3 Mapping content 

Mapping content stream into QuASE concepts is performed by associating concepts 
with text fragments of the stream. To perform such an association, the QuASE sys-
tem:  

1. scans the natural language content stream looking for candidate context-specific 
terms; 

2. associates tags with candidate terms that correspond to available knowledge in 
QuOntology; applying a tag indicates that the corresponding term can be associat-
ed with a QuOntology concept in at least one ontology module; 

3. makes the tags act as anchors for connections to the related QuOntology concepts; 
to do this, for every tagged term the tool looks for concepts in all available context 
ontology modules.  
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The Term knowledge context then is the set of all concepts found for the given term; it 
defines all possible context-specific views of this term, and allows for switching be-
tween such views. 

Fig.3 visualizes the process of associating context-specific terms with tagged doc-
uments exemplified by JIRA issues.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Associating context-specific terms with tagged JIRA issues  
(domain ontology layer is omitted) 

4 Related work 

In this section, we discuss two categories of the related work: (1) approaches address-
ing the complete set of goals for QuASE, and (2) approaches addressing the particular 
task of obtaining the data from project repositories for analytical purposes. 

4.1 Knowledge and experience management solutions  

The approach discussed here belongs to the category of solutions that facilitate 
storing, reusing, adapting, and analyzing the development knowledge. In particular 
such solutions apply the existing body of research on knowledge management to the 
field of software engineering [1, 2]. A more specific category of solutions is related to 
managing past software engineering experience; they are known as experience man-
agement solutions [10].  

With respect to our aims, these solutions bear the following shortcomings: (1) they 
do not specifically address quality-related issues, which is true especially for those 
issues that are available from existing repositories like issue management systems; (2) 
they collect the experience only as viewed from the developer side; the business 
stakeholder’s view is mostly ignored, and it is not possible to switch between views 
while considering collected experience. 
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4.2 Solutions for obtaining information from project repositories  

Approaches that aim at obtaining information from project repositories for analyti-
cal purposes, typically belong to the research area of mining software repositories [8]. 
Particular examples of such approaches include automatic categorization of defects 
[14], building software fault prediction models based on repository data [15], and 
using repositories to reveal traceability links [9]. Other approaches use repository 
information to analyze the applicability of specific development practices [3].  

Repository mining solutions use software repositories as sources of quantitative 
code- and coding process-related information (such as the frequency of bugs, the time 
spent on various tasks, information about commits into repositories etc.). In contrast 
to that, QuASE uses repositories as sources for communicated information by looking 
into issue descriptions, negotiation opinions, wikis, and requirements documents. 

In addition to the difference in the general goals, the QuASE approach differs from 
these solutions in the following implementation-related aspects: (1) it conceptualizes 
the process of collecting information from repositories as mapping operations con-
trolled by mapping specifications; (2) it is based on an established set of conceptual 
structures that represent context and document units, content stream, and view-
specific ontological knowledge.  

5 Conclusions and future work 

In this paper, we outlined a solution that is intended to support understandability and 
reusability of quality-related information, and thus may help to improve the quality of 
decisions in the software development process. The QuASE provides a knowledge-
oriented interface to information that is communicated and collected in the course of 
software development projects. For this purpose, we introduced a set of knowledge 
structures addressing quality characteristics; these include context-, document-and 
content-specific structures as well as the structures for knowledge that defines particu-
lar views. We then defined the various kinds of modes for mapping communicated 
information (such as the data available in the project databases or document reposito-
ries) into these knowledge structures. 

Ongoing research within the framework of the QuASE project aims at realizing the 
following features based on the defined conceptual structures: 

1. Understandability support: document units are analyzed with respect to potential 
understandability problems for the target context (e.g., when they units are to be 
presented to a non-expert business stakeholder; identified problems are solved by 
translating or explaining the problematic terms using the respective knowledge 
structures. 

2. Reusability support: for a given document, all similar ones (with respect to the re-
quired knowledge level) are searched based on the attributes of the documents 
and/or context units.  

3. Quality of decisions support: recommendations for dealing with documents and 
context elements during the communication; forecasts of metrics values, and per-
forming “what-if” analyses for particular decisions. 
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Abstract. Annotation paths are a new method for semantic annotation
which overcomes the limited expressiveness of semantic annotations by
concept references as defined in the SAWSDL standard. In this work we
show some preliminary evaluation of the feasibility of annotation paths
for web service discovery. The experiments suggest that annotation paths
can capture the semantics of XML schemas and web service descriptions
more precisely and appears as a promising approach for improving web
service discovery.
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1 Introduction

Web service discovery aims at (semi-)automating the search for suitable web ser-
vices. A web service discovery systems accepts a service request (a specification
of the needed web service) and a set of web service descriptions (advertisements)
as input and returns a list of web service descriptions ranked by relevance for
the request. There are many different approaches ranging from the structural or
lexical comparison of requests and advertisements to approaches that are based
on the explicit definition of the semantics using ontologies [12]. We specifically
address the usage of external knowledge provided by semantic annotations with
a reference ontology using SAWSDL [6] annotations. The W3C recommenda-
tion SWASDL (Semantic Annotations for WSDL and XML-Schema) specifies
a light-weight approach for the annotation of web services with arbitrary se-
mantic models (e.g. ontologies). SAWSDL introduces additional attributes for
XML-Schema and WSDL-documents. ModelReferences refer to ontology con-
cepts and Lifting- and Lowering-Mappings refer to arbitrary scripts that trans-
form the inputs and output XML-data to and from instances of some semantic
model. ModelReferences are proposed for service discovery, while Lifting- and
Lowering-Mappings are proposed for service invocation and only apply to the
annotation of inputs and outputs defined by XML-Schema.

Our previous work focused on the annotation of XML-schemas with reference
ontologies in order to automate the generation of executable schema mappings
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Fig. 1. Example reference ontology [8]

for document transformations [8–10, 7]. We could show that the expressiveness of
SAWSDL is not sufficient for the generation of schema mappings when general
reference ontologies are directly used for the annotation. Therefore, we have
proposed an extended annotation method that is based on annotation paths
rather than single concept annotations. Since this method already showed its
usefulness for XML-document transformations [7] we assume that annotation
paths can also improve web service discovery. The general hypothesis is that if
the annotation method allows a more precise definition of the semantics then
the precision of service matching for service discovery can be improved. Existing
approaches for SAWSDL based service discovery such as [5, 3] can partly solve
the problem of non precise semantic annotations by using additional dimensions
such as structure or textual similarity.
To give a first answer on this hypothesis we discusses the usage of annotation
paths for web service discovery and report some preliminary results.

2 Annotation Path Method

In some examples we show limitations of simple references to concepts for the
annotation of arbitrary XML-schemas or web service descriptions with existing
reference ontologies. We then present the general concept of annotation paths
(for details we refer to [8]).

2.1 Example

The SAWSDL [6] standard addresses semantic annotations for both web service
descriptions and for XML-schemas which are related since WSDL description
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Fig. 2. Sample XML-Schema with model-references [8]

use XML-Schema to define the inputs and outputs of operations. The XML-
Schema document shown in Figure 2 is annotated using simple concept references
referring to the ontology shown in Figure 1 using the sawsdl : ModelReference
attribute.

The annotated document in Figure 1 exhibits the following problems:

– The elements BuyerZipcode and BuyerStreet cannot be annotated because
the zip-code is modeled in form of a data-type property and not by a concept
in the ontology.

– The BuyerCountry element is annotated with the concept country. This
does not fully express the semantics because we do not know that the ele-
ment should contain the country of the buying-party. In addition the Seller-
Country element has exactly the same annotation and can therefore not be
distinguished.

– The attribute Price is annotated with the concept Price. Unfortunately this
does not capture the semantics. We do not know the subject of the price (an
item) and we do not know the currency.

We have always used exactly one concept for the annotation in the example.
However, SAWSDL supports lists of concepts in the modelReference attribute
but it does not allow to specify the relations between the concepts in this list.
Therefore, this does not help to solve the shown problems. In the examples
above we have only annotated data-carrying elements. If we would in addition
also annotate the parent elements in this case the order element we could add
a bit more semantic information. It would be clear that the annotations of the
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Fig. 3. Sample XML-Schema document with Annotation-Path Method [8]

child-elements of the order-element can be seen in the context of an order. Un-
fortunately this would not help for the ambiguities between the BuyerCountry-
and the SellerCountry element. In general it would require a strong structural
relatedness between the ontology and the annotated XML-Schema or service
description which we cannot guarantee when many different schemas or ser-
vices are annotated with a single reference ontology. In addition SAWSDL does
not define that there are any relations between the annotations of parent and
child elements. A solution for these non precise annotations is the usage of a
more specific reference ontology, which contains concepts that fully match the
semantics of each annotated element. For example it would need to contain the
concept InvoiceBuyerCountry and InvoiceBuyerZipCode. However, enhancing a
general reference ontology with all possible combinations of concepts leads to a
combinatorial explosion.

2.2 Annotation Path Method

We propose a new annotation method based on annotation path expressions
that are sequences of steps referring to concepts and properties of a reference
ontology. The first step of an annotation path is always a concept. The last
step of an annotation path can be a concept or a data-type property. Between
two concept steps there is always an object property step. Concept steps can
have constraints denoted in square brackets. In Fig. 3 we give some examples
for annotation paths - more details can be found in [8].

Annotation paths can automatically be represented in form of OWL2 con-
cepts which can be used to extend the reference ontology. For example the
path Order/billTo/Buyer[Mr Smith]/hasCountry/Country is represented as a
subclass of Country that has an inverse hasCountry relation to a Buyer whose
name is Mr. Smith who has an inverse billTo relation to an Order. This can be
represented by the OWL expression Country and inv (hasCountry) some (Buyer
and {Mr Smith} and inv (billTo) some (Order)).
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The extraction of annotations from a schema requires to rewrite the schema
in order to cope with reused elements first. The resulting schema may contain ad-
ditional annotations. Since schema elements can refer to other schema elements
and types, the full annotation path has to be concatenated from the annotation
paths of the elements. For an example an XML-element DeliveryAddress is itself
annotated with the annotation path /Order/deliverTo/Address. It has a type
definition address. The address type itself contains various elements. One of them
is street which is annotated with /Address/hasStreet. In order to construct the
complete semantics of the street element which is a child element of DeliveryAd-
dress we get the additional path /Order/deliverTo/Address/hasStreet.

3 Path-Based Service Matching Prototype

To apply the annotation path method to web service discovery we implemented
a logics based service matcher [1] that operates only on path-based annotations
of the inputs and outputs of operations. No other dimensions of the service
descriptions are used for matching. The assumption is that two operations with
the same inputs and outputs are likely to be the same operation. We do not
address the annotation of operations themselves. In order to rank different web
services according to a request we automatically generate one XML-Schema
for the inputs and one XML-Schema for the outputs of each operation of the
advertisements and the request. These schemas are then matched and an overall
confidence value for the service match in the interval [0..1] is computed. The
ranking is then based on the confidence values. The matching process of the
schemas operates in 4 phases:

– Annotation Path Extraction: The input and output schemas of each opera-
tion are transformed to an internal tree representation where no types are
reused using the COMA3[11] library. The annotation paths are rewritten as
described in the last paragraph of Sect. 2.2. Finally all annotation paths are
extracted from the resulting tree.

– Extended Ontology Generation: The annotations are transformed to OWL
concepts and an extended reference ontology is created.

– Matching and Mapping: The XML-Schemas of the request and of each ad-
vertisement are matched based on the annotations using a standard OWL
reasoner (pellet). Two schema elements s1 from the source schema and t1
from the target schema match if the annotation concept (the correspond-
ing annotation path represented as an OWL concept) of s1 is equivalent
to the annotation concept of t1 or if there is a subclass or superclass rela-
tion between s1 and t1. In case of equivalence the confidence value of the
match is 1. In case of the subclass match the confidence value of the match
is 0.8 weighted by the concept distance between the annotation concept of
s1 and t1 in the extended reference ontology. In case of a superclass to sub-
class match the confidence value is 0.6 also weighted by the distance in the
ontology. After the confidence values are computed for each combination of
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elements of the source and target schema, a schema mapping is created based
on the best matching elements.

– Ranking: Finally, an overall confidence value of each schema mapping is com-
puted by aggregating the confidence values of the mapping elements using
min, max or avg. strategies and the advertisements are ordered descending
by the overall confidence values.

4 Evaluation

The goal of the evaluation is to provide preliminary results whether the anno-
tation path method leads to better results in service discovery. Therefore, we
have evaluated [1] our service matcher that exploits only path based semantic
annotations against existing SAWSDL-based service matchers. The assumption
is that when this simple service matcher can compete with state of the art service
matchers that exploit far more aspects of a service and use advanced techniques
such as machine learning, then the usage of annotation paths is also promising
for service discovery.
We have annotated a subset of the SAWSDL-TC31 data-set with our annota-
tion path method and have evaluated our matcher against service matchers that
took part in the International Semantic Service Selection Contests2. We have
evaluated two scenarios:

– Scenario 1: The goal of this scenario was to evaluate how, our simple matcher
can compete against current state of the art matchers based on existing re-
quests and advertisements of the SAWSDL-TC-3 data-set. In the first sce-
nario we have selected one arbitrary request (book-price) and 40 advertise-
ments and have annotated them manually using the annotation path method.
Our matcher operated on requests and advertisements which are annotated
with annotation-paths and the reference matchers used the original annota-
tions and advertisements of the TC-3 data-set.

– Scenario 2: The goal of the second scenario was to asses how our matcher
competes against other matchers if the semantics cannot be expressed by
simple concept annotations. In this case matchers operating on simple con-
cept annotations can only infer the missing semantics by exploiting other
dimensions such as the structure or naming of elements. The second sce-
nario was also evaluated using existing advertisements of the SAWSDL-TC3
data-set. We have only changed the request. We now require for the price of
books in Euro but excluding tax and we restrict the input to science fiction
comics. This cannot be expressed with the used ontologies because no such
concepts exists. However, a hint for the standard SASWSDL matchers was
provided by the requested output type (EuroPriceExcludingVAT ) and input
type (ScienceFictionComic).

1 http://projects.semwebcentral.org/projects/sawsdl-tc/
2 http://www-ags.dfki.uni-sb.de/ klusch/s3/index.html
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We have executed the evaluation with the Service Matchmaker and Execution
Environment (SME23) which is also used for the International Semantic Service
Selection Contests. Due to the partial TC3 data-set we were not able to execute
all matchers. However, we could execute two major representatives iSem[3, 4]
and SAWSDL-MX[5]. The iSem matcher when applied for SAWSDL is a hybrid
service matcher exploiting inputs and outputs and service names that employs
strict and approximated logical matching, text-similarity-based matching and
structural matching and automatically adjusts its aggregation and ranking pa-
rameters using machine learning. It reached the best binary precision in the
contest of 2012. SAWSDL-MX is a typical representative of a hybrid matcher
using logics and syntax-based matching. The SAWSDL-TC3 data-set is anno-
tated with relevance grades for each combination of advertisements and requests.
A relevance grade is a value between 0 and 3, where 0 stands for not relevant and
3 stands for highly relevant. We used the original relevance grades for Scenario 1
and asked an independent expert to provide the relevance grades for Scenario 2.
We have assessed the overall performance of each matcher based on the reached
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain[2] (NDCG) which is also used in the
International Semantic Service Selection Contests. The results of both scenarios
are shown in Table 1. Our matcher performed more than 4 percent better than
the SAWSDL-MX matcher and around 1 percent less precise than the nearly
perfect iSEM matcher. In the second scenario our matcher performed around 9
percent better than iSem and around 12 percent better than SAWSDL-MX.

Table 1. Result Comparison

Matcher NDCG Scenario 1 NDCG Senario 2
Path-Based Matcher 0.977 0.970

iSem Hybrid 0.990 0.886
SAWSDL-MX 0.937 0.867

While these preliminary results do not yet allow to draw final conclusions
the annotation paths approach is promising for improving web service discovery.
Our simple path-based matcher could clearly show its advantage in Scenario 2
and in Scenario 1 it could compete well with existing state of the art matchers
which use far more advanced matching methods and additional aspects of service
descriptions and advertisements.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The annotation path method for semantic annotation has been developed to
overcome limitations in the expressiveness of simple concept references. We
showed in some feasibility tests that already a simple implementation of an

3 http://projects.semwebcentral.org/projects/sme2/
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annotation path based XML-schema matcher used for comparing web service
advertisements with service requests can successfully compete with state-of the
art web service discovery systems. We therefore conclude that annotation paths
are well suited for capturing the semantics of objects in much finer detail and
that the annotation path method and matchers based on it are promising ap-
proaches to improve web service discovery. Encouraged by the promising results
we plan to evaluate our annotation path based matcher with a larger data-set
and against additional existing matchers. Other future work is to integrate our
matcher into existing state of the art matchers to gain even better results. An-
other direction of future work is to evaluate not only the matching precision but
also the minimum amount of manual work to semi-automatically create annota-
tion path annotations in comparison to simple concept references.
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Abstract. Identifying open problems in an engineering domain is a first step 
towards making new contributions. To identify problems one often examines 
existing solutions to recognize opportunities for advances. As the knowledge in 
a domain grows and multiplies, it becomes increasingly difficult to keep track 
of advances made, especially in relation to evolving needs. Drawing from goal-
oriented requirements engineering, we propose a specialized use of concept 
maps to map out contributions to problem-solving knowledge in an engineering 
domain. We illustrate the approach using the domain of Architecture Descrip-
tion Languages (ADLs) and discuss usefulness and usability of the specialized 
concept map.  

Keywords: Knowledge Mapping, Requirement Engineering, Concept map 

1 Introduction 

The state of the art in engineering related fields is a fast moving target. With innova-
tion occurring globally at fast pace, researchers and practitioners must expend signifi-
cant efforts to keep up with the current state of the art, which is also a prerequisite to 
pushing the boundaries to better deal with new problems and needs.  

To stay up-to-date and to make new contributions, researchers and practitioners 
must over time maintain an overview of a field, understand the problems addressed 
and solutions proposed, as well as identify the outstanding issues that should receive 
further attention. Given the fast pace of new developments, keeping such an overview 
is challenging. Researchers make use of a number of approaches to consolidate and 
better understand a research domain. They mainly use literature reviews, including 
systematic reviews [5], and tagging and classifications approaches1 [6]. In addition, 
some research has been done to improve on aforementioned approaches such as to 
consolidate scholarly works using concept maps [8], cause maps [4], and claim-
oriented argumentation [9]. As researchers are looking for innovation, they would like 
to have supporting tools that would help to cluster related topics, to explicate prob-

                                                        
1 There are also reference management systems like EndNote and Mendeley that support classi-

fication using folders and tagging. 
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lems and solutions, to represent and reason about differences between existing solu-
tions, and to analyze how the knowledge in a domain evolves over time. Indeed, the 
aforementioned approaches offer different kinds of textual, conceptual and visual 
mapping over domains, however, analyzing their capabilities, it seems that they lack 
essential capabilities to evaluate or compare state-of-the art studies. Table 1 presents a 
(subjective) comparison of the approaches with respect to the needed capabilities.  

 
Table 1. Comparing mapping techniques 

Approach Clustering Expressiveness Reasoning Dynamic  
Evolution 

Literature Survey + + - + 
Classification +++ - - + 
Cause Map ++ ++ ++ +++ 
Concept Maps - + - +++ 
Argumentation - ++ +++ +++ 

 
Based on our observation that contributions to the state of the art can often be char-

acterized as means that come to address specific ends in some better way, and the lack 
of such a view in current approaches, we were motivated to seek an approach based 
on goal-oriented requirements engineering (GORE) approaches [11] in general and 
the i* (pronounced i-star) goal-oriented modeling framework approach in particular 
[11]. The i* approach has at its center the means-ends relationship, and the capability 
to differentiate alternate means towards some end by indicating their differing contri-
butions towards desired quality objectives. Following that approach and based on our 
previous work [3], we propose a knowledge mapping technique to represent and map 
out problems and solutions in engineering domains. We envision that using such a 
technique would better support researchers in representing and reasoning about re-
search advancements in engineering domains. In this paper, we describe the tech-
nique, illustrate its use for the domain of software architecture description languages 
(ADLs), present initial evaluations and further discuss our vision in developing the 
technique. 

In Section 2 we briefly review the ADL landscape and point to some of the issues 
we observed. In Section 3 we define the mapping technique and demonstrate it using 
examples from the ADL domain. In Section 4 we further discuss the proposed tech-
nique and reflect on its use. In Section 5 we conclude and elaborate on our vision 
regarding the usage of such knowledge maps.  

2 The Architecture Description Language Domain 

The motivation for our research is the observation that much of the knowledge under-
pinning engineering domains can essentially be characterized using means-ends rela-
tionships and qualifying properties. Such a characterization supports systematically 
representing needs and problems and their linkages to proposed solutions that come to 
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address those problems in some better way. Capturing problems, solutions and such 
linkages between them helps in systematically identifying what the problems in a 
domain are, which of those have been addressed to date and how, as well as what the 
outstanding issues are that could benefit from future exploration.  

As an example we looked at the domain of architectural design as one of the im-
portant areas in IS design. Specialized languages for supporting architectural design 
has been an active research area for some time, yet their industry adoption has been 
limited. In a recent survey that aimed to identify what architects need from architec-
tural description languages (ADLs) [7], the authors identified 150+ ADLs that were 
proposed over the last decade and half and asked practitioners, amongst others, which 
ADLs they used, what ADL features they found they need, and more generally what 
their ADL needs are during architectural development.  

One surprising outcome of the survey was the limited adoption of the proposed 
ADLs in industry. Only a hand-full of ADLs, and mainly those that originated from 
industry, were in active use, with UML used as an ADL by 86% of the respondents. 
Furthermore, 86% of respondents indicated that ADLs needed to be extended to meet 
project-specific needs. Yet, only about 25% of UML users actually extended UML, 
such as by use of profiles, to meet project-specific needs, with about 73% of respond-
ents using UML as-is, despite its lack of architectural description features. 

To better understand the reason of UML adoption, and in particular why it was 
mostly adopted in organizations as-is without extensions, we mapped out portions of 
the ADL domain to capture how ADL authors perceived problems and solutions in 
that domain. Our aim was to identify how a knowledge structure based on means-ends 
relationships could more systematically tie ADL research to practitioners’ needs. 
While addressing architects needs is clearly an important objective for ADL design-
ers, creators of ADLs nevertheless typically focused on specific technical features 
they perceived architects would need and offered interesting representational or ana-
lytical features, which in the end were however not adopted by practicing architects in 
industry. 

To further examine knowledge structures in the ADL domain we also turned to 
ADL literature reviews, which consolidate, compare and contrast ADLs. Such litera-
ture surveys offer useful perspectives on the knowledge structure of the ADL domain. 
However, such reviews mainly focused on comparing the feature sets of ADLs using 
predefined features or feature categories perceived to be of value to the survey authors 
[2].  

We thus aim to complement such textual survey approaches with a conceptual 
knowledge map that helps characterize and clarify the problems and needs, and dif-
ferent solution approaches in engineering domains, and helps link high level needs 
and problems to the solution approaches.  

3 Specializing Concept Maps for Engineering Domains 

During our research we applied the proposed technique to map out portions of a varie-
ty of engineering domains including agent-oriented software engineering, geo-
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engineering, web mining, and documenting software architectures. Distilling our 
modeling experience we adopted a minimal set of modeling constructs including two 
main types of nodes and several types of links. By convention, the map is laid out 
with problems or objectives at the top and solutions at the bottom. 
x The task is the main element in the means-ends hierarchy. A task can be inter-

preted either as a problem (in relation to lower elements) or a solution (in relation 
to higher elements). It is named with a concise verb phrase typically, and graph-
ically depicted as a rectangular shape with rounded corners. For example, in Fig-
ure 1, which illustrates part of the ADL knowledge map, the task “Define Archi-
tecture”  is a problem to be addressed. It can be achieved by the tasks of  “Define  
New  Architecture”  or  “Utilize Existing Knowledge”.  Both  solutions  can in turn 
can also be viewed as sub-problems that need further addressing. A task can have 
associated contexts and a set of references (i.e., the knowledge sources) justifying 
the existence of such a task within the map. These are not shown in Figure 1 to 
avoid clutter, but are supported by the tool.   

x A quality element is used to express quality attributes that are desired for associ-
ated tasks. Examples in Figure 1 include “Scalable”,  “Traceable”,  and  “Architec-
ture  Quality”.  A quality is depicted as an ellipse, and is typically named with ad-
verbial  or  adjectival  phrases  or  quality  nouns  (e.g.,  “-ilities”). 

x Links connect tasks and qualities. In the following we elaborate on the link types.  
o The achieved by link represents a means-end relationship. The arrow points 

from  the  “end”  to  the  “means”.  Figure  1  indicates  that  “Use  ADL”  is  one  way  
of   achieving   “Design  New  Architecture”.   “Use  WRIGHT”   and   “Use  UML”  
are alternative ways of achieving  “Use  ADL”.  

o The consists of link indicates that a task has several sub-parts, all of which 
should be accomplished for the parent task to be accomplished. In Figure 1, 
“Devise   Architecture”   consists   of   “Define   Architecture”,   “Select   Technolo-
gy”,  and “Communicate  the  Architecture”,  among  other  problems  that  need  to  
be addressed.  

o The association link (an unlabeled and non-directional link) indicates the de-
sirable qualities for a given task. These qualities are to be taken into account 
when evaluating alternative ways for accomplishing the task. For example, 
“Adoptable”,  “Extensible”,  are  qualities  that  could  differentiate  among  differ-
ent ways of “Use(-ing) ADL”. 

o The extended by link indicates that the target task is an extension of the 
source task. For   example,   “Create UML-Profile”   is   an   extension   of   “Use  
UML”.  All qualities that hold for the parent task also hold for its extensions. 

o The contribution link (a curved arrow) indicates a contribution towards a 
quality, from a task or another quality. The contribution can be from strong 
negative to strong positive contribution, which are determined subjectively by 
the  map  creator  based  on  the  available  resources.  For  example,  “Use  UML”  is  
well  contributed  (“++”)  to  “Weavable into  SDLC”,  and  also  contribute (“+”)  
to  “Analyzable”.  The  alternative  “Use  WRIGHT”   is  well  contributed   (“++”)  
to  “Formal”  and  contribute  (“+”)  to  “Weavable into  SDLC”,  and “Usable”.   
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Figure 1.  A partial knowledge map of the ADL domain 
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We used the cmap tool2 to draw the knowledge map in Figure 1. Using the cmap tool 
allows us to benefit from all implemented features of the platform, including collabo-
rative modeling and sharing of concept maps. 

It should be noted that Figure 1 is a map aims to serve as an index to the actual 
knowledge. The purpose of the map is not to create new knowledge rather to organize 
the knowledge in a way that would increase its accessibility. 

To construct the map in Figure 1, we analyzed an informal survey of architects du-
ties and skills offered on the CMU SEI website [9] and the aforementioned ADL ar-
chitects needs survey paper [7]. We further looked at comparison of various ADLs 
reported in the literature [2]. Following these resources, we were able to construct the 
map while having supporting evidence for the claims implied by nodes and relation-
ships included in map.  

4 Discussion 

Using the knowledge map in Figure 1 we can point to the main justifications for 
choosing one ADL over another by following their level of contribution to the quali-
ties associated with the use of an ADL. Which ADLs were chosen in practice, and 
why? According to the Malavolta survey [7], most architects adopting UML as an 
ADL decided to live with the limitations of UML rather than choosing an ADL that 
fits with their specific software architectural analysis needs, because the generic ver-
sion of UML was a notation already known in the organization, and hence required 
minimal learning effort during adoption. This explanation is indicated in Figure 1 by 
the contribution  link  from  “Use  UML”  to  “Analyzable”: using UML has limited con-
tribution to   having   an   analyzable   architectural   description;;   a   “++”   link   from   “Use 
UML”  to  Adoptability:  using  UML  has  a  strong  contribution  to  being  adoptable  in  the  
organization; a   “++”   link   from   “Use  UML”   to   “Weaveable   into   SDLC”:   indicating  
another advantages over WRIGHT; and the  “-“  contribution  link  from  “Create UML 
Profile” to “Low Customization Efforts”, indicating that creating a UML Profile con-
tributes negatively to reducing customization efforts, and thus rarely used.  

Hence, the concept map helps capture and visualize, using selected concepts and 
relationships, the arguments that   drove   many   architect’s   adoption   decision-making. 
More specifically, adoptability in the organization is an overriding concern, which 
needs to be addressed well before other useful features, are introduced in an ADL. 
   Another insight for future research that may be derived from the knowledge map is 
that ADLs only cover a small part of the overall responsibilities of software architects. 
According to Figure 1 decisions about ADL use mainly support the definition of new 
architectures, which is, however, only one task of a variety of others that architects 
are engaged in during architectural development, some of which might be more im-
portant to the organization than more formal descriptions of architectures. The 
knowledge map should thus help researchers and practitioners in seeing the broader 
picture of needs into which more particular research directions are positioned.  

                                                        
2 http://cmap.ihmc.us/ 
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While the proposed technique facilitates representing problems and solutions in ex-
isting state-of-the-art, we encountered a number of challenges while self-examining it 
in the various domains aforementioned and with various viewpoints (e.g., mapping a 
domain, mapping a specific research, adopting a top-down approach, and adopting a 
middle-out approach): 
Conceptual Mismatch: Identifying problems, solutions, qualities, and the relation-
ships among them is often non-trivial. Researchers and stakeholders often present 
needs and benefits in solution-oriented terminology and languages and neglect the 
connection with the problem-oriented aspect.  
Naming Decompositions: During the construction of a knowledge map elements are 
decomposed into lower level elements. Decomposition is the main mechanism to 
unearth variation and differences in approach details (solution features) that matter 
with respect to qualities. However, in some domains it appears difficult to identify 
and name those solution feature “components” that differentiate among alternative 
approaches. This suggests that more holistic representations of solution approaches, 
or, that more finer-grained concept map based analysis guidelines to help make ex-
plicit in what way proposed solutions differ in their details, may be needed.  
Multiple vantage points and terminology use: Because of different viewpoints map 
creators might take, they may develop maps differently, both in terminology and in 
the abstraction level. Furthermore, it is in the purview of the map creator to decide 
which level of abstraction is the most fitting to express problems and solution ap-
proaches. When constructing larger maps out of contributions from different map 
authors, aligning the levels of abstraction is thus non-trivial. 
Scalable tool support: Having good tool support is often a key weakness in proposed 
approaches. Using concept maps we can take advantage of existing tools, and use 
“scalability”  features  such  as:  element expanding/collapsing and map referencing.   
Domain knowledge extraction: Currently, knowledge extraction and its mapping are 
done manually and obviously, subjectively, as implied before. This introduce a burden 
on adopting the approach. Nevertheless, we envision crowd-mapping as an approach 
that distributes the burden across interested many participants, who benefit from mu-
tual contributions, and approaches to automated concept extraction from bodies of 
engineering text guided by the proposed concepts that link needs with solutions.  

5 Conclusion and Future work 

With the fast moving technological/engineering innovations landscape, new approach 
proposals that address novel challenges are continuously devised. In this paper we 
propose a technique to map out research fields using a light-weight modeling tech-
nique, based on a well-known concept mapping approach and argue for its benefits, 
such as the ability to represent and facilitate the analysis for novel proposals, gaps of 
un-addressed problems, as well as, other kinds of analysis such as tracing of possible 
reasons for adoption or non-adoption of proposed approaches. We believe that the 
approach is applicable to any engineering domains that fit into the problem-solution 
means-end approach. Yet, its benefits depend on the domain maturity. 
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From preliminary user studies [1], we found that the proposed technique supports 
examining a domain of research not only from the solution point of view, but also 
allows for emphasizing problems addressed, and in particular the properties in the 
problem space that offer significant advantages over prior art. Having both problems 
and solutions captured in one place helps better reviewing and understanding a do-
main. We were also able to identify gaps in which further research could be per-
formed. 

To further explore and facilitate the use of knowledge mapping, in the future we 
plan to expand knowledge map capabilities in a number of directions: further develop 
guidelines for map creators to support extracting knowledge from research domains 
and including them in knowledge maps; support a crowd-mapping approach whereby 
different stakeholders could contribute to creating, arguing about and improving on a 
collaborative knowledge map; support for trust mechanisms, as well as, empirical 
evidence based additions to knowledge maps that offer additional insights; develop 
semi-automated reasoning support to identify gaps or even possible solution ap-
proaches to identified gaps, across different knowledge maps; and develop automated 
extraction of knowledge mappings from bodies of engineering texts, guided by core 
concepts proposed in this paper. Additional evaluations for testing the benefits of the 
proposed technique are also required. 
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Abstract. Contemporary information systems have to satisfy needs of agile and 
viable enterprises. They shall include mechanisms of business intelligence, 
business process management, information technology infrastructure 
management, and alignment between business and computer systems. The 
mechanisms for business process handling and computer systems handling are 
similar, and the mechanisms for their continuous integrated improvement also 
are similar, therefore the architecture of information systems components that 
support these processes can have a measure of similarity if considered at a 
particular level of abstraction. The paper, focusing on aforementioned 
similarities, uses St. Alter's work systems paradigm for constructing fractal 
architecture of information systems that can be used for supporting agile and 
viable organizations. 

Keywords: work system, fractal architecture, information systems. 

1   Introduction 

Cloud solutions and use of business intelligence tools have transformed the landscape 
of information systems from relatively rigid internal architectures to more flexible and 
open structures of information handling [1], [2]. This refers to more flexible 
distribution of physical devices as well as possibility to acquire real time data that can 
be used for introducing changes in business and information technology solutions. 
The question arises how these abilities of information technology solutions can be 
represented in information systems architectures so that complexity that increases 
with the introduction of higher variability and flexibility could be embraced and 
managed. 

While business, software, and hardware systems are very different, the 
mechanisms used in their analysis and management do not differ so much. For 
instance, similarities can be found in the actor based approaches in business analysis 
and actor based approaches in parallel programming. Moreover, according to our 
experience [3], [4] - data acquisition and analysis methods for big data analysis in 
social networks can be compared with similar methods in computer networks. These 
similarities suggest to seek for common architecture patterns that could be used in 
business and information technology domains, since the information systems 
processes cross both domains.  
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In this paper we propose to use work systems paradigm introduced by St. Alter [5], 
as a basis for reflecting architecture of information systems. Taking into consideration 
that information systems concerns both business and information technology 
subsystems of an enterprise, we use inclusion relationship between different work 
systems of the enterprise 

The paper is structured as follows. We briefly discuss related work in Section 2. In 
Section 3 we propose the work systems paradigm based model of fractal information 
systems architecture. In section 4 we discuss the benefits of viewing information 
systems architecture as a fractal architecture composed of multiple work systems. 
Brief conclusions and directions of further research are presented in Section 5. 

2   Related Work 

The approach proposed in this paper is based on two main sources of related work, 
namely, on the work systems theory [5], and contemporary applications of viable 
systems model [6], [7], [8]. 

According to Steven Alter [5]   “an   information system is a work system whose 
processes and activities are devoted to processing information, that is, capturing, 
transmitting, storing, retrieving, manipulating, and displaying information. A work 
system is a system in which human participants and/or machines perform work 
(processes and activities) using information, technology and other resources to 
produce specific products and/or services for  specific  internal  or  external  customers”.  
The customers can be external customers of the enterprise as well as internal 
customers (one sub-work system has produced information valuable for another sub-
work system). The work system is embedded in its environment, and depends on 
organizational strategy and infrastructure (see Fig. 1).  

 
 
Fig. 1. Work system behind the process (the triangle in the figure is adopted from [5]) 
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Thus, we can state that behind each organizational process there is a work system. 

From the modeling perspective, there is a real or virtual work system behind of each 
business process at any level of abstraction or decomposition. On another hand, for 
each business process there can be find an information processing sub-process (or 
activities that themselves perform a transformation of inputs into outputs and 
therefore can be regarded as processes, which produce information). Thus, using 
Alter's work system paradigm it is possible to identify information systems 
architecture that consists of work systems that are structured according to the chosen 
model of representation of business processes. This issue will be discussed in more 
detail in the next section. 

Contemporary applications of viable systems model show that an enterprise has to 
handle its internal work systems as well as it has to have good environment scanning 
capabilities at the operational and strategic levels [6], [7], [8]. For the enterprise to be 
viable, its internal units have to have a measure of autonomy and it should be 
organized as fractals [9] (in Fig. 2 each "ONE", which corresponds to the processes 
that bring value to the customer, consists of a smaller scale viable systems model). 
Such structure enables flexibility that is essential to ensure agility of enterprises. 
Thus, according to the viable systems model, for the value adding and strategic 
processes of the enterprise (processes that are directly related to the external 
environment) we can distinguish at least three sub-processes: production 
(transforming given inputs into given outputs), environment scanning (operational 
and/or strategic), and internal control or management (see Fig. 2). In this paper we 
extrapolate that such three sub-processes are applicable to any process in an 
enterprise, because also enabling processes and other management processes have to 
scan their environment inside the enterprise. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Viable systems model: a process perspective 
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Application of viable systems model for contemporary enterprises is a 
multidisciplinary research topic, which is out of the scope of this paper. Hereby we 
just borrow the idea of necessity to be aware of external environment, to produce the 
value, and to be able to manage itself (quality management, change management, etc) 
for each autonomous unit (we regard the process as an autonomous unit here). 
Another issue is that while the viable systems model has a fractal architecture, the 
fractal architecture of information systems proposed in this paper is viewed from the 
point of view of an information system as a subsystem of an organization, not just 
from the point of view of operational fractals of the viable systems model. 

3   Similarities in Information Systems Support for Organizational 
Processes. 

As described in previous section, the viable systems model indirectly prescribes that 
each value producing unit has to be aware of its environment, and handle the value 
production and self-management sub-processes. Each of this sub-process certainly 
needs information that, in turn, is supported by the information systems sub-processes 
(see View A in Fig. 3). These information systems sub-processes have to be supported 
by particular human or artificial information handling units that represent a specific 
part of information systems architecture. Thus there will be and information systems 
process behind of each business process as it sub-process (View B in Fig. 3). This 
information systems process includes information system sub-processes for 
environment scanning, value production, and self-management. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Information systems process as a sub-process of business process (View A - sub-process 
level dependency, View B - process level dependency) 
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The information systems processes are part of work systems that are handling 

them. Thus behind each information systems process, that supports business process, 
there is a work system capable of information handling for the particular process (see 
Fig. 4). The work system in Fig. 4 is a part of work system reflected in Fig 1. 

 
Fig. 4. Information systems architecture work system behind the business process (via 
corresponding information systems process) 

 
From the process point of view all work systems behind information system 

processes are self-similar, they have to have a measure autonomy, and they are a part 
of a whole work system that supports all information processes in a an enterprise. 
Thus work systems that support business processes form a fractal architecture [7], [9] 
that can expose a high level of flexibility needed for agile and viable companies. 

On another hand, information systems management also is a business process, thus 
the scanning of information systems environment, information production, and 
management of information system are sub-processes to be supported (recursively) by 
the information system. This applies to information systems processes at a high level 
of abstraction as well to physical processes, such as cloud management or software 
development process management, or hardware cluster management [1], [2]. In all 
cases the same type of work system processes are present, just at different level of 
scale and using information systems architecture elements of different substance (see 
Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4).  

The proposed fractal elements of the information systems architecture can be 
recognized at two dimensions: from the value production dimension and the work 
systems substance dimension. At the value production dimension we consider all 
business process including their variants and value production oriented 
decompositions. Value production oriented decomposition is different from business 
process sub-process types reflected in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Value production 
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decomposition means product oriented decompositions, e.g., the process "educate 
students" can be decomposed into sub-processes "educate students in chemistry" and 
"educate students in physics" (alternatively these can be viewed as process variants, 
too), the process "manufacture cars" can be decomposed into sub-processes 
"manufacture sport cars" and "manufacture city cars", or "manufacture engine" and 
"manufacture navigation system". We use the value production dimension at the 
business level. At information systems level we use work systems substance 
dimension, where the work system can be considered as a virtual actor composed 
from human participants and technologies: software, and hardware elements (Fig. 5) 
(including different its variants and decompositions still reflecting human actors as 
part of the work system); software (application software and/or systems software) 
together with hardware systems; as well as pure hardware systems with embedded 
information handling functions. 

 

 
Fig. 5. An element of fractal information systems architecture 

 
The work systems element of information systems architecture, reflected in Fig. 5 

suits for both:  business value production dimension and work systems substance 
dimension, from the point of view of information handling.   

4   Discussion  

There are the following benefits from viewing information systems architecture as a 
fractal architecture composed of multiple work systems: 
x This helps to ensure that all business processes are supported by information 

system services (sub-processes for environment scanning, value production, and 
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self-management). These services or sub-processes are essential for agile and 
viable companies as they have to cope with unpredictable changes in their 
environments. 

x Consideration of information systems architecture as a fractal system of work 
systems gives an opportunity to at least recognize (and if possible - manage) all 
actual virtual information system work systems supporting the business system 
regardless of ownership of software and hardware and regardless of functional 
boundaries of an enterprise. 

x Since the work system can be considered as a virtual system, the changes in the 
architecture can be introduced on a regular basis by combining the work systems or 
introducing their new versions at the needed level of abstraction or granularity, 
based on self-similarity principles of fractal systems [7]. 

x While the particular concept of work system is introduced on the basis of viable 
systems model (Fig. 2) by considering its operational and strategic processes that 
have to directly analyze the external environment of an enterprise, still the concept 
is applicable also for business processes that do not belong to two abovementioned 
categories. Such approach enables to look beyond not only functional boundaries 
of an enterprise, but also to consider customers of the enterprise as partners and 
switch between physical and virtual boundaries of enterprises in modeling of 
information systems. 
Currently the proposed approach of considering information systems architecture 

as a fractal system of work systems is applied to two library processes in an 
university. Library processes do not belong to operational or strategic processes 
directly. Nevertheless they may have a direct relationship with the external 
environment. We consider two processes - book ordering and acquisition of electronic 
resources. The information systems work systems for both processes cross several 
functional units of the university and for both processes environment scanning, value 
production, and self-management sub-processes are relevant.  Similar information 
technology support is used for external environment scanning and internal 
environment scanning (e.g. acquisition of usage statistics and acquisition of 
popularity statistics). The results obtained so far show that a specific organizational 
processes and work systems based information systems architecture management 
system is needed to fully benefit from the application of work systems based fractal 
information systems architecture.  

5   Conclusions  

The paper proposes to use the concept of a work system for designating virtual and 
physical components of fractal information systems architecture. The proposal roots 
in related work on work systems by St. Alter [5] and contemporary applications of 
viable systems model [6], [7], [8]. However, here the notion of fractality does not 
exactly consider (but can incorporate) recursive fractality prescribed by viable system 
model. In the proposed approach, the fractality is considered from the point of view of 
the value production dimension and the work systems substance dimension. The value 
production dimension concerns value for external customers as well as value for 
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internal customers. The approach allows to consider customers as partners and to 
switch between physical and virtual boundaries of enterprises in modeling of 
information systems. The work systems dimension permits to view the basic 
information system sub-processes at the level of virtual actors composed of human 
actors, software, and hardware; at the level of software and hardware; and at the level 
of hardware only. 

The work system is suggested to be considered as an architectural component that 
for each given business process supports environment scanning, value production, and 
self-management. 

The paper is limited to the introduction of the concept at a high level of abstraction. 
Two experiments are currently in progress to clarify the details and prepare the 
ground for defining requirements for work systems based fractal information systems 
architecture management system. A number of case studies in varieties of contexts 
will be needed to provide detailed guidelines for application of the proposed concept. 
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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce IDECSE a new integrated ap-
proach for composite services engineering which is based on Semantic
Web and Data Mining. IDECSE considers semantics in all the composi-
tion steps: user query, semantic classification of services in the registry,
composing services, and verifying the composition process. By consid-
ering semantics for describing, discovering, composing, and monitoring
services, IDECSE addresses the challenge of fully automating the discov-
ery, composition and monitoring processes while reducing development
time and cost. IDECSE appeals for data mining techniques, namely For-
mal Concept Analysis, for classifying and mining services into service
registry in order to anticipate relevant services search and reduce ser-
vices search space.

Keywords: Web Service Composition, Semantic Web, Data mining.

1 Introduction

Web services are software applications that can be advertised, located and in-
voked across the Web. Nowadays, an increasing amount of organizations imple-
ment their business core and outsource their services over Internet. Thus the
ability to e↵ectively select and integrate di↵erent services at run-time is an im-
portant step towards the development of Web service applications. If no single
Web service can satisfy the functionality required by the user, there should be a
possibility to create and compose new Web services from existing ones. Consid-
erable academic research and industrial e↵orts have focused on various aspects
of Web service composition ranging from service discovery, to composite ser-
vice specification and deployment. In this context, important initiatives have
been conducted to provide tools and languages that allow an e�cient integra-
tion of heterogeneous services. Standard languages such as UDDI4, WSDL5, and

4 http://uddi.org/pubs/uddi
5 http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl
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SOAP6 were proposed to define standard ways for service discovery, description,
and invocation. WSBPEL7 has focused on representing service compositions
where the process flow and bindings between services are known a priori. Later
on, following the emergence of the Semantic Web and the fast growth of its re-
lated technologies, enhancing Web services description by a semantic level has
became one of the basic requirements for e�cient services discovery and com-
position. Since then, several standardization e↵orts have been done to provide
languages which allow to semantically describe Web services on the one hand,
and which support e�cient automation of the discovery and composition tasks
by formal reasoning on services description on the other hand. Standard lan-
guages, mainly Web Ontology Language for Services (OWL-S)8 and Web Service
Modeling Ontology (WSMO)9, were proposed to allow considering semantic as-
pects in the description and reasoning about services. Based on such languages,
many frameworks was proposed for services composition and deployment [1–4].
Despite these e↵orts and progresses, Web services composition remains a chal-
lenging task for the following reasons. First, the number of available services is
dramatically increasing. This requires composition frameworks to be accurate,
scalable, and reliable to look up and select the most appropriate services for users
requirements. Second, services are developed by di↵erent organizations based on
di↵erent types of models and platforms. This heterogeneity in services modeling
creates semantic gaps between the presentation of their specification. This re-
quires composition frameworks to provide e�cient tools to support bridging such
gaps. Third, Web services can be created and updated rapidly. This requires the
composition frameworks should be able to dynamically detect and interact with
such changes at run-time. Fourth, specifying composition requirements needs the
use of high-level languages that are easy to understand, in order to allow end
users to express their functional and non-functional requirements in an e↵ective
way. Fifth, in case of failure to fulfill user’s goal, the composition process should
be able to iteratively refining the goal specification in an intuitive way to build
composite services. Finally, run-time monitoring and adaptation strategies are
primordial to ensure the correctness and the scalability of the composition envi-
ronments. While numerous composition approaches have been developed, very
little has been done towards dealing with these challenges. In this context, this
paper introduces IDECSE, Integrated Development Environment for Composite
Services Engineering, which considers semantics in all the composition steps: an-
alyzing user query, semantic classification of services in the registry, composing
services, and verifying the composition process. This approach aims to provide
an easy way to specify functional and non-functional requirements of composite
services in a precise and declarative manner, to guide the user through the com-
position process, while allowing modification or feedback, and finally to enable
generating outputs in a deployable language. The rest of the paper is organized

6 http://www.w3.org/TR/SOAP
7 http://www-106.ibm.com/developerworks/webservices/library/ws-bpel
8 http://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S
9 http://www.w3.org/Submission/WSMO
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as follows. Section 2, presents the architecture of the proposed framework and
details its modules. Section 3 briefly reviews the best known existing approaches
before comparing them to IDECSE. Section 4 concludes the paper and outlines
current and future work.

2 IDECSE Framework

The IDECSE follows the generic architecture of Web services composition frame-
works [5] which contain the following components: Translator, Process Gen-
erator, Evaluator, Execution Engine and Service Repository. Figure 1 shows
the main parts of a composition framework in a high-level of abstraction (i.e.
without considering particular algorithms, languages or platforms). The Service
Requester consumes services, following their requirements, o↵ered by service
providers, whereas the service provider produces services and puts them into
the Service Repository (steps 1 and 2). The Translator translates between the
external languages used by the Requester and the internal languages used by the
Process Generator (steps 3 and 4). The Process Generator produces plans that
combine the available services from the service repository to satisfy the Request
(step 5). The evaluator then evaluates all produced plans and returns the best
one for execution(steps 6 and 7). Finally, the Execution Engine executes the plan
and returns the result to the service requester (step 8).

Fig. 1. General framework for Web service composition

IDECSE enhances this architecture to address the challenge of fully inte-
grating semantics in all stages of the composition global life-cycle. First user
requirements are more understood using refinement techniques such as gener-
alization or specification of concepts from a given ontology. Second, IDECSE
appeals for data mining techniques for classifying and mining services into ser-
vice registry based on semantic relations. Third, IDECSE is based on two types
of reasoners: a similarity-based reasoner and a logic-based one. The IDECSE ar-
chitecture is depicted in Figure 2. It consists of five modules covering the global
composition life-cycle (i.e. specification, classification, composition, deployment,
and monitoring ). These modules are described in the following sub-sections.
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2.1 Service Request Module

The Service Request module translates user requirements to an internal language
to be used either by the Service Classification module or the Service Reasoning
module. The Graphical Query Editor relies on domain ontology to ”understand”
the requirements before enriching them through adding new ontology concepts
based on semantic relations such as generalization, specialization, etc. The Query
is then parsed to extract functional and non-functional requirements. Functional
requirements are modeled using the IOPE Extractor, which extract the Input,
Output, Precondition and E↵ects. Non-functional requirements are specified as
QoS parameters. Extracted user requirements are then modeled as a new re-
quested service called SR. Given a domain ontology O, a user query Q modeled
as SR, consists of a set of provided inputs SR

in

✓ O, a set of desired outputs
SR

out

✓ O, a set of preconditions SR
pre

✓ O, a set of e↵ects SR
eff

✓ O, and a set
of quality of service constraints SR

qos

= {(q1, v1, w1), (q2, v2, w2), ..., (qk, vk, wk)},
where qi(i=1,2,...,k) is a quality criterion, vi is the required value for criterion qi,

and wi is the weight assigned to this criterion such that
Pk

i=1 wi = 1, and
k the number of quality criteria involved in the query. We can model SR as
SR =

P
IOPE +

P
QoS.

2.2 Service Classification Module

To deal with the important number of Web services and instead of considering
the whole service registry, this module allows to classify available services seman-
tically into classes according to their similarities. Its second role is to return only
relevant services to SR from the registry. The module contains four components
which are Service Projector, Service Description Extractor, Service Similarity
Calculator and Relevant Service Selector. The Service Projector selects services
capabilities based on syntactical and semantic description for each service (i.e.
WSDL and OWL-S description for each service) into one interface. The Service
Description Extractor, extracts useful parameters from service capabilities. The
Service Similarity Calculator Sub-Module is based on data mining techniques
for classifying services into classes according to their relevance and similarity
in order to anticipate relevant services search and reduce services search space.
The Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [6] formalism and its extension to com-
plex data called Similarity-based Formal Concept Analysis (SFCA) [7] are used
as data mining techniques for this purpose. This module contains three main
components:

1. the Context Builder is responsible for preparing the input data-set to the
classification module. It selects the main properties of Web Services and
creates a tabular representation where the rows correspond to the Web Ser-
vices, the columns correspond to the services capabilities (descriptions) such
as type of input or the ontology that the input refers to, and finally table
cells contain values of these properties for each service.
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Fig. 2. IDECSE Architecture

2. the Similarity Comparator relies on a set of mathematical formulas based on
the semantic distance between concepts from the Context Builder and then
between services in the registry.

3. the Lattice Builder enables to compute the lattice structure corresponding
to the input table generated by the Context Builder. The lattice structure
reflects services grouping possibilities based on their common or similar prop-
erties.

Once the lattice is built, services are grouped into classes according to their
similarities. The Relevant Service Selector identifies the most relevant classes of
services from the lattice (lattice interpreter), which is more likely to answer the
query. The set of relevant services can then be outputted with the appropriate
rank with respect to the query needs (Service Ranking) to the next module.
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2.3 Service Reasoning Module

The Service Reasoning module identifies the candidate composition plans that
realize the goal through a similarity-based reasoner or a logic-based one. The
Similarity Reasoner is based on the value of semantic similarity calculated by
Service Similarity Comparator module. When the semantic similarity value be-
tween SR and one or more existing services in the registry is higher than a given
threshold then SR is satisfied. Otherwise the Logic Reasoner is called to identify
the plan of services that achieves the goal of SR. The main components of the
Logic Reasoner module are:

– Reasoner: checks the ontology consistency in addition to handling the main-
tenance of state including preconditions evaluation and e↵ects application.

– Filter: avoids redundancy from the plan by identifying service types with
potential relevance to the goal and checks the dependency relationships be-
tween each two consecutive service types.

– Matchmaker: allows querying the service registry for available services in
order to match the preconditions of a Web service with the e↵ects of another.

– Abstract Planner: It can be considered as the main component of this module
and is responsible for generating a set of abstract plans.

To determine an Abstract Plan, the composition is reduced to a planning prob-
lem. A Plan is formalized as a proof of the goal to answer the user query. A Plan
P = {Ai}i=1..n is a sequence of n actions. Each action Ai applies on a state Ei

to produce a state Ei+1: 8i 2 {0, .., n � 1}, Ei ^ Ai |= Ei+1. Starting from the
initial state E0 the plan P produces the goal G: E0 ^ P |= G.

2.4 Service Execution Module

The service Execution Module translates the abstract plan into an executable
one by associating to each service type its specific instances using the Service
Instances Registry. The plan generated by the logic reasoner is considered as
a template for the composite service and drives the process of matching each
service type to a corresponding service instance. The Service Execution Module
is mainly composed of two main components: The Executable Plan Generator
considers non-functional requirements of the goal and enables to concretize the
abstract plan generated by the Service Reasoning Module. The Executable Com-
position Analyzer generates executable code and invokes the execution engine
in the Service Monitoring module. Di↵erent works was proposed in order to im-
plement the Executable Plan Generator, we can use for example the algorithm
presented in [8]. This algorithm takes as input a composition plan, the QoS per-
missible values imposed by the user, and their weights and generates as output
a composition plan that satisfies the requirements of the user.

2.5 Service Monitoring Module

Monitoring deals with the actual execution of the composite service and is re-
sponsible for monitoring the execution and recording violation of any require-
ment of the goal service at runtime. If a violation event occurs, an adaptation
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engine is triggered to handle this violation. There are two inputs to a monitor-
ing framework, a set of constraints that the process must obey and events or
messages generated during the execution. A processing engine ensures that all
events comply with the constraints and reports any exception.

3 Related Works

A considerable number of research e↵orts have focused on various aspects of
Web service compositions ranging from semantic service discovery to seman-
tic specification, deployment, and monitoring. MoSCoE (Modeling Web Service
Composition and Execution) [3] aims to provide a model-driven framework for
an automatically composition of services. MoSCoE allows service providers to
publish their services in a standard and semantic way and uses UML state ma-
chines for visually representing composite services. The Composition process
in MoSCoE is based on the three steps of abstraction, composition and refine-
ment. However user preferences and QoS were not addressed but only outlined
as future work. In [9], authors combine semantic service descriptions with the
invocations of the WSDL descriptions allowing to execute the composed services
on the Web. The process includes matching services to the user at each step
of a composition and filtering the possibilities by using semantic descriptions of
the services. The generated composition is then directly executable through the
WSDL grounding of the services. [10] presents a framework for service composi-
tion based on functional aspects, in which services are chained according to their
functional and semantic description (IOPEs). The proposed framework uses the
Causal Link Matrix (CLM) formalism in order to facilitate the computation of
the final service composition as a semantic graph. The set of possible solutions
are then pruned, at composition time, in order to rank the service compositions
according to some fixed criteria. These criteria can be defined based on the se-
mantic similarity of component services and/or the non-functional properties of
the compositions calculated by aggregating the non-functional properties of the
component services. In [11] and [12], Description Logics (DL) frameworks for
Semantic Web service composition are proposed. The specification of Semantic
Web services is reduced to preconditions, which define logical conditions that
should be satisfied prior to the service invocation and e↵ects, which are the
result of the execution of the service. The proposed approaches for services com-
position use backward chaining search algorithms to find potential candidate
services. Thus the composition process is done automatically and dynamically.

IDECSE builds on the approaches mentioned above and aims to provide a
declarative approach to service composition engineering to achieve a full manip-
ulation of the composition process. IDECSE appeals for data mining techniques
for classifying and mining services into service registry in order to anticipate rele-
vant services search and reduce services search space. It also considers monitoring
and adaptation concerns, which are not incorporated in the above approaches.
IDECSE provides an easy way to specify functional and non-functional require-
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ments of composite services in a semantic and declarative manner, guides the
user through the composition process, while allowing modifications or feedbacks.

4 Conclusion

This paper describes IDECSE, a new semantic integrated approach for com-
posite services engineering. Compared to existing approaches IDECSE consid-
ers semantics in all the composition global life-cycle, addresses the challenge of
fully automating the composition processes, uses data mining techniques such as
SFCA for classifying and mining services, and proposes new reasoning, monitor-
ing, and adaptation techniques. Our work in progress includes the improvement
and implementation of the di↵erent modules of the proposed architecture. We
also plan to extend the framework to include additional features such as failure
handling, and an interactive visual environment for testing composite services.
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Abstract. Models are used in software engineering, enterprise archi-
tecture, requirements engineering, etc. In this context, models can give
support in creating a shared understanding of what exists in an enter-
prise. For this purpose we suggest to use a cartography tool that stores
and displays the variety of models. But cartography tools have limita-
tions in the number of enterprise levels shown. Since every model has to
conform to a unique meta-model, in this paper we report on a develop-
ment of a SEAM meta-model used within the Solu-QIQ cartography tool
to overcome the limitations of the default cartography meta-models.

Key words: meta-model, SEAM, URBA, enterprise architecture, EA tool,
Solu-QIQ

1 Introduction

Enterprise architecture (EA) is defined as “a coherent whole of principles, meth-
ods, and models that are used in the design and realization of an enterprise’s
organizational structure, business processes, information systems, and infrastruc-
ture” [8]. Today there are many EA frameworks and methodologies that di↵er in
their approaches and in their level of details. EA comparison studies can assist
architects in choosing the appropriate framework or methodology [12, 15]. In
this paper we look at EA diagrams as an information systems (IS) cartography.

Having a cartography in an enterprise is important because it helps enterprise
architects, managers, governance bodies and all employees in general, to create
a shared understanding of what exists within and around the enterprise. With
this, decisions that optimize the usage of Information Technology (IT) resources
are made more easily. In the literature, an information system cartography is
also known as a top-down urbanization approach (IS Urbanization and Enter-
prise Architecture, URBA-EA) [10], and it comes with the possibility to use a
cartography tool.
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Any EA tool which outputs a complete EA landscape and which o↵ers a
fast way of EA modeling without losing the models correctness can be seen as
cartography tool. We decouple the tool from the approach implemented in the
tool. As a consequence, in Section 2, we give an overview of few EA tools and
EA approaches separately. Section 2 also contains matrices comparing the tools
and approaches according to features we find important.

In Section 3 we describe the chosen approach and its meta-model. In Section 4
we show how this meta-model is implemented in the chosen tool. Finally, we give
conclusions and present the future work.

2 EA Tools and Approaches

People creating and using models need a modeling tool that speeds up their
work. At the same time, their models must not lose the correctness. When we
were looking for a tool to do the modeling, we focused on the following criteria:

A. Ability for meta-model customization, making the tool decoupled from it’s
integrated EA approach.

B. Mass-modeling capability and various formats of data and model import/export.
C. Automatic diagram layout generation.

Our evaluation of some tools is presented in Table 1.

A B C
Iteraplan [6] No Yes Yes
Enterprise Architect [4] No Partial No
Solu-QIQ [3] Yes Yes Yes

Table 1. Summary of some tools evaluation criteria

As for tools, we had several criteria for the EA modeling approach. We looked
at frameworks, modeling languages and methodologies, and the questions we
asked are:

I. Does the approach have a notation?
II. How many levels (domains) does the approach model?
III. Is the approach’s meta-model generic between di↵erent levels or domains?
IV. Is the approach declarative?

Our review of some approaches is given in Table 2.
Based on our criteria, we choose Solu-QIQ tool with the SEAM approach.

With SEAM’s ability to model multiple levels, we model the enterprise from
the business down to IT, using the same notation. Also, the declarative way of
modeling is an advantage when focusing on macro scenario descriptions. Solu-
QIQ makes this approach more powerful with it’s mass modeling and automatic
diagram-generation features.
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I II III IV
TOGAF [14] No 4 No No
ArchiMate [1] Yes 4 No No
URBA [10] No 4 No Depends on the level
SEAM [5] Yes User defined Yes Yes

Table 2. Summary of some EA approaches evaluation criteria

3 Systemic Enterprise Architecture Methodology – SEAM

SEAM is a family of methods used for consulting and teaching strategic thinking,
business/IT alignment, and requirements engineering [7, 16]. In this paper we
elaborate on applying SEAM in the creation of an IS cartography, so we use the
Enterprise Architecture specific SEAM.

SEAM represents an organization as a hierarchy of service systems (from
business down to IT, also known as organizational level hierarchy). To clarify, we
use system to refer to any kind of entity in our surrounding: an organization,
an employee, an IT system, or an application [17]. In General Systems Thinking
(GST), the common definition of a system is ”a set of elements standing in
interrelations”[18] and every system (and service system) has a boundary.

(a) Systems (b) Actions (c) Refinement (decomposi-
tion) and invoke (use) link
respectively

Fig. 1. SEAM notation for the di↵erent kinds of service systems, actions and links

In the mentioned hierarchy, we can model systems as awhole, also denoted

as [w] (black boxes) or as a composite, denoted as [c] (white boxes).
By modeling a system as a whole, we ignore the system’s components and we
focus only on the services o↵ered by the system. When we model a system
as a composite, the components and their relationships are visible, so we see
the implementation of the service and understand the responsibility of each
component. In this case, the system seen as a composite is the parent in the
organizational level hierarchy and the component systems are placed within the
boundary of their parent. Essentially, there are no rules on the number of levels
in the hierarchy.
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Besides the organizational level hierarchy, we can specify the behavior (func-
tionality) of each system. There are two kinds of functionalities [17]:

1. Service (localized action) is the behavior of a system as a whole. It
represents a service o↵ered by a system.

2. Process (action binding) is the behavior of a system as a composite and
it represents a service implementation by a system [2]. Usually the process
is connected to services from other systems as a whole (that share the same
system as a composite parent).

When we have both of the views (as a whole and as a composite) for the
same system in one diagram, we can observe two types of connections (links),
depicted in Fig. 1(c):

– The two views are connected with a refinement (decomposition) link. Essen-
tially, this link shows that it is the same system. The process in the system
as a whole corresponds to the implementation of the service in the system as
a composite.

– In the system as a composite, the process is connected with plain links to
other services that belong to the component systems as a whole. These links
mean that the process invokes (uses) those services.

As a notation, a block arrow pictogram is used to specify a general (business)
service system in a SEAM diagram. There exist other pictograms that specify
the nature (type) of the service system (see Fig. 1(a)). The name of the system is
written on the top of the pictogram, followed by a small letter in square brackets
[w] or [c], denoting if it is a system as a whole or a composite respectively. Also,
the pictograms used for a service and a process are depicted in Fig. 1(b).

An example of a SEAM model is depicted in Fig. 2.
In a service oriented environment, there is no definite number of layers be-

tween the application layer and the layer where the final end user participates
in/consumes the service. In Fig. 2 we show four organizational levels in a SEAM
model. In this example model there is an application in the third (Application
22 ), and in the fourth level (Application 31 ). We are not showing details of
the application and infrastructure layers. They can be seen after we model its
composite views, but for simplicity we don’t show them here.

If we try to map this model to a meta-model with fixed number of levels,
we will fail. The application layer is usually fixed in one level, and we model a
situation where we need an application layer in two di↵erent levels. Adding an
extra application layer can solve the problem, but it also adds complexity and
decreases scalability of the overall solution.

Another solution to the problem described is defining the levels to be recur-
sive, which is possible with SEAM. If the information about the level is needed,
it is possible to store it as a flag.
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Fig. 2. Example SEAM model showing the organizational level hierarchy

4 SEAM Meta-model Implementation in Solu-QIQ

SEAM is capable of modeling more scenarios compared to other approaches,
which is a great advantage. But this advantage makes it di�cult to find a meta-
model that every SEAM model will follow. Finding this meta-model enables
modelers to create SEAM models that capture more situations in a fast way by
using the Solu-QIQ tool.

The already developed meta-models, which capture all methods which are
part of SEAM [11, 9] are very exhaustive. From the SEAM basic EA method
explanation in Subsection 3, the meta-model should capture systems (whole and
composite), actions (service and process) and connections (decomposition and
usage). We also derive several modeling rules, that help in making the meta-
model more simple. We summarize the rules as follows:

– A system as a whole hosts only services, and a system as a composite hosts
processes and other systems as a whole.

– A process is linked with (uses) services from systems as a whole.
– The decomposition link, connects di↵erent views of a system.

From this we conclude that the only items that should be present in our meta-
model are: a system, a service and a process. Our proposed meta-model is
shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Meta-model of SEAM concepts implemented in Solu-QIQ

In this class diagram of the meta-model we see two Composition links
(Service System – Process and Service System – Service). By these two
links we have partly captured the system decomposition link, and the whole and
composite concepts. Let’s say we have a service system sysX, that o↵ers the
service serX (when sysX is seen as a whole), and a process procX that im-
plements the serX, which is in sysX, when the system is seen as a composite.
Whenever a system is connected with a service, we know that we are looking at
its view as a whole. The same holds for a system connected with a process and a
system’s view as a composite. This decomposition scenario will be complete only
when we know that procX implements serX. This is done by the connection
between Service and Process in the meta-model.

Finally, we have a many-to-many relationship between a Process and a Ser-
vice. The reason for this is the invoke (use) link. The Service ! Process (decom-
position) link stands for “the service implemented by a process”, and the Process
! Service (invoke) link stands for “the process uses a service”. The cardinality
of processes and services is di↵erent. On the process side it is 0..* because there
can be services for which we don’t know the implementation. For the services it
is 1..* because there can not be a process that doesn’t use a service. Also, once
we have a process, we have the corresponding service. The distinction between
these two types of links is stored as a flag in this many-to-many relationship.

The Service System in the meta-model has one additional attribute - Type,
of the SystemType. This SystemType is a typology that is used to distinguish
what kind of system we want to show (see Fig. 1(a)). With this we implement
the solution of having recursive layers. By giving the value Application to the
system’s type, we will know that that system is an application and belongs to
the corresponding Application layer in URBA.

We tested the proposed meta-model by implementing it in Solu-QIQ. It is
not intuitive that this meta-model is capable of showing infinite number of or-
ganizational hierarchy levels. For this purpose, we populated the meta-model in
the tool with data that correspond to the SEAM model seen in Fig. 2. It is not
enough just to insert data. It is up to us how do we interpret the meta-model
and the data present. This is done by creating a query in Solu-QIQ that outputs
enough data to show one organizational hierarchy level as a SEAM model. The
final Solu-QIQ output is depicted in Fig. 4 and it is obtained after defining a
style in the tool for the output of the query. We have to note that the output
shows only one level at a time, and in this figure four separate outputs are shown.

When we compare Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, we can see that it is the same model.
With this we proved that Solu-QIQ is able to generate SEAM models based on
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Fig. 4. A Solu-QIQ output of the SEAM model shown in Fig. 2 implemented based
on the meta-model shown in Fig. 3

the meta-model we provided. So in future, instead of drawing SEAM models,
system by system, action by action, we can only populate the Solu-QIQ tool
with the needed data, click on a button, and we will have the model ready.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we show how to combine an EA approach with a tool independent
of the approach through creating a mutually compliant meta-model. This tool
is further on used for generating EA models. The overall goal is to have models
of the EA that enables the IT to give better support to the enterprise’s IT
strategy. This is tightly connected with the definition and implementation of an
IT strategy, as seen in [13].

In this paper we describe the development of a meta-model that is compliant
with our chosen EA approach, SEAM, and an EA tool, called Solu-QIQ. This
tool is inspired by the urbanization approach.

First, we explained why SEAM and a cartography tool such as Solu-QIQ are
needed in an enterprise, and why it is important for them to coexist. Then, we
gave a simple meta-model that captures the basic SEAM principles. We finish
with the implementation of this meta-model in Solu-QIQ and show the output of
a generated model. By doing all this, we showed the recursive side of SEAM and
we display the e�ciency of Solu-QIQ when dealing with recursive meta-models.

6 Future Work

Our next step is adding a concept in the meta-model that shows grouping of
services by functionality. As SEAM is a service-oriented approach, this grouping
will also give the service catalog.
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The presented meta-model captures only the basic SEAM usage and capa-
bility. SEAM is much more powerful than showing services, processes, service
systems as a whole and as a composite. In order to benefit from the complete
SEAM approach, this meta-model has to be augmented with the other SEAM
concepts not presented here.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a visionary approach about a new 
architecture for supporting proactive decision making in enterprises. We argue 
that a cognitive approach of continuous situation awareness can enable 
capabilities of proactive enterprise intelligence and propose a conceptual 
architecture outlining the main conceptual blocks and their role in the 
realization of the proactive enterprise. The presented approach provides the 
technological foundation and can be taken as a blueprint for the further 
development of a reference architecture for proactive enterprise applications. 
We illustrate how the proposed architecture supports decision-making ahead of 
time on the basis of real-time observations and anticipation of future undesired 
events by presenting a practical application in the oil and gas industry.  

Keywords: proactivity, predictive analytics, enterprise, decision-making, 
event-driven computing, condition-based maintenance. 

1   Introduction & Motivation 

Today’s  enterprises  are  facing  increasing  pressure  due  to  globalization,  uncertainties,  
and increased regulations, among others. These pressures are forcing the companies to 
manage production at the margins of performance, achieving better control through 
the whole of the production process. As an example companies need to know what 
goods are in transit, what is about to enter the warehouse, what is being shipped from 
suppliers, in order to dynamically route goods in-transit. 

To cope with these challenges in general, dynamic business networks need to 
enhance their monitoring capabilities within the network and across different levels. 
To achieve this, real time monitoring can be used and such kind of real-time 
monitoring have been already implemented in many enterprises in the form of 
extensive sensor/IoT- systems. Indeed, sensing enterprises are a reality, starting from 
manufacturers that can sense some deviations from the production plan as soon as
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they appear, till large logistics networks that sense delays about the delivery time in 
real-time. The main driving concept in sensing enterprises is events and 
correspondingly, the event-driven architecture (EDA) is underlying their realization. 

However, event monitoring, is only the first, crucial step to manage problems in 
complex, dynamic systems. Next step is enabling that event monitoring copes with 
the scale and dynamics of the business context (internal and external). Indeed, change 
is constant, therefore monitoring solutions must also change so they can adapt and 
stay relevant. For example, changes in the business performances should be registered 
as soon as they happen and taken as new monitoring goals.  

This kind of dynamic monitoring is the basis for the new level of (sensing) 
performance observing that is not only sensing the problems, but also sensing that the 
problem might appear, i.e. focusing on a proactive approach. Indeed, observing a 
delay is very useful information, but anticipating that there will be a delay is far more 
important from the business point of view. Moreover, such anticipation will lead to 
the possibility to act ahead of time, i.e. to be proactive in resolving problems before 
they appear or realizing opportunities before they become evident for the entire 
business community and be able to recover and support continuity. This ability to 
support continuity in operations at the margins is called resilience [1], and is a key 
strategy in today's and future industrial operation. From the architecture point of view 
this requires reorientation from events as changes that happened in time to 
anticipation as prediction that something will happen in near future.  

In this paper we present a visionary approach about anticipation-driven sensing and 
decision-making that will enable the transition from sensing to proactive enterprise. 
One of the main novelties is the treatment of anticipation as the first class citizens in 
our approach: it supports the whole life-cycle of the anticipation, from 
sensing/generating anticipations till validating the reactions (proactions) based on 
them. We argue that a cognitive approach of continuous situation awareness can 
enable capabilities of proactive enterprise intelligence and propose a conceptual 
architecture for proactive enterprises systems. We present an application scenario for 
proactive decision-making in the area of condition-based maintenance.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses our vision for the 
proactive enterprise, while Section 3 outlines the proposed approach for realizing 
such a vision. Section 4 presents our proposed architecture and Section 5 an 
envisaged scenario where proactivity can be injected in enterprise decision-making. 
Section 6 discussed related work, while Section 7 concludes the paper.  

2   Vision 
Our vision for the proactive enterprise compared to the current reality of sensing 
enterprise is illustrated in Figure 1. Sensing enterprises are operating on the surface of 
the possibilities (the tip of the iceberg), whereas a deeper diving into the endless 
wealth of opportunities is required in order to enable the transition to the proactive 
enterprise. Consequently, like the events are driving reactivity in the sensing 
enterprise, anticipations (predictions) are driving proactivity in proactive enterprise 
leading to increased situation awareness capabilities even ahead of time (cf. Figure 1). 
This requires new methods and technologies that are responsible for dealing with 
anticipations, which are part of the novel anticipation-driven architecture:
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x Anticipation based on Big data - Exploiting the power of big enterprise data, 

by sensing the whole business ecosystem: shifting relevant business context 
from internal processes to the ecosystem 

x Anticipation-based Actions - Extracting the actionable meaning from data, 
by applying advanced big data predictive analytics: shifting the processing 
capabilities from real-time into ahead-of-time processing 

x Anticipation-driven Optimization - Increasing the strategic value of data 
analysis for decision making, by dynamically adapting patterns of interest 
found in real-time big data streams and enabling proactive decisions: shifting 
decision making focus from early warnings into business optimization 

 
Figure 1: From Sensing till Proacting. (1-> 2, Space axis: From Processes to the 
Business Ecosystem; 3-> 4, Time axis: From Real-time to Ahead of Time 

Processing; 5 -> 6: Decision Making: From Early Hints to Business 
Optimization) 

This will lead to a new class of enterprise systems, proactive and resilient 
enterprises,   that   will   be   continuously   aware   of   that   what   „might   happen“   in   the  
relevant business context and optimize their behavior to  achieve  what  “should  be  the  
best   action”   even   during   stress   and   balancing   on   demanding   margins.   Proactive 
enterprise systems will be able to suggest early on to the decision makers the most 
appropriate process adjustments to avoid singular system behavior and optimize its 
performance.  

This paper introduces a novel architecture for realizing proactive enterprise, 
encompassing anticipations as the first class citizens and driver of the processing. The 
architecture is based on the Observe, Orient, Decide, Act (OODA) loop of situational 
awareness that has been recognized as one of main models for the big data supply 
chain [2] - the key for continuous situational awareness. This model sees decision-
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making occurring in a recurring cycle of unfolding interaction with the environment, 
oriented via cues inherent in tradition, experience and analysis. These cues inform 
hypotheses about the current and emerging situation that, in turn, drive actions that 
test hypotheses.  

The first step towards continuous situation-aware proactivity is to enable 
comprehensive observing of the relevant enterprise context/ecosystem through the 
design and development of a smart sensing system able to cope with a huge amount of 
heterogeneous (big data) in real-time, focusing on predictive sensing (sensing early 
warnings – anticipations). Next, semantic understanding of acquired data in near real 
time should be enabled (orient) by designing and developing an efficient management 
framework for dynamic (proactive) and context-aware anticipation and detection of 
the situations of interest on the basis of complex and predictive data analysis 
algorithms and event-detection. This will provide the basis for supporting making 
decisions and actions ahead of time through designing and developing mechanisms 
for the proactive recommendations based on the dynamic situational awareness and 
the predictive data analysis. An example of this dynamic mechanism is the use of 
proactive indicators to support resilience. Finally, proactive handling that will result 
in sustainable business improvements should be ensured, through designing and 
developing methods for defining and dynamic monitoring of KPIs and corresponding 
adaptation of the whole OODA cycle, closing the feedback loop and leading to the 
continual proactive business optimization. Figure 1 illustrates how our approach for 
realizing the OODA loop can be seen in the context of the proactive enterprise vision.  

3   Conceptual Architecture 
Based on the proposed continuous situational awareness approach presented above, 
we outline the main conceptual blocks and their roles in the realization of the 
proactive enterprise platform, an anticipation-based platform for integrating 
heterogeneous real-time and dynamic streams created by hardware sensors, software 
and external data used in enterprises. The proposed conceptual architecture is strongly 
oriented on the OODA loop and combines services of smart sensing, anticipation 
management, incremental proactivity and proactivity management (see Figure 2). 

Smart sensing services include adapters, pub-sub middleware and the Scalable 
Event Storage. Adapters enable communication with all necessary enterprise 
information sources such as hardware sensors (which might include vibration and 
temperature sensors, environmental sensors), software sensors from ERP and other 
enterprise systems and external business context data. Pub-sub middleware is realized 
as an event cloud, a scalable, P2P based repository that delivers RDF events to the 
requesting parties (subscribers) and ensures the decoupling between components so 
that the system can scale very easily. The Scalable Event Storage enables semantic 
enrichment with background knowledge of real-time streams and allows storage of 
events (in the form of RDF triplets) received from adapters for historical and 
statistical purposes. It supports synchronous and asynchronous queries expressed in a 
subset of the SPARQL language and accessible through corresponding APIs. 

Services for anticipation management will enable the generation of real-time, 
data-driven predictions, as well as the discovery of unusual situations, based on 
events delivered by storage. Novel predictive analytics services will be realized as
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intelligent services on the top of probabilistic stream processing technologies. The 
Complex Event Processing (CEP) component has the role of dynamic definition and 
detection of complex events and reasoning over events, supplied by Event Storage. 
Complex Event Patterns can be defined and deployed dynamically or produced by 
offline analytics. CEP allows goal-driven identification of relevant situations of 
interest and leverages detection of anomalies in real-time providing the basis for 
proactive actions. 

Incremental proactivity service subscribes for predicted situations of interest 
(pub/sub communication) and generates corresponding proactive recommendations, 
by taking into account business context. It couples dynamic and uncertain decision 
making methods and decision theoretic optimization models and proactively 
recommends actions and activation time maximizing the utility for the enterprise, 
while considering several criteria such as cost, time and safety. 

Proactivity Management deals with defining and dynamic monitoring of KPIs 
and corresponding adaptation of the whole OODA cycle, closing the feedback loop 
and leading to the continual proactive business optimization. 

By taking into account the complexity of the business environment the modern 
enterprise is working in (Big Data, Dynamic Context, Critical Decision Making), we 
argue that this architecture, by assuming that it will be validated through use cases, 
can be taken as a blueprint for further development of a reference architecture for 
Proactive enterprises. 

 
Figure 2: Conceptual Architecture 

4   Envisaged Scenario & System Walkthrough 
In this section we present a practical application of the proposed framework for 
anticipation-driven sensing and proactive decision-making, in the oil and gas industry. 
We describe the practical role and use of the proposed framework focusing on how it 
can support decision-making ahead of time on the basis of real-time observations, 
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predictions and anticipation of future undesired events, through an indicative scenario 
of proactive condition-based maintenance (CBM).  

CBM in the oil and gas industry employs various monitoring means to detect 
deterioration and failure in some critical drilling equipment. Equipment failure 
situations can be forecasted/anticipated based on observations of events related to this 
equipment or the surrounding environment; e.g monitoring engine temperature 
indicators, monitoring electric indicators (measuring change in the   engine’s   electric  
properties) and performing oil analysis [3]. In reality, several different patterns will 
imply various failure distributions; for the sake of the example, we will focus on 
thermal indicators, adopting the approach presented in [4]. More specifically, in this 
scenario we focus on the gearbox drilling equipment and consider as indicators the 
rotation  speed  of   the  drilling  machine’s  main  shaft in RPM, along with the lube oil 
temperature of the drilling  machine’s gearbox. 

We distinguish between two different types of operations performed by 
components of the proposed framework in order to support anticipation management; 
offline and online operations performed at design time and real-time, respectively. At 
design-time the offline analytics component extracts from historical data of oil 
temperature, RPM events and gearbox equipment failure, the distributions associated 
with gearbox breakdown along with their relation to monitored indicators and builds a 
breakdown prediction model that will enable the generation/detection of the 
anticipation of interests. Moreover, it identifies which complex event patterns indicate 
that a drilling gearbox equipment failure starts to occur, on the basis of historical data, 
and communicates the identified pattern to CEP for real time monitoring.  

At real-time, the CEP component detects a complex pattern of simple oil 
temperature and RPM events characterized by an abnormal oil temperature rise (10% 
above normal) measured over 30% of the drilling period when drilling RPM exceeds 
a threshold, caused by abnormal friction losses in the drilling gearbox during drilling. 
This pattern, learned at the offline phase, is a strong indication that a gearbox 
equipment failure starts to occur. Based on the pattern detected by CEP in real-time, 
the online predictive analytics component analyzes the current trend of oil 
temperature and RPM increases and drops for the most recent events and predicts 
(anticipates) the occurrence of a future gearbox break down along with the associated 
probability distribution function, based on trend analysis and the breakdown 
prediction model learned at the offline phase.  

Based on the predicted probability distribution for the occurrence of a future 
gearbox breakdown, the online decision-making component provides proactive 
recommendations of actions that either mitigate (i.e. reduce the probability of 
occurrence) or completely eliminate the future gearbox breakdown, along with the 
recommended activation time. This component applies dynamic and uncertain 
decision making methods and decision theoretic optimization models that minimize 
cost or maximize the utility for the oil drilling company. Examples of actions aiming 
to optimize the maintenance policy according to cost criteria may be a) to take the 
equipment down for full maintenance - an action that completely eliminates the 
predicted gearbox breakdown - or perform less costly actions that only reduce the 
probability of failure such as b) perform lubrication of metal parts, or c) shift drilling 
to lower pressure mode. Actions could also be related to resource management and 
organization of the resources needed to rectify the gearbox failure in case it occurs.  
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The business added value of anticipation-driven proactive decision-making in this 
scenario is huge. With a typical day rate for a modern oil rig being around USD 500 
000, reducing undesired downtime, with its associated high cost (one hour of saved 
downtime is typically worth USD 20 000) is of outmost importance in the oil drilling 
industry. Therefore, we expect that the proposed framework, which is able to provide 
early notifications about equipment problems and proactive recommendations about 
optimal decisions on the basis of utility, cost and other factors, will allow proactive 
enterprises in the oil and gas industry to gain a strong competitive advantage based on 
reduced downtimes and optimized performance. 

5   Related Work 
Although the idea of proactive computing may seem simple, the quantity and quality 
of proactive applications is rather modest. Proactive applications have been developed 
in an ad-hoc manner for several years; applications regarding proactive decision-
making include network management [5], supply chain management [6] scheduling of 
manufacturing systems [7] and maintenance [8].  

Especially maintenance has gathered significant research interest. Although there is 
not a complete agreement in the literature about the classification of maintenance 
types, they can generally be divided to three categories: breakdown maintenance 
which takes places when a failure occurs, time-based preventive maintenance which 
sets certain activities when a defined period of time passes and Condition Based 
Maintenance (CBM) which recommends actions according to the health state of the 
manufacturing system [9]. In CBM, real-time proactive decision support becomes 
significant because a maintenance strategy, usually based on a prognosis model, needs 
to be implemented [8]. Several techniques have been developed within the framework 
of CBM by utilizing OR, AI, multiple criteria methods and several statistical 
techniques accompanied with the appropriate architecture [10]. 

Despite these applications, the lack of a generic paradigm to develop proactive 
event-driven applications makes it difficult for this capability to spread. Because of its 
nature, proactive computing requires an integration of various technologies for 
sensing, real-time processing and decision-making. The approach presented in this 
paper provides the technological foundation and can be taken as a blueprint for the 
further development of a reference architecture for proactive enterprise applications. 
With respect to the maintenance domain, which is the application domain of the 
presented envisaged scenario, our approach goes beyond time-based preventive 
maintenance by extending stochastic preventive maintenance methods [11] and 
integrating them in an innovative anticipation-driven ICT architecture. 

6   Conclusions and Future Work 
We argue that the proposed architecture for anticipation-driven decision-making is the 
ultimate basis for realizing proactive enterprise. This has several implications for 
practitioners. They need to be prepared both in technical terms and from a cognitive 
perspective to take advantage of the novel business intelligence capabilities that will 
be provided. On the one hand they need to design and implement physical (such as 
smart sensors and actuators, location-aware sensors, cyber-physical systems) and 
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virtual sensors (such as agents in customer transaction and relationship systems) in 
virtually every aspect of their enterprise that has an impact on the end result.  

Regarding future work, we aim to follow a multi-aspect approach for validating the 
main facets of the proposed research. We will pursue validation in diverse enterprise 
settings with different technical constraints and user requirements so that the impact is 
leveraged. Validation will be performed on a technical level (covering system-related 
metrics such as performance) and on a business level, covering the benefits for end-
users of the proposed system. Specifically, on the business perspective, validation will 
be focused based on performance in terms of decreased maintenance costs and 
equipment deterioration and increased reliability. On the other hand, domain experts 
will validate the results based on factors which are usually hard to measure such as 
increase in safety, decrease of environmental impact and the added value of the 
proactive business intelligence capabilities provided. Validation of the approach will 
be performed in the context of the ongoing FP7 project ProaSense in two main use 
cases: proactive manufacturing in the area of production of lighting equipment, and 
proactive maintenance within the oil and gas sector. 
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Abstract. Decentralization of organizations and subsequent change of their 
management and operation styles requires changes in organization’s processes 
and heavily involves the IT. A case study in the Higher Education sector in 
Sweden has shown that Enterprise Architecture (EA) frameworks fit to 
primarily centralized organizational structures, and as such have shortcomings 
when used in decentralized organizations. Overcoming these deficiencies 
requires some new principles to be introduced and incorporated into the EA 
knowledge.  In particular for IT governance, the case study showed that the 
peer-to-peer principles, such as peer production, can offer more suitable 
governance over current EA frameworks as they are able to better match the 
decentralized components of the university’s organizational structure. 

Keywords: Enterprise Modeling, Enterprise Architecture, IT Governance. 

1 Introduction 

Enterprises have traditionally implemented formal, centralized forms of 
organizational structure [1], such as hierarchical or matrix structures. In these 
structures, communication patterns, roles and decision rights are strictly defined. This 
allows for management to have a high degree of control over the enterprise and 
therefore enforce compliance with standards, procedures and policies which results in 
a highly stable enterprise. However, this comes at the expense of agility; it is difficult 
for these organizations to quickly adapt to a changing environment. While centralized 
structures were appropriate for the business environments of the past, modern 
business environments demand a high level of agility.  

Common components of modern business environments include cooperation with 
different organizations, rapidly changing business activities and processes, and a 
rapidly changing competitive landscape [2]. In order to properly handle these 
components, a high level of enterprise agility is necessary. In centralized 
organizations, decisions need to be discussed at all levels of the hierarchy in order to 
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obtain the appropriate justification and approval. This takes time; by the time a 
decision is made, it is often too late for it to be effective. In contrast, having decision 
making on the operational level allows for quick decisions enabling an organization to 
take advantage of opportunities quickly. More decentralized structures, such as 
networked organizations [1], are examples of this. It is important to note that a lack of 
rigidity and formal structure does not mean a lack of organization. It is still important 
for a decentralized enterprise to maintain order in its activities; the governance (and 
IT governance) just needs to be based on an underlying decentralized structure instead 
of centralized one [3, 4]. 

Consequently, decentralized organizations need solutions to the same problems 
faced by centralized organizations – such as business-IT alignment – but the solutions 
need to be supportive of decentralization over centralization. This can be addressed by 
the practice of Enterprise Architecture (EA) [5].  

Today’s EA frameworks and methodologies need hence to be able to handle these 
environments, where rapidly changing business conditions have been identified as an 
important problem in EA in this context [6, 7].  For these reasons, ensuring the 
suitability of modern EA frameworks for decentralized organizational structures and 
governance which are highly dynamic, is becoming increasingly relevant. 

This study reports the alignment between a decentralized organizational structure 
and an EA in use in a real organization; elicited problems are further analysis in 
respect to the support from current EA frameworks, as well as from other 
architectural principles that were considered to be able to solve the problems. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reports a summary from a case study 
research in a Higher Education organization, in the requested STARR form: situation 
– task – approach – result – reflection. Section 3 provides conclusions and the 
directions of future work. 

2 Case Study 

The organizational structure defines the rules according to which allocation of 
responsibilities and resources, coordination and supervision, is made for an 
organization.  Three key organizational properties differentiate between centralized 
and decentralized organizations: geographical dispersion, coordination (authority, 
decision rights, standards and regulations), and communication patterns. These 
properties were used as the base knowledge to assess the style of the case 
organization, and further to analyze the IT governance rules in place. 

2.1 Situation  

We have analyzed a prominent university for higher education in Sweden. As 
common, the university includes a number of units - faculties, and faculty 
departments. Nowadays, the units are becoming more independent than before, due to 
several factors: 
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x Geographical dislocation. Some faculty departments have been moved out of the 
main university campus. An example is the Computer and Systems Sciences 
department located in Kista, the leading Swedish IT cluster. This proximity enables 
cooperation between IT companies and students through mentoring programs, 
internships, graduate work opportunities, guest lectures, etc. 

x Decentralization of management. Decision rights are of the type “push-down” 
delegated by the principal to the faculty boards and deans, and some to the faculty 
departments and their groups. 

x Both formal and informal communication patterns. Formal hierarchical 
communication from the faculty to its departments and informal direct 
communication between and within the departments are present. For example, the 
administrative tasks (e.g. registration for graduate courses, or postgraduate research 
etc.) is primarily formal, whereas the course curriculum can be established between 
departments cooperatively, using informal communication links. 

Hence, the organization is seen having high decentralization structure tendencies. 

2.2 Task 

The notions of organizational structure, IT governance, and EA are interrelated: EA 
principles should reflect the style of IT organizational structure; IT governance 
follows the organizational structure, and at the same time has to comply with the 
architecture to-be and the adopted EA principles. 

EA includes governance processes such as IT principles regarding operations, data, 
architecture, infrastructure etc. They are to an extent similar to the processes of IT 
governance. However, EA governs the development and implementation throughout 
the organization directing the evolution of the IT and business environment towards a 
desired design of a future (i.e. primary strategic), while IT governance handles the 
everyday IT operations within the organization (i.e. primary operational).  

The study was to analyze the aspects of university’s EA in order to assess the 
decentralization support provided, in contrast with what is needed; to elicit conflicts 
between the architecture’s principles in use, and the organizational structure and the 
governance rules, and thus provide a basis for the guidelines for an EA that can 
provide the needed support. 

2.3 Approach 

Four separate interviews were conducted in one of university’s departments in order 
to get a holistic view of the way of work across the whole university. The roles of the 
interviewees were: vice division lead, head of postgraduate studies, head of 
undergraduate studies, and head of IT. The interviews were conducted in a semi-
structured manner, starting with a set of open-ended questions that promote the 
interviewees to elaborate on their views to organization’s processes, decision making, 
coordination, etc. In addition, many official documents are available on the 
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organizational structure, thus making a document study viable. The documents that 
formed this study are described in Table 1: 

Table 1. Documents used in the documentation study 

Document Description 

Institution’s 
homepage 

Contains descriptions of the different organizational areas of 
the institution as well its organizational structure 

Authority 
delegation 
documents 

Publicly available documents specify authority and delegations of 
said authority of the insinuation’s organizational units 

Rule book The official rule book of the institution detailing the rules and 
decisions that must be followed by the institution 

2.4 Results 

According to the EA related literature, enterprise architectural principles are 
established to define the general rules and guidelines for the use of assets across the 
enterprise. For the purpose of this study, we have chosen to concentrate on the 
following adopted EA principle: 

ņ Integrated IT systems across the university. 
Owing to a decentralized organizational structure described in 2.1 and as in more 

details uncovered during the interviews, some decision rights are pushed down to the 
operational level, which for the IT-related organizational structure has resulted in a 
highly decentralized governance:  

Table 2. In-place IT governance framework 

Name Org. Property / 
Centralization 

Description 

Authority 
structure 

Coordination / 
Decentralized 

The department and the university have 
separate IT and the departmental IT does not 
report to the university 

IT adoption 
(department) 

Coordination / 
Decentralized 
 
 

Department IT does not dictate all IT used in 
the department; research projects and centers; 
for example, groups can develop and use 
their own IT systems should they desire 

Approval 
(department) 

Coordination / 
Mixed 

IT projects are run by independently by 
groups, though they sometimes need approval 
from the department if they are expensive 
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IT collaboration Coordination / 
Decentralized 

Any decision to cooperate with other 
departments or with the university IT is made 
by the departmental IT itself and is based on 
cooperation resulting on mutual benefit 

    Management 
of “essential” 
central IT systems 

Coordination / 
Centralized 

“Essential” systems (e.g. administrative 
systems such as HR) for the whole university 
are controlled by the university board. The 
department is required to pay for and use 
these systems. 

Management 
of “non-essential” 
central IT systems 

Coordination / 
Mixed 

“Non-essential” systems (e.g. course portals 
and schedules) are centrally budgeted, but 
departments are not required to use them.  

Use of IT systems 
(department) 

Communication 
/ Decentralized 

Informal communication patterns are used, 
i.e. when changes are performed on systems, 
they are informally spread to those who use 
those systems. 

 
In the practice, the governance structure described in the table has become in the 
mismatch with the settled EA principle to integrate IS systems. This mismatch has 
resulted in wasted financial resources. For example, we consider a situation outlined 
in the interview with the vice-head of the department which concerned the acquisition 
of a software system with the objective of integrated facility management across 
departments (i.e. “integrated systems” principle). Following the principle, a software 
system has been bought for university-wide use; since the principle holds for the 
whole enterprise, the purchase was the decision of the university-board, i.e. the 
departments were not involved in the decision making process. In contrast, following 
the decentralized IT governance in place for the use of “non-essential” software 
systems (Table 2), a subset of them consequently refused to shut down their local 
systems and switch to the global one. As a consequence, the principle of integration 
failed; the departments were able to protect their interests (local, decentralized 
systems tailored for their needs), but were still charged for the acquired system they 
never used.  

Another important mismatch comes from the fact that the centralized decision 
making (i.e. faculty level) uses formal, hierarchical communication patterns, while 
decentralized, such as in case of IT governance relies on informal communication (see 
Table 2) which in practice has no supporting mechanisms. Hence, important decisions 
on changes in IT are not well communicated (not on time, or not at all) having severe 
working consequences for employees and students using it.  

2.5 Reflections 

The case has many of the properties of a decentralized organization and therefore 
needs an EA supportive of this decentralization. Currently this is not the case because: 
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ņ The EA is implicit and does not elaborate in details the adopted principles, 
ņ The EA maintains some centralized principles and is therefore not fully 

supportive of the decentralization in place.  
As a consequence, IT governance initiatives fail, and decisions in IT become 
inefficient. 

Hence it has been relevant to investigate how existing EA frameworks are 
supportive for decentralized organizations. This question was systematically 
addressed in [8] where the three key organizational properties – a) geographical 
dispersion, b) coordination (authority, decision rights, standards and regulations), and 
c) communication patterns, were used to assess three wide-know frameworks - 
TOGAF [9], FEA [10], and Zachman Framework [11].  

While the analysis revealed some support for decentralization, the main conclusion 
drawn is that the EA frameworks of TOGAF, Zachman, and FEA are primarily 
supportive of centralized (and federated) organizational structures, and therefore fail 
to address the demands of decentralized organizations. Zachman is unable to support 
any significant aspect of decentralization due to its reliance on traditional 
organizational roles and structures on the high centralization end. TOGAF does 
provide some basic support through its ability to have a different architecture for 
organizational units and by providing space for new methods for the architecture 
development; it however still mainly relies on hierarchy and central roles responsible 
for overall coordination and approval. In FEA, the conclusions are similar as it 
primarily supports federated organizational structures where individual units have 
their own architectures that are coordinated through centralized standards that must be 
followed. As shown earlier, an important property of a decentralized business 
environment that needs to be supported by EA is horizontal coordination (recall the IT 
governance from Table 2). However, the three EA frameworks primarily support 
vertical coordination in their governance styles. Therefore, the addition of specific 
guidelines to these frameworks that are supportive of decentralization would improve 
their support of decentralized organizations. 

Drawing parallels between the domains of peer-to-peer systems used to provide a 
mechanism and architecture for organizing the peers in such a way so that they can 
cooperate to provide a useful service to the community of users [12] and decentralized 
organizations, we think that the peer-to-peer concept may be a source of principles 
that could form the basis for evolving current centralization-focused EA frameworks 
into ones that are supportive of decentralization.  

ņ Peer Production: we view enterprises as being composed of peers (a peer could 
be individual or an organizational unit), For example, TOGAF relies on an 
Architecture Board responsible for high-level decisions and governance. Instead 
of a central board responsible for making decisions, a model based on the 
principle of peer production [13] for creation and evaluation of EA artifacts 
could be used instead. This would better support decentralization as decision 
making would then be distributed amongst the peers that make the organization. 
In the university case, the department members could produce strategy, or 
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budget, using peer production (such as for use of information systems). 
Eventually, faculty or university boards could have control/advisory roles. 

ņ Peer trust management: TOGAF employs the idea of an approval process 
grounded on the presence of centralized authority. This is to ensure that the 
presented architectural material is in fact valid for the enterprise. According to 
peer trust management [14], whether some content proposed by a peer is of 
sufficient quality to be included in the overall architecture, is determined by 
other peers. In the studied case, this principle could provide a formal mechanism 
for communication among peers when needed, hence avoid the situations when 
other peers are not informed about a new proposal (such as a change in IS use).  

The suggested peer-to-peer principles will seek to maintain the departmental-
independence becoming prevalent at the university, while addressing the incompatible 
architecture components this results in. This would be accomplished through a 
cooperative classification of essential and non-essential systems by the departments, 
for example by giving each department a vote. Systems classified as essential are 
required to be used or integrated by the departments, while departments have the 
option to choose if they want to utilize systems classified as non-essential. These 
changes would help at reconciling differences between the architecture principle 
emphasized in the case without actually changing it. Decision rights are still pushed 
down, and IT systems are still integrated throughout the organization, but this change 
in IT governance at the university level addresses the conflict that can arise when a 
decision is made to use a decentralized system that the rest of the organization is 
integrating (as occurred in the current situation).  

3 Conclusion and Future Work  

While technology serves as a catalyst for organizational transformations, it is 
important to utilize the right IT resources in a manner that is supportive for the 
organization. To accomplish this in decentralized organizations, adequate EA 
processes, principles and concepts are needed to be employed to both handle the IT 
resources and to foster business/IT co-evolution in decentralized environments. 

Current EA frameworks rely on organizational properties that are becoming less 
useful with progressive decentralization. Due to this, implementation of these 
frameworks in decentralized organizations becomes difficult and inefficient, and the 
role of EA as a driver for IT transformations is becoming compromised. In order to 
deal with decentralization, some changes, or additions to these EA frameworks are 
necessary in order to improve their support for decentralized business environments, 
to reflect the style of organizational structure and operational IT governance rules in 
place Two specific principles of peer-to-peer architectures were outlined, peer 
production and peer-to-peer trust management; and indicated how they could be used 
as potential principles for an EA that is supportive of decentralization. 

The reflections of this study may be of interest to three groups: the case 
organization, researchers in the field of EA, and, potentially, other organizations with 
decentralized structures interested in implementing some form of EA. For the case 
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organization, the proposed EA principle of peer-to-peer might be of interest, as the 
application of this principle could offer some improvements to their governance 
structure. For researchers, this study work might be of interest as it highlights some 
potential issues with traditional EA knowledge, while giving some initial insights into 
how they could be solved. These insights are not conclusive; this research should be 
positioned as a starting point for future research in the topic of decentralization in EA. 
This work may be of interest to organizations that have adopted, or are interested in 
adopting a decentralized structure and are looking for the insights into how 
governance can be successfully done in this environment.  

For the future work, we envisage to propose the concrete mechanisms and patterns 
for communication, coordination and decision making in centralized, decentralized 
and mixed (federated) organizations, and to see how they can be transformed into 
concrete EA principles, or explicitly integrated into EA methodologies. 
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Abstract. The increasing participation of users of software applications in on-
line discussions is attracting the attention of researchers in requirements elicita-
tion to look at this channel of communication as potential source of requirements
knowledge. Taking the perspective of software engineers who analyse online dis-
cussions, the task of identifying bugs and new features by reading huge threads of
e-mails can become effort demanding and error prone. Recognising discussants’
speech acts in an automated manner is important to reveal intentions, such as
suggesting, complaining, which can provide indicators for bug isolation and re-
quirements. This paper presents a tool-supported method for identifying speech
acts, which may provide hints to software engineers to speed up the analysis of
online discussions. It builds on speech act theory and on an adaptation of the
GATE framework, which implements computational linguistic techniques.

Keywords: Speech Acts, GATE framework, Intentions

1 Introduction

Researchers in requirements elicitation recognise that the increasing participation of
users of software applications in online discussions turns these type of discussions into
an attractive source of information. Such an information can be exploited for different
purposes and one purpose can be to derive requirements knowledge. In this context we
define requirements knowledge as the knowledge that contributes to the definition of
software systems requirements, as well as to the modifications of requirements already
specified.

In this line, if we take the perspective of software engineers who need to analyse
probably many text files comprising the content of online discussions, the task of iden-
tifying bugs and new features by reading huge threads of messages or e-mails could
make this task effort demanding and error prone. For instance, in an open-source soft-
ware development that rests on distributed communities, open forums and mailing lists
are communication means commonly used to enable the collaboration tasks to perform
solution design, code writing, software deployment, maintenance and evolution.

Recognising discussants’ speech acts in an automated manner can be seen as an
important task to reveal intentions, such as suggesting, complaining, which are becom-
ing of crucial importance to understand discussants’ comments. We take the inspiration
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from the Speech Act Theory (SAT), originally formulated by Austin and Searle [1], and
from the Grice’s claim, in [2], that says “speaker’s utterances automatically create ex-
pectations, which guide the hearer towards the speaker’s meaning”. Indeed, the speaker
may aim at persuading, inspiring or getting the hearer to do something.

In this paper we present a tool-supported method that aids the discovery of speech
acts, a task that we address using information extraction techniques. We believe that
this identification of speech acts can provide software engineers hints to speed up the
analysis of online discussions. Our approach builds on SAT and its application in com-
putational linguistic [3]. Specifically, we exploited the GATE framework [4].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we give some
background on SAT and on the NLP framework used in our approach. In Section 3 we
describe our tool that identifies speech acts as annotate intentions in text. The related
work is presented in Section 4 and the conclusion in Section 5.

2 Speech Act Theory and GATE Framework

In this section we recall basic definitions from the philosophy of language, namely
Speech Act Theory (SAT), we build on, and about the General Architecture for Text
Engineering (GATE) tool for information extraction that has been adapted to implement
our tool. The basic claim of the SAT developed by Austin and Searle in the field of
philosophy of language [5, 2] is the following. When a person says something she/he
attempts to communicate certain things to an addressee by getting him or her to be
affected by the speaker’s intention, in other words each utterance in a conversation
corresponds to an action performed by the speaker. A speech acts involves then three
types of acts, namely, locutionary, illocutionary and perlocutionary acts. A locutionary
act is the act of “saying something”, an illocutionary act makes reference to the way in
which the locutions are used and in which sense, and a perlocutionary act is the effect
on the audience that may be achieved. So, for instance, considering the utterance “I’ll
bring you a chocolate”, the locutionary act corresponds to the utterance of this sentence,
the illocutionary act corresponds to the speaker’s intention to make the audience aware
that she is committing to bring a chocolate, and the effect, i.e. the perlocutionary act, is
that the audience got convinced about the speaker’s intention.

Our tool makes use of a classification of speech acts that is proposed by Bach and
Harnish in [1]. There are four main kinds of acts, namely constantives, directives, com-
missives, and acknowledgements. Constantives express the speaker’s belief and her in-
tention or desire that the hearer has or forms a like belief, e.g. “I must confess I’m a
good chef”. Directives express the speaker’s attitude toward some prospective action
that should be performed by the hearer and her intention that her utterance must be
taken as a reason for the hearer’s action. For example, if I say to you: “I want you to
walk the dog in the evening”, I intend to motivate you to perform the action. Commis-
sives express the speaker’s intention to commit to do something. As for instance when
I say to you: “I am going to bring you a chocolate”, I intend to make you believe that
I’m committing to buy and bring a chocolate for you. Finally, acknowledgements ex-
press feelings regarding the hearer or the speaker’s intention that her utterance satisfies
a social expectation. For instance, “Please forgive me”.
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The GATE tool [4] is a framework, developed by the University of Sheffield in UK,
for building and deploying software components to process human language. GATE
can support a wide range of NLP tasks for Information Extraction (IE). IE refers to the
extraction of relevant information from unstructured text, such as entities and relation-
ships between them, thus providing facts to feed a knowledge base [6]. GATE is widely
used both in research and application work in different fields (e.g. cancer research, web
mining, law). This tool is composed of three main components for performing language
processing tasks: Language Resources represent entities such as lexicons, corpora or
ontologies; Processing Resources represent entities that are primarily algorithmic, such
as parsers, generators or ngram modellers; and Visual Resources represent visualisation
and editing components that are used in GUIs.

GATE offers the flexibility to replace or extend the Processing Resources compo-
nent. For our purposes we have adapted the framework to build our tool by considering
the following modules: (i) Sentence splitter: this module split the text into sentences,
using RegEx splitter that is based on regular expressions; (ii) Tokeniser: is the module
that identifies basic “tokens”, such as words, punctuation symbols, and numbers; (iii)
Part-of-speech (POS) tagger: this module associates tokens with parts of speech such as
noun, verb, and adjective, based on the Hepple tagger 3; (iv) Morphological analyser:
this module is used to lemmatise the tokens and to provide words in their root form,
e.g. running – run; (v) Gazetteer: this module can be adapted and it is a list of lists,
where each list is a group of words that are associated with the domain; and (vi) Java
Annotation Patterns Engine (JAPE): this is the main module that has been adapted in
our tool and it enables the creation of rules in the form of regular expressions. The left-
hand-side of the rule refers to what should match a fragment of text, and annotations in
the right-hand-side says what should be done with the matched text.

3 Tool for Discovering Speech Acts

Our tool is based on a knowledge-heavy approach [7], this means the use of a POS
tagger, JAPE rules, a tokeniser, a lemmatiser and gazetteers. In Figure 1 we present the
different modules that have been used to build the tool. The bottom part of the figure
shows Java as the platform on which GATE is built on and we have also reused to
access to our dataset, XML is one of the input format that GATE allows and we have
chosen to parse the processed files. On top of this layer are the modules that can be
exchanged, and the JAPE and Gazetteers modules, which are flexible modules to be
adapted according to the objective of the IE tasks. Gazetteers and JAPE rules have been
tailored to annotate the intentions applying some tags that we have defined previously.
These tags are used to annotate fragments of text, the tags are the subcategories of
speech acts defined in Table 1. The first column with heading “Category” shows the
main categories of speech acts and the column “Subcategory” is a specialisation used
as the names for the tags to annotate. For instance, the first category Constantives is
specialised into several subcategories, including the subcategory Suggestives, which
corresponds to a linguistic act expressing the intention of a sender to make the receiver
to consider as an option what he or she is suggesting. To adapt the JAPE module we

3 Part-of-speech tags taken from http://gate.ac.uk/sale/tao/splitap7.html#x37-761000G
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have formulated lexico-syntactic rules, by using a bag of words inspired from the given
examples in [8] and by an empirical exploration of users’ comments given in online
platforms like the bugzilla issue tracking system.

The Gazetteers used in our approach are the lists of verbs taken mainly from [1] for
each subcategory of speech act. Some JAPE rules use the Gazetteers to annotate inten-
tions. The linguistic analysis is executed on discussion threads in the format of text files,
which are the input. The tool is used to annotate intentions on the text messages of each
thread. After this, the files annotated with intentions are parsed to extract the intentions
found in each message. Finally, an analysis of intentions is performed, following an
analysis model that we are elaborating.

GATE framework

Java XML 

POS 
tagger Tokeniser Sentence

splitter 
Morphological

analyser

GazetteersJAPE

Annotation of intentions (speech acts)

Files

Data Access

Fig. 1. Architecture of the tool.

Examples of design of JAPE rules are illustrated below, the full set of rules are
available online4. The bottom part of the rule for tagging the speech act Suggestives
represents the name of the tag to be annotated by the tool that processes the NL text,
in our example the intention Suggest. In the second layer are the POS tags and tokens
that are used by the tool to annotate such an intention. The POS tags < PRP > and
< MD > refers to the initial set of words to annotate, the < Keyword > refers to
a list of verbs that we have defined in the Gazetteer modules and that are used by the
JAPE rules5.

You
< PRP >

can
< MD >

“try”|“check”
< Keyword >

Rule to tag : Suggestives

In the case of the rule to tag the speech act Questions, the second layer presents the
starting and ending type of tokens that are used by the tool to annotate a question. In
the left side of this second layer are the POS tags that can be found at the beginning

4 JAPE files are available at http://selab.fbk.eu/imramirez/JAPErulesFeb2014/files.zip
5 Gazetteer files are available at http://selab.fbk.eu/imramirez/GazetteerFeb2014/files.zip
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Table 1. Categories of speech acts (excerpt of categories).

Category Subcategory
Constantives Assertives

Concessives
Suggestives
Suppositives
Responsives

Directives Requestives
Questions
Requirements

Expressives Thank
Accept
Reject
Negative opinion
Positive opinion

Attach (non-linguistic) Link
Code
Log

of a question, i.e. (< WRB > and < V BZ >), and in the right side, the content of a
question plus the question mark indicating the end of a question. The top layer shows a
concrete example.

Where
< WRB >

is
< V BZ >

Question begins

the option to delete. . .
< content >

“?”
Question mark

Question ends

Rule to tag : Questions

We manually designed the rules considering some characteristics for extracting the
intentions, such as preceding and succeeding words, length of the words, root of the
words, special types of verbs, using the bag of words, syntax and the codification of
the POS tagger used by GATE. The tag is used to label a text fragment when one
of the corresponding rule matches it. Each rule is formulated as a regular expression.
The regular expressions < content >, (< MD >)⇤ and [Hh], for example, make
reference to a set of words in the middle of two keywords or POS tags, to the presence
or absence of the POS tag and to the uppercase or lowercase of the first letter of a word,
respectively.

Each rule was then translated into JAPE rules, the tool uses the rules and tags to
process the discussion threads in text format (i.e. txt files). This tool implements the
modules of GATE as follows, see Figure 2 that depicts this process:

1. Cleaning and pre-processing: this process makes a document reset to clean the text
of any previous tags, and noisy data.

2. Splitting into sentences: we use RegEx to split the text into sentences.
3. Splitting into tokens: we make use of a tokeniser provided in GATE to split the

sentences into words.
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4. Tagging tokens: then we run a POS tagger to tag each token into categories of
nouns, verbs, punctuation, etc.

5. Lemmatising: the morphological analyser provided by GATE is used to lemma-
tise each word to its root, the example in the figure is the verb “wondering” into
“wonder”.

6. Gazetteers: in this process the Gazetteer’ lists are used to identify specific verbs we
have selected and that refer to intentions.

7. Applying rules: we use the JAPE rules to annotate the speech acts in the text. This
is the last step that needs each word to be tagged with a POS tag, lemmatised and
recognised by the Gazetteers.

?? I was 
wondering if

%$&/?

I was wondering if 
the file Config.xml 

is missing. Is it 
right?

(1) Cleaning and 
pre-processing

(2) Splitting into 
sentences

RegEx

<I was wondering 
if the file ... >
 <Is it right?>

(3) Splitting into 
tokens

Tokeniser

<I> <was> 
<wondering> <if> 

<the> <file> ... 

(4) Tagging 
tokens

POS tagger

<PRP, I> 
<VBD,was> 

<VBG,wondering> 
<IN,if> <DT,the>  

(6) Indicating 
words from 
Gazetteers

(5) Lemmatising
Morphological 

analyser

<PRP, I> 
<VBD,was> 

<VBG,wonder> 
<IN,if> <DT,the>  

Gazetteers
wonder

(7) Applying rules

<Concessive,<PRP, I> 
<VBD,was> 

<VBG,wonder>>
<IN,if> <DT,the>  

JAPE rules

Fig. 2. Process to identify speech acts and annotate intentions.

After the annotation is executed, the tool parses the files to extract only the speech-
acts tags and the corresponding intentions found in the text and a CSV file is generated
by each discussion thread. Each file contains the discussants’ name and the intention(s)
identified in their messages.

We propose an analysis model of the intentions in a discussion thread that can be
performed at different levels of granularity, namely, sentence and message level. At the
sentence level we can identify single and nested speech acts. For instance, in the sen-
tence “I suggest you to make a copy of your data”, the single intention Suggest is the
speech act “I suggest you”, which refers to the subcategory Suggestives. An example of
nested intentions is expressed in the sentence “Why don’t you try to use the wizard?”.
In this case there are two speech acts, one is “Why don’t you try to. . . ?” , and the other
one is “don’t you try”, representative of the intentions Quest and Suggest respectively.
At the message level the occurrences of pairs of intentions is analysed, called compound
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intentions, and we claim can be indicators of Bug, Feature, or Clarification requests. For
example a combination of speech acts from the subcategory Negative opinion (“There
is a problem”) and Question (“Can anyone help me?”) can be an indicator of a bug.
Therefore, a set of nested or compound linguistic and non- linguistic acts can be con-
sidered as indicators of bug, features, and clarification. Currently, we are working on
this model to incorporate it into the tool.

4 Related work

The analysis of NL textual messages in online discussion forums, bug-tracking sys-
tems or mailing lists has been addressed by research works that we briefly recall in this
section. An automated identification of intentions is presented in [9]. This work pro-
poses a tool that is based on SAT, dialogue acts and fuzzy logic to analyse transcripts
of telephone conversations. One purpose of identifying intentions is that of detecting
deception among participants in conversations by deriving participant profiles based on
a map of the intentions expressed in such conversations. The classification of e-mails
using speech acts is investigated in [10]. They are interested in classifying e-mails re-
garding office-related interactions as negotiation and delegation of tasks. Besides, they
consider non-linguistic acts, such as deliver. In [11] the investigation of speech acts on
thread of discussions, in student forum, aims at identifying unanswered questions to be
assigned to an instructor for their resolution. They present some patterns of interaction
found in the threads, the patterns correspond to the responsive and question speech acts.

With reference to Requirements Engineering tasks, Knauss et al. [12], analyse dis-
cussion threads for requirements elicitation purposes. They are focused on the content
of communication between stakeholders to find patterns of communication used by
stakeholders when they are seeking clarification on requirements. Their approach is
based on a Naive Bayesian classifier, a classification scheme of clarification and some
heuristics, with interesting results. Worth mentioning is also the work presented in [13]
that aims at analysing messages, or comments, from users of software applications. In-
formation extraction techniques and topic modelling are exploited to automatically ex-
tract topics, and to provide requirements engineers with a user feedback report, which
will support them in identifying candidate new/changed requirements. All the above
mentioned research works in the area of Requirements Engineering use NL text mes-
sages or documents to discover patterns, relevant topics or identify domain key terms,
but none of the them consider SAT based techniques to understand stakeholders’ inten-
tions behind their messages. We consider that the application of SAT in Requirements
Engineering can be a powerful strategy to understand stakeholder’s intentions, thus sup-
porting the analysis of the messages they exchange in current distributed collaboration
and deriving requirements knowledge.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a tool-supported method to identify speech acts in online
discussions of OSS communities, which are developed by using unstructured natural
language text. Indeed, we build on the idea that the recognition of discussants’ speech
acts is key to reveal their intentions, such as suggesting, or complaining. By automating
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speech acts recognition we may contribute to lower the software engineering effort in
analysing huge discussions, also allowing for a better quality result.

The proposed approach exploits a taxonomy of speech acts based on the one pro-
posed by Harnish and Bach. We illustrated the revisited taxonomy including linguistic
and non-linguistic acts (such as code lines, URL links, and log files). Moreover, we de-
scribed the adaptation of the framework GATE, specifically the modules Gazetteers and
JAPE rules that can be configured according to the purpose of extraction, in our case the
extraction of intentions. We explained the general process for annotating intentions and
have explained the design of rules used to match fragment of text. Concerning the ef-
fectiveness of our approach, preliminary experimental evaluation on data sets extracted
from online discussions in a OSS project are encouraging. We are currently planning
further experimental evaluations to measure the accuracy of the tool by building a gold
standard based on the annotations of three software developers. Our tool is currently
based on a heavy-knowledge approach but in our future work we will target a machine
learning approach.
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Abstract. The main goal of this work is to evaluate the feasibility to
calculate the technical debt (a traditional software quality approach) in
a model-driven context through the same tools used by software deve-
lopers at work. The SonarQube tool was used, so that the quality check
was performed directly on projects created with Eclipse Modeling Frame-
work (EMF) instead of traditionals source code projects. In this work,
XML was used as the model specification language to verify in Sonar-
Qube due to the creation of EMF metamodels in XMI (XML Metadata
Interchange) and that SonarQube o↵ers a plugin to assess the XML lan-
guage. After this, our work focused on the definition of model rules as
an XSD schema (XML Schema Definition) and the integration between
EMF-SonarQube in order that these metrics were directly validated by
SonarQube; and subsequently, this tool determined the technical debt
that the analyzed EMF models could contain.

Keywords: Model-driven engineering, technical debt, EMF, SonarQube.

1 Introduction

Two representative trends for the software development industry that appeared
in the nineties were the model-driven initiative and the technical debt metaphor.
Both trends promote software quality each in its own way: high abstract levels
(models) and software process management (technical debt). However, despite
the wide exposition of these trends in the literature, there are not more indica-
tions about the combination of them into software development scenarios; each
initiative is implemented in a separated way.

In traditional software development projects (those involving manual pro-
gramming), technical debt is mainly focused in quality assurance processes over
source code and related services (e.g. common quality metrics are defined over
source code). However, model-driven engineering (MDE) promotes for modelling
instead of programming [1]. A review of the literature reveals that there is cur-
rently no application of the technical debt concept to environments outside the
traditional software development. There exist approaches to the measurement
of model quality [7][8][9][10], but these do not include technical debt calculus.
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Therefore, we claim that dealing with technical debt in MDE projects is an open
problem.

Two issues pose challenges to the inclusion of technical debt into MDE. (i)
Di↵erent authors provide conflicting conceptions of quality in model manage-
ment within MDE environments[5]. (ii) The MDE literature often neglects tech-
niques for source code analysis and quality control3. Therefore, in model-driven
developments it is di�cult to perform an analysis of the state of the project that
is important for technical debt management: establishing what has been done,
what remains to be done, how much work has been left undone. Also, other
specific issues that belong to model theory such as: number of elements in the
metamodel, coverage for the views, complexity of the models, the relationship
between the abstract syntax and the concrete syntax of a language, quantity of
OCL verification code, among others, contribute to increase the technical debt
in model-driven projects.

The main contributions of this paper are the following: (i) A demonstration
of a integration between model-driven and technical debt tools for supporting
a technical debt calculus process performed over conceptual models. (ii) The
operationalization of a recognized framework for evaluating models.

2 Implementation of a technical debt plugin for EMF

We implemented an Eclipse plugin for integrating the EMF enviroment with
SonarQube; so that, results of the technical debt can be shown directly on
the Eclipse work area instead of changing the context and opening a browser
with the SonarQube report. We used configuration options belonging to EMF
XMIResource objects to export the XMI file as an XML without the specific
XMI information tags.

2.1 Definition of an XSD for SonarQube

One of the most critical issues in a technical debt program is the definition of me-
trics or procedures for deducting technical debt calculations; in works like [4][6]
it is highlighted the absence of technical debt values (established and accepted),
and features such as the kinds of technical debt. Most of the technical debt
calculation works are focused on software projects without an applied model-
driven approach; some similar works report the use of high level artifacts as
software architectures[12], but they are not model-driven oriented. Emerging
frameworks for defining and managing technical debt [13] are appearing, but
they focus on specific tasks of the software development (not all the process
itself).

3 Neglecting the code would seem sensible, since MDE advocates that the model is
the code [2]. However, few MDE tools provide full code generation and manual
additions of code and tweakings are often necessary.
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From one technical perspective, the SonarQube tool demands an XSD (XML
Scheme Document) configuration file that contains the specific rules for valida-
ting the code; or in this case, a model. Without this file, the model could be
evaluated like a source code by default. In order to define these rules, we chose
one of the most popular proposals for validating models (Physics of notations of
Moody [11]) due to its relative easiness to implement some of its postulates in
terms of XSD sentences.

In the case of this work, visual notation was taken as the textual information
managed by XMI entities from EMF models (text are perceptual elements too),
focusing that each item meets syntactic rules to display each information field
regardless about what is recorded as a result of the EMF model validation. The
analysis does not consider the semantic meaning of the model elements to be
analyzed.

The operationalization of Moody principles over the XSD file posteriorly
loaded in SonarQube was defined as follows:

– Visual syntax - perceptual configuration: in the XSD file, it is ensured that all
elements and/or attributes of the modelled elements are defined according
to the appropriate type (the consistence between the values of attributes and
its associated type is validated).

– Visual syntax - attention management: a validation order of the elements is
specified by the usage of order indicadors belonging to XML schemes.

– Semiotic clarity - redundant symbology: a node in the model can only be
checked by an XSD element.

– Semiotic clarity - overload symbology: an XSD element type only validates
a single model node type.

– Semiotic clarity - excess symbolism: a metric to validate that there are no
blank items was implemented (for example, we could create several elements
of Person type, but its data does not appear).

– Semiotic clarity - symbology deficit: a validation that indicates the presence
of incomplete information was made (e.g., we could have the data of a Person
but we don’t have his/her name or identification number). For this rule, we
made constraints with occurrence indicators to each attribute.

– Perceptual discriminability: in the XML model, nodes must be organized in
a way that they can be di↵erentiated, e.g., one Project element does not
appear like a Person element. This is ensured by reviewing in the XSD that
it does not contain elements exactly alike, and in the same order.

– Semantic transparency: this was done by putting restrictions on the names
of the tags, so that the tags correspond to what they must have, e.g, a data
label must be of data type.

– Complexity management: this was done by the minOccurs and maxOccurs
occurrence indicators. With these indicators it is possible to define how many
children one node can have.

– Cognitive integration: this was done using namespaces in the XSD file, so
that it is possible to ensure the structure for the nodes independent from
changes in the model design.
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<choice maxOccurs=”5”  minOccurs=”0”>
   <element name=”Persons”  type=”Person”/>
   <element name=”Projects”  type=”Project”/>
</choice>

Complexity 
management

<complexType name=”Person”>
<attribute name=”lastname”  type=”string “/>
<attribute name=”firstname”  type=”string”/>
<complexType>

<complexType name=”Project”>
<attribute name=”shortname”  type=”string”/>
<attribute name=”longname”  type=”string”/>
<complexType>

Perceptual 
discriminability

<xs:simpleType Name=”NoNullString”>
         <restriction base=’String’>
            <minLength value=’1’/>
         </restriction>
</simpleType>

Semiotic clarity –  
symbology deficit

Fig. 1. Mapping between some Moody principles to XSD code.

– Dual codification: this was done by measuring the quantity of commented
code lines with respect to the XML lines that define the elements of the
model.

– Graphic economy: we established a limit for di↵erent items that can be han-
dled in the XSD, and reporting when di↵erent elements are found marking
the mistake when these data types are not found in the schema.

– Cognitive fit: this was done by creating several XSD files where each one is
responsible for reviewing a specific view model.

Figure 1 exposes a portion of the XSD code implemented for some Moody
principles.

2.2 Verification of technical debt from EMF models

In order to demonstrate the integration of both tools (EMF-SonarQube), a sam-
ple metamodel (Figure 2) was made in EMF4. We introduce some errors like
capital letters, blank spaces, and others, to evidence abnormalities not covered
with model conceptual validation approaches like OCL.

Once the validation option had been chosen (by the SonarQube button or
menu), we obtain a report similar to Figure 3. Part A indicates the number of
lines of code that have been tested, comment lines, and duplicate lines, blocks
or files. Also, part B of this figure reports the total of errors that contain the
project (in this case the EMF model), as well as the technical debt graph (part
C), which shows the percentage of technical debt, the cost of repair, and the

4 this metamodel was extracted from a web tutorial about EMF; source:
http://tomsondev.bestsolution.at/2009/06/06/galileo-emf-databinding-part-1/
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Fig. 2. Sample metamodel implemented over EMF.

Fig. 3. SonarQube screen report loaded into EMF work area

number of men needed to fix errors per day (this information was not configured
for this case).

SonarQube o↵ers an issues report where it indicates the number of errors
found; and consequently, the error list distributed in order of importance from
highest to lowest:

– Blocker: they are the most serious errors; they should have the highest pri-
ority to review.
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– Critical: they are design errors which a↵ect quality or performance of the
project (model errors can be classified in this category).

– Major: although these errors do not a↵ect performance, they require to be
fixed for quality concerns.

– Minor: they are minor errors that do not a↵ect the operation of the project.
– Info: they are reporting errors, not dangerous.

Fig. 4. SonarQube issues report of technical debt in EMF.

Figures 4 and 5 present the reports about technical debt errors detected
over the sample model. In the first place, an error category was chosen. For
the respective category, the error list associated is show in detail posteriorly.
Intentionally, we introduced errors over the XML information of the model to
test the respective detection by SonarQube according with the rules defined in
the XSD file from the Moody proposal.

Conclusions

In this work we show the technical feasibility to integrate a technical debt tool
like SonarQube with a model-driven development enviroment such as the Eclipse
modelling framework. We present an example of technical debt validation applied
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Fig. 5. Example of error detected by SonarQube.

over a sample metamodel implemented for testing purposes. Thereby, we demon-
strate the technical feasibility for measuring any artefact used in an model-driven
engineering process [3]. However, the main challenge is the definition of the model
quality metrics and the operationalization of the model quality frameworks re-
ported in terms of expressions that can generate metrics, and its association with
a model-driven development process.
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Abstract. Meta-modeling platforms that support the automatic generation of 
modeling tools open a new quality in information systems development for en-
gineers: Emphasis can be put on the design and use of a modeling language that 
is customized to the particular needs and desired features. This may contribute 
to strengthen the information system design phase as it helps to reduce the de-
velopers’ aversion against overloaded modeling languages and inflexible or ex-
pensive modeling tools. Our demo paper introduces HCM-L Modeler, a model-
ing tool for the Human Cognitive Modeling Language, which has been imple-
mented using the meta-modeling platform ADOxx as a component of an ambi-
ent assistance information system.  

Keywords: Conceptual Modeling, Individual Information System, Component 
based development, Prototype, Modeling Platform, Knowledge Management 
System, Meta-Modeling, Adaptive and Context-Aware System 

1 Introduction 

When thinking of Information Systems (IS), most images in mind are related to the 
business domain: providing support for managers and their decisions, supporting 
business processes and thus assisting the employees in their job functions. Typically, 
though mostly realized on the basis of an integrated standard system, IS are custom-
ized to the needs of respective enterprise and its users  

Ambient assistance information systems for individuals, however, require an even 
more personalized functionality, which leads the notion of self-centered IS: A system 
for one particular person, assisting she/him by providing information about and from 
herself/himself, in a way tailored to her/his abilities and needs. At a first glance, this 
might sound irrelevant. But think about getting older and forgetting how to use a 
technical device, how to use the online banking software or even how to dress your-
self on or how to cook your favorite dish: then you might wish to have individual 
assistance for mastering your activities of daily life in order to be independent from 
others. This leads us to the domain of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) [1]. 

The AAL-project HBMS1 aims at saving relevant information about human behav-
ior of a person in a cognitive model (HCM, Human Cognitive Model) and providing 

                                                           
1 The work is part of the HBMS project - Human Behavior Monitoring and Support: funded by Klaus 
Tschira Stiftung GmbH, Heidelberg - a research project in the field of Ambient Assisted Living 
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this information to the person when needed. To describe a person’s individual HCM, 
the Human Cognitive Modeling Language HCM-L, i.e. a Domain-Specific Modeling 
Language (DSML), has been defined in order (a) to provide a user and use centered 
language and (b) to enable a mostly automatic model creation and integration out of 
sensor and/or tracking data. User centeredness should allow and simplify model vali-
dation and refinement when desired. As HCM-L is to describe behavioral (“episodic”) 
knowledge, it can be called a conceptual cognitive modeling language.  

This paper concentrates on the modeling tool supporting HCM-L, which forms a 
component of our HBMS-System (an ambient assistance IS) together with reasoning 
modules and a web-based support tool. As the tool primarily served as a proof-of-
concept for the modeling language, the novelty of the approach lies mainly in that 
language. The future HBMS-system users of will be care givers and the supported 
persons themselves.  

Section 2 briefly introduces the HCM-L using an example. Section 3 illustrates 
some features of the HCM-L Modeler. Section 4 outlines related work. Section 5 
gives a resume and outlines future developments. 

2 A Modeling Language for Ambient Assistance 

We introduce the HCM-L only shortly here; more detailed information may be 
found in [2]. The HCM-L concepts were derived from analyzing the target AAL do-
main of (instrumental) activities of daily life [3] and their context [4]; the graphical 
notation considers the nine principles for designing cognitively effective visual nota-
tions [5]. 

 
Fig. 1. Example BU for creating a standing order with several Operations and a Goal 
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Creating a HCM-L model starts from the most prominent elements in human be-
havior: activities. We call the resp. concept Behavioral Unit (BU). Fig. 1 shows a BU 
‘create a standing order’. 

Daily life activities usually have a goal which is reached by performing a sequence 
of actions. These actions are captured by the HCM-L concept Operation, graphically 
drawn inside the resp. BU (expressing that a BU ‘consists’ of operations) and linked 
by Flows. Having executed an operation without outgoing flow means that the BU’s 
goal is reached, i.e. in our example: ‘new standing order is created’. There may be 
alternative actions like the three ways to receive a Transaction Authentication Num-
ber (TAN); Pre- and Post-Condition Expressions allow arbitrary granularity for the 
control flow (graphically simply by naming the logical operator, see XOR in Fig.1). 

Create a standing order may be part of a larger BU ‘use the online banking sys-
tem’; as well, more detailed information about actions may be needed for support; e.g. 
to request a SMS TAN, again a sequence of actions might be necessary. Therefore 
operations can be BUs, too. Thus, HCM-L allows for hierarchical structures. 

Clearly, support information can not only be derived from dynamic structures. 
HCM-L, therefore, provides concepts for modeling structural contexts as well based 
one the areas described in [4]. For further information, please refer to [2].  

A comprehensive control pattern-based analysis [6] revealed, that all relevant se-
mantics can be expressed using HCM-L when modeling activities of human behavior, 
their hierarchies, and the relevant context information. 

3 The HCM-L Modeler 

The HCM-L Modeler was developed using the meta-modeling platform ADOxx®2 
[7] [8]. A main reason for choosing ADOxx was, that all basic modeling functions 
(drawing, linking and reorganizing elements, resizing, hierarchical arrangement, edit-
ing) could be implemented easily using the ADOxx Development Toolkit [7]. The 
HCM-L Meta-Model (also called user specific meta-model in the ADOxx context) 
inherits from the ADOxx Meta-Model. With ADOxx it was possible to define and 
realize the graphical notation, the different context models (see [2]) and further attrib-
utes of the elements of our modeling method in a notebook-representation. 

In what follows, we outline some further features that go beyond these basic ones: 
model stepping for an animated walk-through, querying, checking the consistency of 
a model, providing reasoning support, reading sensor data for complex scenarios, as 
well as media file management. 

Model Stepper 
The stepper animates the succession of operations (of the active model) and allows 

a stepwise pass through a behavioral unit path based on users’ decisions. Basically, 
this is achieved by highlighting the visited operation.  

Once the stepper encounters the need of a user decision (evoked by a pre- or post-
condition of the current operation), a selection window is opened where the user can 

                                                           
2 www.ADOxx.org 
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choose the next step. In case of encountering a sub-unit (within a hierarchy of behav-
ioral units) the stepper offers the choice between continuing on the current hierarchy 
level and walking through the sub-unit.  

By visualizing the operation flows that are possible due to the model’s structure, 
the stepper supports model understanding and validation. The long term idea is to 
provide this stepper functionality to end users in order to make validation possible for 
them. 

Querying and Predefined Queries 
Based on the ADOxx querying feature HCM-L Modeler supports model validation 

based on (predefined) queries that are formulated using the SQL-like language AQL. 
Such queries may concern checking the values of attributes, the coherence of ele-
ments, the compliance with predefined rules and restrictions as well as the timing of 
events. AQL queries can be ad hoc formulated by a user or pre-defined by the meta-
model developer in the Development Toolkit, e.g., a pre-defined query for event de-
tection (information from sensor data). For ad-hoc formulation the HCM-L Modeler 
provides an interactive assistant using an ADOxx basic functionality.   

As an example, the following query unveils all BUs in the given model that should 
occur between 06:00am and 11:30am. The user can create the following domain spe-
cific AQL query using the AQL queries window of HCM-L Modeler:   

(<"Behavioral Unit">[?"atTime" >= "00:000:06:00:00"]) AND 
(<"Behavioral Unit">[?"atTime" <= "00:000:11:30:00"]  

Although this query is not terribly realistic in our running example, we show the 
HCM-L Modeler result in Fig. 2 in order to give an impression on how the system 
operates: the tabular output consists of the IDs, descriptions and the titles of all behav-
ioral units that should occur between 06:00 and 11:30. 

 
Fig. 2. Answer to the AQL (possible behavioral units between 06:00 and 11:30) 

Clearly, queries may be more complex by addressing value type restrictions for at-
tributes or complex events in the sense of aggregations of simpler or atomic ones.  

Consistency Check 
A major issue in modeling processes is the fact that comprehensive consistency 

checks are difficult, in particular for inexperienced users. However, inconspicuous 
mistakes in the logic may affect the whole model: contradictory semantics reduce the 
performance of reasoning processes and yield invalid results. For the HCM-L Model-
er we considered three main consistency issues: (1) using the right syntax of logical 
operators, (2) consistent naming of model elements throughout the whole model and 
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(3) the overall syntax check during modeling to allow the right connection between 
different types of classes and relation classes. Whereas (2) and (3) are automatically 
checked during the modeling process, (1) is accomplished using the AQL feature: 
After clicking on the button “pre-defined queries”, HCM-L Modeler yields a menu of 
different consistency checks for every model and sub model, e.g., checking the cor-
rect syntax of the pre-condition lable of an operation or operation-makro. Further 
consistency check-queries are in preparation. 

Figure 3 shows the result of the consistency check “Post-Condition of Operation 
with Pre Post and Suboperations”. Apparently there were problems with the post 
conditions of two operations (“check the TAN number” and “Insert data”). 

 
Fig. 3. Result of the condition check  

Reasoning Support 
Both model and rule based reasoning approaches for behavior modeling requires 

the extraction of different features out of the given overall model. HCM-L Modeler, 
among others, offers the possibility to calculate the frequency of specific activities 
based on the user history: every operation is supported by a percentage value. 

In addition to that, the HCM-L Modeler calculates for each operation the “im-
portance value” based on the user history, and (if wanted by a user) the “cost value” 
based on the similarity between the current user profile and other users.  

Furthermore, it delivers for every operation the smallest number of the remaining 
operations (i.e., operations to be executed) until reaching the current BU’s goal, to-
gether with all possible paths leading to that goal and under consideration of all sub-
units (e.g., see Fig. 4). I.e., the possible next steps are shown (for loops only one loop-
iteration). As the selection of the next step is always based on the user’s decision, 
loops are no problem.  

As ADOxx offers the possibility to import and export models in a generic XML 
format, all those reasoning attributes can be used, e.g. by external inference or reason-
ing tools. 

 
Fig. 4. Path to the end (see fig.1) from the current operation “select valid from date” 
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Reading Sensor Data 
As already mentioned, the HCM-L Modeler is a part of a HBMS-System with dif-

ferent components. User monitoring will be provided through run-time by using sen-
sors. This sensor data will be used to create the models using HCM-L (firstly simple 
sequences and after integration more generalized models). 

ADOxx provides means to read content from files and databases to be included in 
the model (object or model level). It can read text, CSV, XLS, XML and DB formats. 
The HCM-L Modeler currently uses this feature for importing sensor data that are 
provided in XML.    

The file should contain the ID of the sensor, the state of the action (true or false) 
and the time stamp of the selected activity. For user convenience we included prede-
fined AQL queries into the HCM-L Modeler to simply check active operations and 
their states.  

Media Files 
The HCM-L Modeler offers the possibility to upload media files (video, audio and 

images files in different formats) into the tool. This feature allows using such files for 
visualizing complex issues and situations in the support phase (web-based support 
tool of the HBMS-System).  

For example, if the user has to insert the card security code (CSC), sometimes 
called card verification data (CVD), the corresponding picture is presented to the user 
(automatically or after request) to show where this code is printed on the card.  

Experiences Using ADOxx 
Generally, developing a modeling tool by use of a meta-modelling platform proved 

to be a good way for implementing a tool with basic functionalities in a short period 
of time. In particular, ADOxx turned out to be an appropriate platform for DSML 
modeling tool development.   

Moreover, the support provided by the ADOxx experts was helpful to implement 
the desired functionalities. They provided helpful examples additionally to the 
ADOxx standard tutorial.  

Despite of the previous advantages we still have more complex requirements that 
are not implemented yet because of limitations of the meta-meta model definition, 
e.g., a visualization of static and dynamic elements in one view with a stepping func-
tionality or the generation of predefined model element instances for a certain scenar-
io (instances of living room, dining room and kitchen for the AAL domain).  

4 Related work 

Several projects concern about activity recognition in the AAL domain. For exam-
ple, [9] use smart meters to detect activities of daily living; [10] show how behavior 
tracking can help to address different cognitive deficits based on plan recognition; 
[11] introduces an ambient intelligent living assistance system for mapping of real 
time sensor data to activities of a person.  
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Regarding modeling approaches, most related research and development endeavors 
also are in favor of using DSMLs (see, e.g., [12]). 

As AAL is a rapidly growing domain, many projects aim at providing support for 
people, e.g. [13] for remembering the past, remembering to perform an intended ac-
tion (e.g. take a medication), or to do cognitive training; [14] uses Case Based Rea-
soning techniques for solving support cases in a similar way to recently performed 
ones; [15] focus on modeling of personal goals and user characteristics to identify a 
possible impact on the system goals in general. However, none of these approaches 
supports a comprehensive recognition and exploitation of a person’s basic and in-
strumental daily behavior. 

5 Outlook 

As already been mentioned, the HCM-L Modeler is just one of the HBMS infor-
mation system components. The main access point for the end users will be the sup-
port component. For this, the models are transformed into a step-by-step description 
which can be displayed on an appropriate device. A first prototype was implemented 
and tested with 40 people in 2012 [16]. A beta version of the support component is 
currently under development and evaluation.  

The support component uses the Operations’ label, description and media files 
(like video, audio and images) to display a single behavioral step. In one of our end-
user studies we investigated the best way of presenting information to them by using a 
set of mock-ups. The results showed that a combination of pictures and audio infor-
mation is the preferred presentation form [17]. 

As we have shown, the HCM-L Modeler is a powerful and comprehensive tool for 
developing, managing and exchanging models written in HCM-L. The next develop-
ment steps for the HCM-L Modeler will focus on the design of advanced reasoning 
approaches, model optimization, model checker, complex event detection and sensor 
data fusion with respect to sensors’ uncertainty. 

Furthermore, we will work on the model visualization layers to show the overall 
model architecture (all models and sub-models with respect to the structural context) 
in 3D to give the modeler and the software developers the possibility to understand 
the models and the interaction between them more easy. 

The support component will be further tested, and we will pay more intention on 
individual users’ preferences. [15] provides here some interesting ideas. Other im-
provements will concentrate on the definition of the support texts following previous 
work in computational linguistics [18]. The idea of automatic support text generation 
from a model (see [19]) seems to be an interesting approach.  
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Abstract. UPROM tool is a business process modeling tool designed to conduct 
business process and requirements analysis in a unified way to constitute a basis 
for process automation. Enabling the application of UPROM methodology, the 
tool provides editors for six different diagram types based on a common meta-
model. It ensures conformance to the rules and offers features so that modelers 
can develop a cohesive set of models. These models are utilized to automatically 
generate artifacts of requirements document, software size estimation, process 
definition document and business glossary.  

Keywords: Business process modeling, requirements analysis, software size 
estimation, business glossary, process documentation, artifact generation 

1 Introduction 

UPROM tool is a business process modeling (BPM) tool supporting six diagram types: 
Value Chain (VC), Function Tree (FT), extended Event Driven Process Chain (EPC), 
Organization Chart (OC), Conceptual Entity Relationship (ER) and Function Alloca-
tion (FA). Diagrams represent different business process perspectives which are func-
tional (VC and FT), behavioral (EPC), organizational (OC) and data (ER and FA).  

Business process definitions serve both pure organizational purposes like process 
improvement and other practices like project management, requirements specification 
and knowledge management [1]. Usually in the organizations, artifacts that utilize busi-
ness process knowledge are developed independently. Eventually, the effort spent to 
define business processes and develop related artifacts is duplicated, organizational 
knowledge becomes untraceable to processes and artifacts are maintained separately 
resulting in conflicts. Especially when business processes are to be automated by a pro-
cess aware information system (PAIS) [2], process knowledge is intensively needed. 
To overcome the problems, we developed a unified BPM methodology, UPROM, to 
conduct business process and requirements analysis in an integrated way. When 
UPROM is applied, following artifacts can be generated by using the models: user re-
quirements document and COSMIC functional size estimation [3] for the PAIS, and 
process documentation including process definition document and business glossary.  

UPROM tool is a graphical BPM tool that supports UPROM methodology and au-
tomatically generates the mentioned artifacts. Model driven approach is followed based 
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on Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) and Eclipse Graphical Modeling Framework 
(GMF). Eclipse plugins are developed for editors. All editors are based on a common 
meta-model. Some plugins including EPC and VC editors were reused from bflow* 
Toolbox [4], thus inheriting its special features such as continuous verification.  

UPROM tool is used by process modelers for descriptive analysis of processes in 
business domain. End users utilize it to review and validate the models. The tool pro-
vides specific functionality for modelers to integrate business process and requirements 
analysis. There are tools that can generate process documentation, but we did not en-
counter a BPM tool generating textual requirements and functional size estimation. 
UPROM tool was utilized in various projects, including two e-government projects for 
Company and Trademark Central Registration Systems, Public Investment Analysis of 
Ministry of Development, and other applications for case study purposes.  

In this paper, we present the features particular to UPROM tool to support the meth-
odology and generate the artifacts. In section 2, UPROM methodology is briefly pre-
sented. Section 3 describes the tool features and provides a brief comparison with other 
tools. Section 3 summarizes the paper and presents the future work.  

2 UPROM Methodology 

UPROM methodology aims to integrate the practices of descriptive business process 
definition, requirements analysis, software size estimation and process documentation; 
and generate artifacts that are outputs of these practices. By unifying analysis activities 
for these practices, a set of models can be developed that embeds all information to 
generate those artifacts. The methodology includes the notation, meta-model, process, 
guidelines and artifact generation procedures. The artifacts that can be generated by 
UPROM methodology are: user requirements document, software functional size esti-
mation, process definition document and business glossary. As all of these artifacts are 
based on a single source of model set, completeness and consistency of them are im-
proved, they become traceable to business processes and maintainability is enhanced. 
More information on UPROM methodology and outputs of case studies can be found 
in [5] and [6]. UPROM methodology is applied in two iterative phases:  

Developing Core BPM Diagrams: Functional, behavioral, and organizational per-
spectives of business processes are analyzed. As a result, VC, FT, EPC and OC dia-
grams are developed in a hierarchical manner.  

Developing Analysis Diagrams Associated to BPM Diagrams: If a function on an 
EPC diagram is to be automated by PAIS, an FA diagram is created as a sub-diagram. 
FA diagram is used to analyze the responsibilities to conduct the function, related enti-
ties, operations on entities, related applications and constraints. In parallel, conceptual 
definitions of entities and their relations are modeled in ER diagram.  

Generated artifacts are utilized as inputs to subsequent phases of software develop-
ment. User requirements with process models and documentation are inputs to detailed 
requirements analysis, testing and acceptance phases. Functional size estimation is crit-
ical for software development planning in early phases. Process definition document 
and business glossary are used by different stakeholders types in operation phase.  
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3 UPROM Tool 

UPROM tool provides an integrated environment for the notation and common meta-
model for six diagram types. Diagrams of the same scope are maintained under a re-
pository as a “modeling project”. Features particular to UPROM tool enable users to 
apply UPROM methodology process and guidelines. Such features are described in the 
following sections. A snapshot of the modeling environment can be seen in Fig. 5.  

3.1 Diagram Editors for BPM and Requirements Analysis 

UPROM tool editors run in conformance with the meta-model. VC diagram comprises 
value chain, risk, objective and product constructs. FT diagram has only the function. 
EPC include event, function, process interface, logical operators, business rule, appli-
cation, organizational elements, information carriers, key performance indicator (KPI), 
technical term and improvement [7]. OC covers organizational elements. FA diagram 
has organizational elements, function, entity, application and constraint. ER diagram 
covers entity, cluster, attribute, generalization, aggregation and relationship.  

 
Fig. 1. Disabled connections based on the metamodel 

Relations between constructs are restricted by the meta-model. The tool prevents for-
mation of a connection not allowed and informs the user with a sign as shown in Fig. 
1. Predefined connection names are assigned between some constructs. Two examples 
are shown in Fig. 2. First one is the connection assigned between an organizational 
element and function to show the responsibility of the role, and the second is between 
function and entity to specify operations conducted on the entity by the function.  

 
Fig. 2. Assigning connection names by selection from the combo box 

3.2 Unique Object Assignment  

Objects in the same modeling project are assigned to be unique if they are named the 
same. Instances of the object can exist at any diagram regardless of the type. Objects 
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of logically similar types are also assigned to be unique; e.g. information carrier and 
entity; function, process interface and value chain objects with the same name are 
unique.   

When a new object is added, if there is already an object with the same name and 
type (or one of the alternative types) in the project, the user is asked if the new object 
is the same with existing object(s) as shown on left of Fig. 3. If the user approves that 
they are the same, attribute values of the objects are assigned to be the same. When 
attributes of any instance of the unique object are updated, all other instances also have 
the updated values. Users can search for the occurrences of unique objects, see the list 
of instances and open the diagrams as shown in the right part of Fig. 3.  

  
Fig. 3. Assigning unique objects with a list of instances and searching for the instances 

3.3 Process and Object Attributes  

A set of attributes representing metadata of a process can be assigned to each dia-
gram as shown on left in Fig. 4. All objects have the attributes of name, id, description, 
incoming and outgoing connections. In addition to these, some object types have spe-
cial attributes. One is technical term attribute for organizational elements, information 
carriers, application, entity, cluster, KPI and attribute. The other is document link at-
tribute for information carriers, entity, cluster, business rule and constraint. Sub-dia-
grams can be assigned to function, process interface and value chain objects. An exam-
ple list of attributes assigned to a document object is shown at right of Fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 4. Process metadata and object attributes 

3.4 Structure of the Modeling Project  

Folder structure of the modeling project must be established in conformance to its sub-
diagram decomposition. The tool controls the folder structure and does not generate 
artifacts if it is not validated. An example modeling project structure is shown on the 
left part of Fig. 5 (FA diagrams are hidden for simplicity). Only one diagram of type 
VC, FT or EPC exists in top level, which is the process map (e.g. eCompany.ftd). For 
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each sub-diagram assigned in the process map, a folder is created and the sub-diagram 
file is placed inside it. Folder and file names match. The same rules apply for lower 
level diagrams. FA is assigned as sub-diagram for the functions in EPCs, and placed 
under the folder of the related EPC. ERD and OC diagrams can be placed anywhere.  

 
Fig. 5. Typical UPROM modeling environment and example project structure 

3.5 Generation of Artifacts  

Utilizing the information embedded in the modeling project which is formed by us-
ing the features and conforming to the rules explained in the above sections, UPROM 
tool can be used to generate the following artifacts. The tool parses XML diagram files 
and generates the artifacts in PDF format using iText library.  

Business process models report: VC, FT and EPC diagrams in the modeling project 
organized by the hierarchy are reported. Name and address of the process are placed as 
the heading for each diagram. OC diagram(s) are placed at the end of the report.  
Analysis models report: FA diagrams are given in this report. For each diagram, model 
name, address, and the EPC process it is related to are placed as the heading.  
Requirements document: Each FA diagram is utilized to generate three types of nat-
ural language requirements sentences [6]. In the document, requirements sentences are 
organized under EPC diagrams. Headings for each EPC diagram is numbered according 
to diagram’s hierarchical position in the modeling project.  
COSMIC functional size estimation report: FA diagrams which serve the purpose of 
requirements analysis are also utilized to make an early functional size estimation of 
the software to be automated. The estimation is based on COSMIC standard [3]. Vari-
ous rules are applied to interpret the operations on entities (modeled as connection name 
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between function and entity as shown in Fig. 2). For each EPC diagram, data move-
ments and total size in function points (FP) of every FA diagram under that EPC is 
reported. The total FP size of each application is calculated and provided in the sum-
mary section of the report.  

 

Fig. 6. Excerpts from Requirements Document (left) and Size Estimation Report (right) 
 
x Process definition document: VC, FT and EPC models, with the attributes embed-

ded in the models, are utilized to generate process definition document conforming 
to a template. The parts of the document for an EPC model is as follows:  
ņ Information: Purpose, scope, status, version, author, description of the process  
ņ Responsibilities: Name, type and participation of the role 
ņ Inputs: Name, type, source (if input is provided by another role), document link 
ņ Outputs: Name, type, target (if outputs are handed to another role), document link 
ņ Entrance criteria: Name, other processes that exit with this event, their address 
ņ Exit criteria: Name, other processes that start with this event, their address 
ņ Activities: Detailed information including: responsibilities, inputs and outputs, 

application, sub-diagrams/external processes, detailed information 
ņ Business rules: Name, related activity 
ņ External processes and sub-processes utilized by the process 
ņ KPIs: related activity, information sources used, measurement period, target 

x Business glossary: All definitions in the project are obtained from the models by 
using technical term attributes of organizational element, information carrier, appli-
cation, entity and cluster objects. By means of unique object property, an object has 
single definition regardless of the number of instances. The report is composed of 
three parts: Organizational, application and general definitions. ER diagram is uti-
lized to organize general definitions. An aggregate entity is placed at the top, left 
indented. The components of the aggregate entity are grouped under that and in-
dented right. Relationships and generalizations are also shown in a similar manner.  
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Fig. 7. Excerpts from Process Definition Document (up) and Business Glossary (down) 

Excerpts from the generated artifacts are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Complete versions 
of the outputs for multiple case studies can be seen in [5]. UPROM tool is developed 
specifically to apply UPROM methodology. Before developing the tool, we tailored 
diagrams in ARIS Business Architect [7] to meet meta-model needs and developed 
scripts to generate the artifacts. However, this did not provide a native solution to apply 
UPROM methodology. As an alternative to Eclipse, we could also use a modeling lan-
guage creation tool such as MetaEdit+ [8] to design and use the diagrams based on the 
meta-model and generate the artifacts, however we preferred an Eclipse based system 
as we were able to reuse plugins from bflow Toolbox. There are tools that provide 
abundant notation alternatives such as ARIS. In the contrary, diagram types of UPROM 
tool are limited and focused on structured analysis of descriptive process models and 
requirements in an integrated way as guided by the methodology. There are other BPM 
tools with process documentation functionality such as Signavio, Bizagi and Visual 
Paradigm. However to our knowledge, there are no tools that can generate textual re-
quirements and functional software size for the process automation together with the 
process documentation and providing guidance by a methodology.  
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4 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we presented unified BPM tool. UPROM tool is based on EPC for control 
flow modeling, and supports five other diagram types. It provides an integrated model-
ing environment for requirements analysis in relation with business process models. If 
one applies UPROM process and guidelines by using tool features, she can use the tool 
to automatically generate some essential artifacts for software development practices.  

UPROM is used in two e-Government projects of Company and Trademark Central 
Registration Systems and Public Investment Processes of Ministry of Development. 
Generated artifacts were used as project deliverables and acceptance is completed by 
the users [5]. The results collected by observations and interviews revealed that com-
pleteness, consistency and maintainability of the generated artifacts were improved. 

For future versions, we plan to develop a functionality to enable users design the 
format and content of the artifacts and add new process documents presenting process 
information from different perspectives like RACI charts. At the moment, requirements 
sentences are generated in Turkish and generation of English sentences are planned for 
future versions. BPM tools supporting EPC notation are rather restricted in number. 
EPC is commonly accepted as a good notation for analyzing processes with end users. 
We believe that similar functionality can be achieved for also BPMN and plan to im-
plement the methodology in a similar way also based on BPMN.  
Acknowledgements. UPROM Tool was developed as a research project in Bilgi Group 
Ltd. New version with extended features is being developed with partial support of 
Industrial R&D Projects Support Program of the Scientific and Technological Research 
Council of Turkey with project no 3130770.  
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Abstract. During the past decade, much research has been performed in the ar-
eas of method engineering and process improvement. As a result of this research,
we are developing the online method engine (OME). The OME is a knowledge
management system that provides support during process improvement initia-
tives, using a set of assessments, an extensive method base, and automatic method
assembly mechanisms. The system is designed around four main acivities: knowl-
edge dissemination, method assessment, method improvement, and method en-
actment. In this paper, we demonstrate the core components and the main scenar-
ios for the usage of the online method engine.

Keywords: method engineering; software tools; online method engine

1 Introduction

In an attempt to describe and reuse software development practices, several researchers
have proposed method bases to capture this knowledge [5, 11]. The method fragments
in these method bases are being configured and re-engineered using several techniques
[8, 12], and implemented through a variety of tools [6]. Some of these techniques are in
turn applied to the method engineering activity itself [4].

The online method engine (OME) is the implementation of scientific concepts in the
field of method engineering (ME) and software process improvement (SPI), in combi-
nation with concepts from the field of knowledge kanagement (KM)). The main goal
of the OME is to provide a system that facilitates the sharing of knowledge related
to method fragments for software development, assessing methods that are being used
in practice, improving methods based on assessment results, and adopting (improved)
methods in practice. The main philosophy behind the OME is that incremental (or step-
wise) improvement of processes reduces risks related to process change and improves
the change of success [10, 3, 1].

Following the four goals of the OME, the system is based on four layers of function-
ality; knowledge dissemination, method assessment, method improvement, and method
enactment. Each layer increasingly relies on the previous ones, and all of the layers rely
on a central method base, which forms the backbone of the system. The quality of the
system is ensured by a constant process of validation and review.
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2 Architecture

Traditionally, method bases contain fragments of method knowledge, which reside on
the M2 level (according to the MOF framework) [9]. In the context of the OME, the
method base contains some additional elements. In the first place, it contains a set of
situational indicators that can be used to describe an organizational unit. These situa-
tional indicators describe the specifics of the organizational context in terms that are
unrelated to the specific method implementation. The situational indicators can be used
for other purposes, but this will be described later on.

Complimentary to the situational indicators, the method base contains a set of capa-
bilities that can be used to characterize a specific method implementation in a specific
domain. The capabilities relate directly to a domain model, which captures the relevant
process areas in a specific domain.

The situational indicators and the capabilities are related through a domain-dependent
mechanism called the situational factor effect. A situational factor effect describes how
a specific value of a situational indicator typically influences the relevance of a capabil-
ity [2]. These situational factor effects are also captured in the method base.

Development Database
- Operational data

Method Base
- Method fragments
- Capabilities
- Situational Factors
- Assemby Rules
- Situational Factor Effects
- Experience

Online Method Engine

Method Enactment Layer

Method Improvement Layer

Method Assessment Layer

Workflow integration Template generation Data authoring

Method fragment 
selection

Method fragment 
integration

Improvement 
roadmapping

Method base 
improvement

Maturity profiling Maturity benchmarking

Knowledge Dissemination Layer

Process/method modeling Process/method 
administration Method base search

Situational profiling

Fig. 1. Functional Architecture of the OME [17]

The final core element of the method base consists of a set of method fragments.
Method fragments describe a coherent piece of method knowledge that facilitates reach-
ing a specific goal during software development. A method fragment is described in
terms of activities and deliverables. Within the OME, method fragments are currently
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modeled using process deliverable diagrams (PDDs) [18], which are a combination of
a UML activity diagram and a UML class diagram, connected through a set of links.

3 Scenarios

3.1 Scenario A: Method Assessment

Fig. 2. Example Areas of Improvement Report

In general, a process improvement effort starts with an assessment of the current
processes. The assessment approach employed within the OME is based on the situa-
tional assessment method (SAM) [2]. This method consists of three phases; data col-
lection, calculcation, and feedback. Data collection is performed through two question-
naires; one to determine the organizational context, and one to determine the current
capabilities of the organization. During the calculcation phase, the former results are
transformed into a current capability profile (CCP) and the latter into an optimal ca-
pability profile (OCP). The delta between these two profiles results in an areas of im-
provement matrix (AIM). During the feedback phase, an evaluation is performed that is
used to improve the quality of the knowledge base (i.e. the method base).

The SAM is realized through two forms within the OME. The first form is used to
capture the organizational context. It consist of 24 questions spread out over 5 pages.
Each question has a short description, a set of answers, and possibly some help text to
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indicate the type of answer expected. The second form is used to capture the current
capabilities. This form contains 68 questions, which are spread out over 4 pages. Each
page represents a business function, i.e. a layer from the SPM competence model [19].
The results of the questionnaires can be reviewed using two seperate reports; a situa-
tional profile report and a capability maturity report. The combined results are shown
through an areas of improvement report, which shows both a condensed as well as an
expanded version of the AIM. An example of the condensed areas of improvement re-
port is shown in Figure 2.

3.2 Scenario B: Method Discovery

Fig. 3. Example Method Fragment Description

The results of the method assessment activity indicate the areas within the current
process that are open for improvement. This is done in the form of a set of capabili-
ties that are divided over various process areas, such as requirements prioritization or
product roadmapping, and ordered based on an associated maturity level. This makes it
possible to match these missing capabilities, or a subset of them, to existing methods
that are stored in the method base.

The OME facilitates method discovery by providing tools to search the method
base based on several filters. These filters include the focus area, the business function,
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the relevant capabilities, and keywords. The result is a set of method fragments that
fit these filters. Each result can be expanded into a detailed description of the method
fragment. The main components of these descriptions are a textual summary of the
method fragment, a detailed description that can contain both text and illustrations, a
list of the relevant situational factors and capabilities, a PDD, descriptions of the main
activities and deliverables, and a list of reference. An example excerpt of a method
description for the Echo approach [7] is shown in Figure 3.

Within the OME, the user is aided in this discovery process as much as possible.
Elements within the PDD and items within the situational factor and capability lists
are hyperlinks to more detailed descriptions. This makes it possible to obtain a quick
overview, while allowing the user to go into more depth or to find related method frag-
ments.

3.3 Scenario C: Method Improvement

An important goal of the OME is to assist during a process improvement effort. In many
cases, there are various solutions available to solve a specific problem, such as require-
ments prioritization. Not all of these solutions are applicable to any given situation,
and it is hard for the method engineer to determine which solutions are likely optimal.
The knowledge available within the method base allows for an automated approach to
selecting appropriate method fragments. This selection can be based on the structural
aspects of the method fragment (activities, deliverables), required capabilities, and sit-
uational factors.

Fig. 4. Method Fragment Selection
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The OME can propose a set of relevant method fragments based on the requirements
of the user. It is possible to select method fragments that focus on one or more specific
business functions, that implement capabilities up to a certain maturity level, or for the
entire process. The selected fragments are presented to the user so that they can be
reviewed using the tools described above (under method discovery). A prototype of the
selection step is shown in Figure 4.

Once the user has selected the method fragments that he deems relevant, these frag-
ments need to be assembled. In most cases, this means that they need to be integrated
within the existing process. This activity can be partially performed automatically based
on the structural aspects of the method fragments. In many cases, conflicts will arise
during this assembly. For instance, multiple method fragments can include similar or
incompatible deliverables. A report of these issues is presented to the user for further
review.

Fig. 5. Improvement Roadmapping

The overarching goal of the OME is to allow for incremental improvement. This
is a very important characteristic, as the implementation of many process changes
at the same time is often unrealistic and unfeasible within an organization. Process
changes are always prone to resistance among employees, unforeseen complications,
and changes within the environment. Therefor, the system generates a series of imple-
mentation plans [14]. These plans consist of a series of increments. Each increment
consists of a set of small changes, such as inclusion or removal of activities and de-
liverables. Plans are generated based on a set of parameters, including the available
resources and temporal constraints such as the need for a certain capability to be imple-
mented within a certain amount of increments [14].
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The generated plans are presented to the user as a set of timelines. Each timeline
contains the proposed increments with a summary of their contents. Once again. the
user can review these changes to gain a detailed understanding of their contents and
impact (see FIgure 5 for an example of these timelines).

3.4 Scenario D: Method Enactment

The final activity within a process improvement effort, apart from the review, is the
enactment of process changes. Although this is an activity that is mainly dependend on
social and managerial aspects, it is possible to support parts of it through automated
means. Within the context of the OME, enactment support focuses on the generation of
templates and the automated migration of development tools.

3.5 Scenario E: Method Administration

All functionality within the OME is based on the contents of the method base. This
method base consists of method fragments, capabilities, situational factors, situational
factor effects, and experience reports. For the creation of method fragments, we employ
specialized tools instead of developing functionality within the OME itself. MetaEdit+
[13] is used to model the process-deliverable diagrams, which can be annotated with
relevant capabilities. Textual descriptions can be created with appropriate textual edi-
tors. References are stored in the BibTex format.

4 Discussion and Future Research

Both the conceptual design as well as the initial prototype of the OME have been vali-
dated in earlier studies [16, 15]. In its current iteration, the OME does not fully support
all of the described scenarios. Development follows the layers as described in Figure 1
from bottom to top. The method base has been adequately implemented, as is function-
ality related to method discovery. The method assessment layer has also been realized,
making it possible to assess current methods and link the results to method fragments
proposal.

On the method improvement layer, we have realized partial planning functional-
ity. This makes it possible to generate a set of improvement plans based on a goal
method. However, more research is needed to incorporate the removal and replacement
of method fragments, and to support more complex situations including improvement
based on an existing method.

For the method enactment layer, no functionality has been implemented sofar. Tech-
niques are currently under development to translate method changes into concrete en-
actment actions.
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Abstract. Variability analysis in Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) 
utilizes various software-related artifacts, including requirements specifications. 
Currently, measuring the similarity of requirements specifications for analyzing 
variability of software products mainly takes into account semantic considera-
tions. This might lead to failure to capture important aspects of the software be-
havior as perceived by users. In this paper we present a tool, called SOVA – 
Semantic and Ontological Variability Analysis, which introduces ontological 
considerations to variability analysis, in addition to the semantic ones. The in-
put of the tool is textual requirements statements organized in documents. Each 
document represents the expectations from or the characteristics of a different 
software product in a line, while each requirement statement represents an ex-
pected behavior of that software product. The output is a feature diagram repre-
senting the variability in the input set of requirements documents and setting the 
ground for behavioral domain analysis.  

Keywords: Software Product Line Engineering, Variability Analysis, Domain 
Analysis, Requirements Specifications, Ontology, Semantic Similarity 

1 Introduction 

As the complexity and variety of software products increased, the need to reuse soft-
ware-related artifacts became very important. Software Product Line Engineering 
(SPLE) suggests an approach to systematically reuse artifacts, such as requirements 
specifications, design documents and source code, among different, yet similar, soft-
ware products [  3], [  14]. Such reuse of artifacts often raises a significant challenge of 
variability management. Variability in this context can be defined  as  “the  ability  of  an  
asset to be efficiently extended, changed, customized, or configured for use in a par-
ticular  context”  [  7].   

Viewing software requirements as the drivers of different development activities 
and methods, several studies have suggested using requirements specifications for 
variability analysis of software products. In these studies, requirements are operation-
alized or realized by features, and variability is mainly represented as feature dia-
grams – tree or graph structures that describe the characteristics of a software product 
line and the relationships and dependencies among them [  8]. The current studies 
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commonly apply only semantic similarity metrics, which focus on similarities of ter-
minology, in order to identify and analyze variability. As we will elaborate later, us-
ing only semantic considerations might lead to failure to capture important aspects of 
the software behavior, such as its triggers, pre-conditions, and post-conditions.  

In [  16], we suggest combining semantic and ontological considerations for calcu-
lating similarity. In particular, a behavior is described in terms of the initial state of a 
system before the behavior occurs, the external events that trigger the behavior, and 
the final state of the system after the behavior occurs. We use semantic metrics to 
evaluate the similarity of related behavioral elements and utilize this similarity to 
analyze variability. To support this approach, we have developed a tool, called SOVA 
– Semantic and Ontological Variability Analysis. This tool gets requirements docu-
ments written in plain text. Each document represents a different software product in 
the line and is divided into requirements statements. Each requirement statement, 
which may be composed of several sentences, reflects a use case, a user story, or any 
unit that represents a single expected or existing behavior of a software product. The 
variability of requirements is then analyzed, yielding a feature diagram. The resultant 
feature diagrams are behavior-driven and set the ground for behavioral domain analy-
sis. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews related work, ex-
emplifying limitations of current approaches. Section 3 presents the main processes of 
the approach and their support in the SOVA tool. Finally, Section 4 summarizes and 
refers to future development plans. 

2 Related Work 

In the context of analyzing software products variability, different studies have sug-
gested ways to use textual requirements to generate variability models, such as feature 
diagrams or Orthogonal Variability Models (OVM) [  14].  

In [  19], a tool, named ArborCraft, is presented. This tool creates feature diagrams 
by grouping similar requirements using a hierarchical agglomerative clustering algo-
rithm and semantic similarity measures – Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [  10]. Fea-
ture variants are then identified using a Requirements Description Language and se-
mantic considerations. In [  4-  5], publicly available repositories of product descriptions 
are utilized. Based on these repositories and the conditional probabilities between 
features occurrences, a probabilistic feature diagram is created using an incremental 
diffusive clustering algorithm. In [  13], a semi-automatic method for constructing 
OVM diagrams is introduced. This method extracts functional requirements profiles 
(FRPs), represented as "verb-direct object" pairs, using expert knowledge and linguis-
tic clues. The variability model is created using heuristic rules, such as: “If  diverse  
values  are  identified  for  a  case,  then  alternative  choice(s)  should  be  made.” 

All the above methods employ only semantic considerations. In particular, they 
may result with high similarity values for requirements that use similar terminology, 
even if the pre-conditions, the triggers, and the post-conditions of the corresponding 
behaviors are different. For example, the requirements “The  system  should  be  able  to  
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report  on  any  user  update  activities” and “Any  user   should  be  able   to   report  system  
activities” may result in a very high value of semantic similarity, since both refer to 
“system”,  “user”,  and  “report”.  In fact, LSA [  10] results in a similarity value of 1 for 
these requirements, implying that their semantic meanings are identical. However, 
these requirements are quite different: the first requirement represents behavior that is 
internal and likely aims at detecting suspicious user update activities. The second 
requirement, on the other hand, represents a behavior triggered by an external user 
who intends to report his/her system activities. 

Another limitation of current studies is that they take into consideration the full 
text of a requirement statement. Such statements might include aspects (e.g., interme-
diate outcomes) that are less or not relevant for analyzing variability from an external 
perspective of a user or a customer. Such a view of the expected behaviors of soft-
ware systems is important for reaching different reuse decisions, e.g., when conduct-
ing feasibility studies, estimating software development efforts, or adopting SPLE. 

To overcome the above limitations, we proposed in [  16] to combine semantic and 
ontological considerations when calculating similarity and analyzing variability. We 
further demonstrated that our approach outperforms LSA when examining the simi-
larity of functional requirements. Here we present the tool we have developed to sup-
port that approach. The tool is named SOVA – Semantic and Ontological Variability 
Analysis. 

3 The SOVA Tool 

Fig. 1 presents the main processes supported by the SOVA tool, namely requirements 
parsing, behavioral similarity calculation, and feature diagram creation. Next we 
elaborate on each process and its support in the tool. Additional material can be found 
at http://mis.hevra.haifa.ac.il/~iris/research/SOVA/. 
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Fig. 1. An overview of the processes and flows supported by the SOVA tool 
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3.1 Requirements Parsing 

During the first step, the input requirements are parsed. This is done by two main 
instruments: natural language processing (NLP) techniques and an ontological model. 

First, a semantic role labeling (SRL) approach [  6] is used to associate the parts of 
a requirement statement with their specific semantic roles. Five semantic roles are 
currently supported due to their special importance to requirements in general and 
functional requirements in particular: (1) Agent – Who performs? (2) Object (a.k.a. 
Patient) – On what objet is it performed? (3) Instrument – How is it performed? (4) 
Temporal modifier (AM-TMP) – When is it performed? And (5) Adverbial modifier 
(AM-ADV) – In what conditions is it performed? A sixth label – Action – is handled 
to answer the question: What is performed? This label holds the sentence’s  predicate 
or verb.  

Considering those labels and applying temporal order [  11] and coreference resolu-
tion1 [  15] techniques, the tool identifies behavioral vectors, each representing an ac-
tion or a pre-condition. Using concepts taken from Bunge's ontological model [  1-  2], 
the behavioral vectors are then classified into initial states that represent pre-
conditions of the behavior, external events that trigger the behavior, and final states 
that represent post-conditions or outputs of the behavior. These three “types” of be-
havioral elements (namely, initial states, external events, and final states) were sug-
gested in [  17-  18] for defining an external view of behavior. The classification of the 
vectors to these behavioral elements is mainly done by analyzing the agent and the 
action parts of the vectors and using the temporal order of the vectors [  16].  

The screenshot presented in Fig. 2 exemplifies the outcome of the parsing require-
ments activity. The field at the top of this screen enables choosing a particular re-
quirements file and browsing its requirements statements (in the middle part of this 
screen). Each requirement statement includes one or more sentences. Each sentence 
appears in a separate row, where the number to its left indicates the requirement to 
which it belongs. Requirement 2, for example, is composed of two sentences. Choos-
ing a particular sentence displays the parsing of the entire requirement to which the 
sentence belongs in the bottom part of this screen. The second requirement in Fig. 2, 
for example, is parsed into three behavioral vectors. The first vector is classified as an 
initial state, since it represents a pre-condition (labeled as a temporal modifier). The 
second vector, representing a login operation, is classified as an external event, since 
it is performed by an external agent – the librarian. Finally, the third vector is classi-
fied as a final state, as it describes an internal operation performed by the system after 
the librarian logins. 

During the parsing process, the tool further supports interactions with the user, 
namely, a requirements engineer or a domain analyst. In particular, the user can edit 
the ontological class, change the order of the parsed behavioral vectors, update the 
original requirements, and view the semantic role labeling output (the SRL button). 

 
 

                                                           
1 Coreference resolution replaces pronouns (e.g., he, she, and it) with their anaphors (i.e., the 

nouns to which they refer). 
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Fig. 2. A screenshot of the requirements parsing outcome 

3.2 Behavioral Similarity Calculation  

In the second process, the behavioral similarity of each pair of requirements (either 
from the same document or from different documents) is calculated. The behavioral 
similarity is the weighted average of the semantic similarities of their behavioral vec-
tors. In other words, the behavioral similarity is the weighted average of the semantic 
similarities of their initial states, external events, and final states. For calculating the 
semantic similarities of the behavioral elements different semantic measures can be 
used. Here we use MCS [  12] to measure phrases’ similarity and Wu and Palmer [  20] 
to measure words’ similarity. The user can further set the weights for agents, actions, 
objects, and instruments similarities. Perceiving agents and actions as the dominant 
components in behavioral vectors similarities, Fig. 3 exemplifies the outcome of the 
behavioral similarity calculation process in SOVA, using 0.3, 0.4, 0.2, and 0.1 for 
weighting agents, actions, objects, and instruments, respectively. The screen displays 
(in the right side) the initial state, external event, final state, and overall similarities 
for each pair of requirements in the source files. The overall similarity is calculated 
using initial state, external event and final state weights of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5, respec-
tively, perceiving the final state as the most influencing factor on the overall similari-
ty.  

In Fig. 3, for example, the first pair of requirements (the ninth requirement in the 
first input file and the forth requirement in the third input file) represents different 
cases (initial states) and responses (final states), but similar interactions (external 
events) in which someone (visitor or borrower) reaches the new flash page of the 
library. The requirements in the second row represent very similar behaviors, which 
differ only in their agents (users vs. librarians). Finally, the requirements in the third 
row represent completely different behaviors. 
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Fig. 3. A screenshot of the behavioral similarity calculation outcome 

3.3 Feature Diagram Creation 

In the third process, we use the calculated similarity values in order to create a feature 
diagram that represents the variability found in the input requirements documents. To 
this end, we utilize a hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm. This algorithm 
starts with putting each requirement in a separate cluster. In each iteration, the algo-
rithm merges the closest clusters,  namely,  clusters  whose  average  requirements’  simi-
larities is the highest. The output of this algorithm is a binary tree of clusters. To bet-
ter represent the analyzed variability, another pass is performed to flatten sub-trees 
whose similarities are alike. To demonstrate this pass, consider the schematic tree in 
the left side of Fig. 4. The leaves of this tree represent requirements (or actually clus-
ters with single requirements), numbered 1 to 5, while the inner nodes represent clus-
ters with several requirements. Each inner node exhibits its identity (e.g., C1:2_4) and 
the overall similarity of the constituting requirements. Note that the sub-tree whose 
root is C1:2_4 includes very similar requirements, namely R1, R2, and R4. Therefore, 
in the flatten tree (in the right side of the figure), the three requirements have the same 
parent. In contrast, the node C3_1:2:4 holds a requirement, R3, which is quite differ-
ent from the other related requirements, R1, R2, and R4. Thus, grouping the four re-
quirements together is unjustified. Instead R3 and C1:2_4 become siblings in the flat-
ten tree.   

 
Fig. 4. Illustration of flattening the clustering outcome in the feature diagram creation stage 
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Optionality as well as OR- and XOR-grouped features are deduced examining the 
appearance of the different requirements in the input requirements documents. The 
final output is presented in featureIDE format. FeatureIDE is an eclipse plug-in that 
supports different phases of the feature-oriented software development [  9]. It is user 
friendly. In particular, the feature diagrams can be presented horizontally or vertical-
ly, the requirements can be presented as description of leave nodes, and the diagrams 
can be exported to a variety of feature diagram formats. 

The SOVA tool enables generating feature diagrams according to different behav-
ioral views, namely, considering only the similarity of the initial states, the external 
states, the final states, or the overall behaviors. Thus, and as opposed to existing ap-
proaches and tools, the variability of the requirements can be analyzed from different 
perspectives. For example, considering only the similarity of final states may provide 
an output-driven variability perspective, while considering the external events pro-
vides a functional variability perspective. 

4 Summary and Future Work  

We presented a tool, named SOVA – Semantic and Ontological Variability Analysis – 
that supports identifying and analyzing behavioral variability of software products 
based on requirements specifications. The tool combines semantic and ontological 
considerations through a three stage process that includes parsing the requirements 
using   NLP   techniques   and   Bunge’s   ontological   model,   calculating the behavioral 
similarity of software requirements using semantic measures, and generating feature 
diagrams using a hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm. All these processes 
are done automatically and the user is only required to set weights for the different 
semantic similarities. 

In the future, we intend to extend the tool support in several ways.  First, we intend 
to involve the user throughout the process and to allow him/her to provide intermedi-
ate feedback which will be taken into consideration in the following stages. Second, 
we intend to derive state variables from intermediate states and not just from initial 
and final states. These state variables may further help identify the commonality and 
variability of software products by refining the external view. Finally, we intend to 
handle requirements statements that represent   “swarms”   of   behaviors   (including  
branches and loops) and not just single ones. This will enable us to analyze relation-
ships between requirements and not just individual requirements. 
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Abstract. Security breaches in large socio-technical systems cost billions.
Many breaches can be attributed to the piecemeal security design, leaving
parts of the system vulnerable while others are over-protected. We advo-
cate holistic security design, and have introduced techniques to support
security analysis across multiple layers. This paper presents MUSER, a
prototype that assists security requirements analysts dealing with secu-
rity requirements from a holistic viewpoint based on a three-layer frame-
work. Our prototype analyzes security requirements and related security
mechanisms in business layer, application layer, and physical layer. The
prototype captures the influences of security mechanisms, which one layer
enforces on the other layers, and supports deriving holistic security solu-
tions that tackle security concerns in all layers. We demonstrate the usage
of MUSER via a smart grid scenario.
Keyword: Security Requirements ¨ Goal Model ¨ Multilayer ¨ Socio-
Technical System ¨ Demo Tool

1 Introduction

Socio-technical systems (STSs) are organizational systems consisting of people,
business processes, software applications, and hardware components. As the
complexity of STS increases over time, a growing number of security breaches
are reported [1].

A common theme for many of these breaches is that security solutions are
dealt with in a piecemeal fashion, in which security analysis carried out in
one part of the system does not take into account security designs in other
parts. For example, when designing an encryption function, a smart meter
application can either implement encryption by itself or depend on an external
component implemented in a specialized chip. If the system is viewed in a
piecemeal fashion, for example, focusing only on the software issues, these two
security mechanisms deliver the same function. However, these two alternatives
have di↵erent influences on requirements of the physical devices, as the latter
one requires that the related hardware device should not be accessed by non-
authorized people [2], a factor often not accounted for during physical design
of the system. As reported in [2], attacks that exploiting this vulnerability have
been done by bus-snooping.
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In this paper, we present MUSER (MUltilayer SEcurity Requirements anal-
ysis tool), a prototype that supports analyzing security requirements of STSs
from a holistic point of view, implementing our technique proposed in [3]. Our
approach structures STSs into three layers, namely, business layer, application
layer, and physical layer. By carrying out analysis both inside one layer and
across layers, the approach is intended to generate holistic security solutions
for STSs with regard to stakeholder’s high-level security needs. To assist the
security analysis, our prototype provides the following features: 1) multilayer
requirements modeling, 2) hierarchical security requirements refinement, 3)
identification of critical security requirements, 4) generation of potential secu-
rity mechanisms, 5) cross-layer security influence analysis.

In the reminder of this paper, we first describe our analysis approach in
Sec. 2, according to which we design our prototype. Next, we introduce the
architecture and functionality of our prototype in Sec. 3, and illustrate the utility
of the prototype in Sec. 4. Finally, Sec. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Three-Layer Security Requirement Analysis Approach

Our previous work [3] has proposed a goal-oriented three-layer analysis frame-
work, which analyzes security requirements of STSs. This approach adopts con-
cepts from existing well-established goal-oriented modeling languages, such as
Techne [4] and i* [5]. To support the three-layer framework, we specialize the
concepts Goal and Task into layer-specific concepts. For example, Task is special-
ized as Business Process Activity in the business layer, while it is specialized as
Application Function in the application layer. In addition, we define Security Goal
as a special Softgoal, and assign it with formal semantics via four dimensions:
Importance, Security Attribute, Asset, and Interval. For example, a security goal
Medium Integrity[customer information, measure energy consumption] describes a
security requirement “protecting integrity of customer information during the
executing period of measure energy consumption to a medium degree”.

Analysis process

Business 
layer analysis

Application 
layer analysis

Physical layer 
analysis

Business 
Goal Model
[S, K ⊢ R]

Security-Enhanced 
Business Goal Model

Application 
Goal Model
[S, K ⊢ R]

Physical 
Goal Model
[S, K ⊢ R]

Security-Enhanced 
Application Goal Model

Stakeholder's 
high-level

security needs

Global Security
Specification

Fig. 1: Overview of the three-layer
analysis framework

Asset-based Refinement Rule
Content:
If an asset consists of sub-assets, a security goal that
concerns this asset could be refined to more detailed
ones, which focus on the sub-assets.
Datalog Rule:
and_re f ined_sec_goalpIMP,SA,AS2, INT,SGq : ´
sec_goalpSGq, importancepIMPq, sec_attributepSAq,
assetpAS2q, intervalpINTq, part_o f pAS2,AS1q,
assetpAS1q, has_propertiespSG, IMP,SA,AS1, INTq.
Graphical Transformation Pattern:

asset 1

asset 2

part-of

asset 3

part-of

(S)
Security attribute 
[asset 1, interval]

(S)
Security attribute 
[asset 3, interval]

(S)
Security attribute 
[asset 2, interval]

(S)
Security attribute 
[asset 1, interval]

Table 1: Asset-based refinement rule
Our approach analyzes the requirements problem [6] within each of the

three layers respectively. In this sense, each layer has its own requirements
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R, which are satisfied by its own specifications S, under layer-specific domain
assumptions K, i.e. S,K $ R. In particular, specifications in one layer dictate
requirements in lower layers, indicated in Fig. 1. By capturing the cross-layer
interactions and analyzing the requirements problem within each individual
layer, our approach aims at dealing with security requirements of STSs from a
holistic viewpoint. Taking stakeholder’s high-level security requirements and
layer-specific goal models as input, the approach analyzes detailed security
requirements throughout the three layers and finally produces holistic security
solutions, which tackle security issues in all three layers (Fig. 1).

The approach includes 23 transformation rules, which guide the correspond-
ing security analysis tasks. Specifically, the rules support refining, simplifying
and operationalizing security goals within individual layers, as well as transfer-
ring security concerns across layers. All of these rules have been implemented in
Datalog [7], which can be automatically inferred with corresponding inference
engines, such as DLV [8]. Each rule has been documented in a template, consist-
ing of three sections: Content, Datalog Rule and Graphical Transformation Pattern.
Table 1 shows an example regarding the asset-based refinement rule, which re-
fines a security goal via its asset dimension. The full list of transformation rules
is available online 1.

3 MUSER Prototype Tool

MUSER (MUltilayer SEcurity Requirements analysis tool) is a prototype, which
is designed to support the application of the approach summarized in Sec. 2.
The prototype is a Java-based program, which is developed on the top of a
specialized and powerful diagramming application OmniGra✏e 2. Fig. 2 shows
the architecture of the prototype, which consists of four components: control,
view, model, and inference. We introduce them respectively as below.

Control Component controls the logic of the whole prototype and coordinates
other components to deliver inference functions to users. When receiving users’
inference requests, it imports related models from the view component, gener-
ates a formal model specification in terms of text files, and calls the inference
component to carry out corresponding reasoning tasks. According to the rea-
soning results returned by the inference component, the control component
updates related model information and reflects them on the view component.

View Component supports users with graphic modeling, as well as shows graphi-
cal inference results to users. The main requirements for this component include:
1) support goal-oriented modeling and allow customized notations; 2) support
multilayer modeling, i.e. modeling in di↵erent views; 3) be connected with infer-
ence component to support reasoning. Although there are a number of available
goal modeling tools, such as Open OME, STS-ml 3, none of them can support

1 http://goo.gl/Pd0TGw
2 http://www.omnigroup.com/omnigra✏e
3 http://istar.rwth-aachen.de/tiki-index.php?page=i*+Tools
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Fig. 2: An overall architecture of the prototype

our multilayer goal modeling and reasoning. We choose a specialized modeling
application OmniGra✏e as the view component of our prototype, meeting all
requirements. Particularly, this application has many useful modeling features,
such as automatic layout, outline view, and various export formats. As we have
defined a number of interfaces for the view component, through which it inter-
acts with the control component, the view component can be replaced by other
applications that comply with the interfaces.

Inference Component implements the security analysis rules proposed in our
approach and automates corresponding analysis tasks. All the rules are imple-
mented in terms of Datalog rules and facts. Particularly, we leverage DLV infer-
ence engine [8] to carry out inference actions. This component receives requests
from the control component, and returns inference results back afterwards.

Model Component is responsible for storing the formal models, which are re-
quired by the inference component. We use text files for storage, which fit our
current needs. If the analysis involves very complex and large models in the
future, we will replace the text files with specialized database applications.

3.1 Functionality

Building on the above architecture, we implement a number of functions, which
assist the security analysis tasks. As shown in Fig. 3, within one single layer,
we first refine and simplify security goals to identify concrete and critical ones.
Then, the critical security goals are operationalized into possible security mech-
anisms and left to security analysts to select. After that, we transfer security
concerns downward to its lower layer and iteratively carry out all above secu-
rity analysis there. The main features of the tool are as follows:

– Security Goal Refinement: As a coarse-grained security goal is normally more
di�cult to analyze and operationalize than a fine-grained one, security an-
alysts need to refine an abstract security goal into sub-goals. The prototype
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supports automatically refining a security goal via any of these three dimen-
sions: security attribute, asset, and interval. Particularly, it provides two ways
to automate this analysis. First, it supports a single step of refinement with
regard to a particular dimension. Secondly, the prototype could simulate
an exhaustive analysis, which explores all possible refinements for the tar-
get security goals, to cover all related security goals. Not surprisingly, this
simulation could produce a very huge refinement trees, such as shown in
Fig. 5. Thus, this analysis has to rely on simplification analysis for filtering
non-critical security goals.

– Security Goal Simplification: When dealing with a large number of security
goals, analysts may not have enough time to go through each of them to de-
termine which is critical and requires further treatments. To release analysts
from scrutinizing all security goals, our prototype supports automatic iden-
tification of critical security goals, which takes into account the applicability
and risk level of security goals. For example, if a security goal concerns data
confidentiality of energy production data during the execution of measure energy
consumption, which does not involve with the energy production data, then
this security goal is not applicable and is further identified as non-critical.
In addition, for an applicable security goal, if its risk level is low or medium,
it is identified as non-critical.

– Security Goal Operationalization: To e↵ectively achieve critical security goals,
our prototype assists analysts in designing security mechanisms based on
existing security patterns [9]. A security pattern consists of a security at-
tribute and a security mechanism that is supposed to satisfy that security
attribute. When operationalizing a critical security goal, our prototype iden-
tifies all matched security patterns with regard to security attributes and
generates corresponding security mechanisms for the critical security goal.

– Cross-Layer Analysis: To analyze security requirements from a holistic view,
the influences of security analysis results in one layer should be propa-
gated to layers below. This analysis takes into account designed security
mechanisms and untreated critical security goals in the upper-layer, and
generates corresponding security concerns in the lower-layer. For example,
an untreated security goal in the business layer, which concerns data confi-
dentiality, is refined into two sub-goals in the application layer that target
corresponding applications according to the cross-layer analysis rules [3].
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4 Demonstration

We demonstrate the utility of our prototype by holistically analyzing the security
requirements of a smart grid example. Particularly, we focus on the real-time
pricing scenario.
Real-time Pricing Scenario: To continuously provide energy to customers, the energy
provider needs to balance the load on the power grid to avoid blackouts. To this end, the
provider applies a real-time pricing strategy, which adjusts energy price according to
current load of the power grid. This strategy requires periodically collecting customer’s
energy consumption data, based on which a new price is calculated. In this scenario, the
energy provider highly relies on the integrity of the energy consumption data.

According to the detailed analysis procedure shown in Fig. 3, we use our
prototype to analyze the security requirements for the above scenario. Our
analysis technique will apply to each layer, here we present the security analysis
within the business layer, with steps as follows:

Current Layer
Canvas Customized

Stencil

Layer List

Fig. 4: Graphical modeling interface

1. Building An Initial Requirements Model: We first build the requirements model
within the business layer, including the high-level security requirements.
Fig. 4 shows the graphical modeling interface, which consists of several key
components that are highlighted in rectangles. The Layer List shows three
canvases that are intended for modeling requirements in the three layers.
A customized stencil is shown in the bottom part of Fig. 4. Elements in the
stencil are used to draw the requirements models, which is presented in the
center of the canvas. Due to space limitation Fig. 4 only shows a part of the
requirements model.

2. Refine High-Level Security Goals: Given the high-level security goal High In-
tegrity[customer information, Have current load info] (Fig. 4). We use the pro-
totype to adopt an exhaustive refinement strategy to cover all potential
security concerns introduced by this security goal. Not surprisingly, this
strategy results in a large refinement tree, which contains 72 potential secu-
rity goals, shown in Fig. 5. Limited by space, we replace the content of each
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Fig. 5: Example of exhaustive refinement

security goal with its id, and only show the details of one security goal in
the upper right corner.

3. Simplify Security Goals: As the exhaustive refinement analysis generates a
large refinement tree of security goals, which are almost impossible to be
analyzed manually, we use our prototype to automatically identify critical
security goals. As highlighted by the rectangle in Fig. 5, 2 out of 72 security
goals (the filled elements) are identified as critical. Based on these critical
security goals, the prototype follows a bottom-up algorithm to calculate
the best refinement path, which refines the top-level security goal into the
critical ones with minimum steps (the filled elements above the rectangle
in Fig. 5). After this simplification analysis, our prototype can generate a
simplified security goal model, which contains only the critical security
goals and the corresponding best refinement paths.

4. Operationalize Security Goals: Facing the two critical security goals, our proto-
type automatically generates four potential security mechanisms for each of
them according to the security patterns [9]. Fig. 6 shows the operationaliza-
tion of one critical security goal. It is worth noting the security mechanisms
suggested by the security patterns may not fit for the security goals in
particular system settings, so further judgments from security analysts are
required. Furthermore, the prototype calculates all of the alternative security
solutions which treat all critical security goals. In our example, the prototype
totally generates 25 alternative solutions. Then the security analyst should
choose one solution among the alternatives.

5. Transfer Security Concerns: After security analysts determine specific security
solutions in the business layer, our prototype supports automatically trans-
ferring the related security concerns to the application layer, i.e. generating
new security requirements with regard to the result of security analysis in
this layer. Fig. 7 shows an example of such transfers with regard to the se-
curity mechanism Cryptographic control selected in the business layer. Note
that choosing di↵erent security solutions in the business layer will result in
di↵erent security requirements in the application layer.

6. Iterative Security Analysis: After transferring security concerns, we can iter-
atively carry out security analysis in the application layer and the physical
layer, where our prototype automates tasks as in the business layer. Finally,
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we will derive holistic security solutions by synthesizing security solutions
selected in each individual layer.
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Fig. 6: Example of operationalization
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Fig. 7: Example of cross-layer analysis

5 Summary and Future Work

In this paper, we present MUSER, a prototype for analyzing security require-
ments of STSs from a holistic viewpoint. This prototype is designed to imple-
ment our proposed three-layer analysis approach [3], which supports security
analysis both within one layer and across layers. In the future, we plan to carry
out empirical experiments with our prototype to evaluate its usability and per-
formance, and make further improvements.
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Abstract. Modern enterprises have to face changes brought on by multiple change
drivers like evolving market conditions, technology obsolescence and advance,
and regulatory compliance among others. Enterprises need to create and use both
descriptive and prescriptive models such that prescriptive models leverage the de-
scriptive models to operationalize optimum strategies in response to change. This
paper presents a visual model editor and ontological support for aforementioned
kinds of models of enterprise. The editor enables modeling a) motivations be-
hind and goals in response to change, b) the AS-IS state of enterprise, c) possible
TO-BE states, and d) operationalization model that captures paths from AS-IS
to desired TO-BE states. The analyses required are carried out using ontological
representation.

Keywords: Enterprise Architecture Modeling, Intentional Modeling, Motivational
Modeling

1 Introduction

For enterprises to respond to changes in an e�cient and e↵ective manner requires com-
plete understanding of AS-IS architecture, possible TO-BE architectures, a way to eval-
uate TO-BE architectures based on some criteria, and an operationalization path from
AS-IS architecture to the desired TO-BE architecture.

In this regard, earlier we investigated an approach in which intentional modeling
was treated as a enterprise problem solving technique [1]. We represented AS-IS enter-
prise architecture (EA) models using Archi [2] and intentional models for TO-BE EA
using OpenOME [3]. We carried out the evaluation of alternatives in OpenOME. Only
a single alternative from amongst the optimum alternatives was then materialized over
the AS-IS enterprise model. The AS-IS architecture model coupled with modification
and addition of elements and relations would indicate a specific TO-BE architecture.
This TO-BE architecture captured the intentional alternative found to be optimum.

As we applied this procedure to several real world case studies, we found that it had
shortcomings that we enlist below, which became evident when we started modeling
large real world enterprise models-
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1. For really large enterprise models, keeping the EA and intentional modeling con-
cerns in sync in two di↵erent modeling tools became nearly impossible as models
grew in size.

2. In our original approach, the traceability between intentional models and elements
of TO-BE architecture was not preserved. We had to adopt an ad-hoc process in
enacting desired TO-BE architecture model presuming that concerns expressed in
intentional models are represented adequately in TO-BE architecture model.
In accordance with the pointers mentioned above, we extend Archi to enable inte-

grated visual modeling of EA models as descriptive models and intentional and moti-
vational models as prescriptive models. We also extend the EA ontology we presented
in [4] to carry out various analyses required in terms of computing prescriptive courses
of action from AS-IS to TO-BE EAs. The main component of extended visual and on-
tological modeling is an extended enterprise metamodel that integrates descriptive and
prescriptive concepts. Our ongoing model building e↵ort with a large real world case
study suggests that visual modeling editor simplifies and streamlines modeling process
and ontological models enable expressing requisite analyses with ease.

The paper is arranged as follows. In section 2, we describe the extended visual and
ontological modeling support. Section 3 explains how visual and ontological models are
used together in charting a course of action from AS-IS architecture to desired TO-BE
architecture. Section 4 recounts related work and concludes the paper.

2 Visual and Ontology Modeling for Extended Enterprise Models

Figure 1 shows the steps from modeling intentions and motivations of an enterprise
(henceforth called IM modeling) in its response to a change till the operationalization
of chosen strategic alternative. Figure 1 also shows specific visual models and analyses
in each step.
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Fig. 1: Steps in Enterprise’s Response to Change

In the following, we first describe the extended enterprise metamodel and how it
is used as the basis of visual and ontological modeling. We then describe the steps in
Figure 1 briefly.
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2.1 Extended Enterprise Metamodel

The mapping between core metamodels of ArchiMate and i* enabled treating inten-
tional modeling as a problem solving technique for enterprises as described in [1]. As
we modeled a number of in-home enterprise scenarios, we found that a distinction was
needed between the concepts of motivation or driver and goal. Motivation is something
that would lead an enterprise to consider certain goals. In practical enterprise modeling,
concepts of drivers, stakeholders, and assessment make more sense to domain experts
than notions of goals and soft goals. Figure 2 shows the extended enterprise metamodel
which integrates ArchiMate’s core metamodel with IM modeling concepts.
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Fig. 2: Extended Enterprise Metamodel with EA and Intentional [1] and Motivational Concepts

While Figure 2 shows this mapping at conceptual level, various cardinalities are
made explicit in the underlying ontology as described later in Section 2.3. This map-
ping enabled us to specify that enterprise active structure entities are motivated by

internal and/or external drivers to use or create passive structure entities while per-

forming behavior (entities) as means to ends that are goal(s) or soft goal(s). This kind
of articulation of enterprise’s problem context is streamlined using visual modeling
support as we explain next.

2.2 Visual Modeling Support for EA and IM Models

As described earlier, we used open source tools Archi and OpenOME for enterprise and
intentional modeling respectively. We chose Archi for extended enterprise modeling
as it already supports modeling the business, application, and infrastructure layers of
ArchiMate [2] and we would have to add only the IM concepts to it. With the core
metamodel of Archi extended to metamodel in Figure 2, it becomes possible to visually
model both EA and IM concepts together.

In Figure 3, 1 shows models of products and services rationalization problem in
a case study of merger and acquisition (M&A) of two large wealth management banks
which we introduced in [5]. We are modeling this case study in terms of models specific
to problems described in [5] consisting of over a 1500 entities and more than 2500
relations so far.

The extended Archi elements based on the extended enterprise metamodel in Figure
2 are shown by 2 in Figure 3. Archi is itself based on Eclipse Modeling Framework
(EMF) and makes addition of elements and relations easier on top of business, applica-
tion, and infrastructure metamodels of EA that it already provides [2].
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1
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Fig. 3: Extended Archi for EA and IM Modeling

The process of adding elements to base metamodels is straightforward in which
EMF-based classes have to be added followed by code generation etc. A relation is
added in Archi, by internally assigning a specific character that recognizes a relation
and then the source types mention the character to enable using this relation with the
allowed target element. By defining all the elements required by EA and IM models and
sets of allowed relations between various elements, EA and IM models can be drawn
as shown by 3 in Figure 3. The models panel in Figure 3 enlists AS-IS EA models
as well as IM models of these problems we refer to as global views. 4 shows such a
global view of products and services rationalization problem. Current version of Archi
supports visualization of a selected model element in terms of all other elements that it
is related to as shown by 5 in Figure 3. An example of EA and IM models drawn
in the context of aforementioned case study is shown in Figure 4.

We need to keep the details of the case study outside the scope of the paper due to
space restriction. Su�ce it to say that the extended visual modeling elements proved
to be considerably useful when modeling problem-specific aspects of the case study
with domain experts. Both the implicit reasoning that the domain experts used and the
existing EA elements could be modeled in the same view. This enabled clear flow of
domain experts’ understanding that is translated to models conforming to the extended
metamodel.

2.3 Ontology Modeling Support for EA and IM Models

We presented an ontological representation that captures ArchiMate’s core metamodel
as well as layer specific metamodels in [4]. This representation was versatile enough for
conducting change impact and landscape mapping analyses. We extended the EA ontol-
ogy presented in [4], with IM concepts as shown in Figure 5. For EA ontology modeling
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and analyses, reader is requested to refer to [4]. We only explain ontological modeling
of IM concepts here. Archi enables export to CSV files which retain EA element type
and name of both source and target nodes along with relation and documentation if
any. While custom exporters can be easily written, the default export option was quite
su�cient for our purposes. The exported model is easily read into ontology model by
first constructing the dictionary leveraging the type information of instances and then
constructing the data in terms of relations.

EA

IM

Fig. 4: IM and EA Model of Chief Financial O�cer Actor in Products and Services Rationaliza-
tion Problem

Ontological Representation of IM Concepts Intentional modeling concepts are
captured under IntentionalEntity class as shown in Figure 5. The metamodel in Figure
2 distinguishes between elements internal to an actor (comprising strategic rationale
model) and external to actors (strategic dependency model) [6]. We found that all of
the relations in intentional model namely, means-end (MELink), task decomposition
(TDLink), contribution (CTLink), and strategic dependency (SDLink) relations, benefit
from being represented as reified relations [7]. For instance, a contribution link indicates
not only which element contributes to a soft goal but also what that contribution is.

We have chosen those motivational concepts and relations from [8, 9], which we
think have practical relevance as shown in Figure 2. These are captured under Motiva-
tionalEntity ontology class. Drivers, both within an enterprise and from the enterprise’s
environment, influence rest of the IM elements. Generally, a stakeholder becomes in-
terested in assessment of a driver and it is this assessment that leads to formulation of
a goal. From thereon, intentional modeling begins in terms of actor who is responsible
for achieving the goal and actions that need to be taken by that actor, in some cases
depending on other actors.
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Fig. 5: Ontological Representation of Extended Metamodel in Figure2

3 Using Visual and Ontology Modeling

In the following, we describe in brief how visual and ontology modeling is used in a
step by step manner as previously indicated in Figure 1.

Step 1- Exploring Strategic Alternatives In our approach, IM modeling is carried
out first to gain clarity of the problem context. The AS-IS architecture of the enterprise
with elements pertaining only to the problem situation at hand could be then easily
modeled.

Upon completion of the IM modeling activity for a given problem, leaf tasks can
be assigned satisfaction levels. We have implemented the bottom-up label propagation
algorithm in [10] to compute satisfaction level of the root goal. The ontological repre-
sentation easily enables implementing the label propagation as well as computation of
specific routines. A SPARQL1 query to get all the immediate tasks that are means to a
specific IHardGoal instance is shown in Listing 1.1.

Listing 1.1: Traversing Reified Means-Ends Links

1 "SELECT ? task " + " { " +
2 "? s r d f : type : IHardGoal . " + "? s : name \ " " +
3 <IHardGoal> + " \ " . " +
4 "? meLink : hasMEGoal ?s . " +
5 "? meLink : hasMETask ? task . " +
6 " } " ;

Step 2- Capturing Problem-specific AS-IS Details We showed how EA ontology
for given enterprise model can be leveraged to query the model in [4]. Using what-
if analyses of IM models and queries on enterprise models and going back and forth
between these models, both models can be refined such that they capture the reality to
the satisfaction of domain experts.

Step 3- Creating EA Elements for On-ground Operationalization In the next
step, leaf tasks in IM models are related to EA elements that will operationalize them
from TO-BE EA perspective. IM alternatives can be combined in various ways based
on whether they satisfy the root goal. In order to preserve which elements were added

1 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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for specific leaf tasks, we tag them in the ontological representation using an object
property called isOperationalizationElementOf. This achieves two purposes- first, the
EA elements that are added anew in contrast to AS-IS elements are identified; and
second, which new elements constitute the operationalization of a specific leaf task is
made explicit.

Step 4- Extracting Desired TO-BE Operationalization Model The specific set of
elements that would comprise an operationalization model of a specific strategy is com-
puted by creating an extended Archi viewpoint only of the operationalization models of
all alternatives and exporting it as the sole model to import into ontological representa-
tion. Using this as the base model, the set of operationalization elements of a specific
strategy can be easily separated out using a SPARQL query over the tagging introduced
in Step 3.

4 Related Work and Conclusion

Various approaches have suggested combined treatment of enterprise and IM concepts
[8, 11, 12], but with either the visual modeling support or the programmatic means of
analyzing models missing, they remain without use in practice for large scale enter-
prise what-if analyses. Similarly, visual modeling support remains one sided- either IM
modeling support is at an early stage as in [13] or EA based modeling is lacking as
in [14].

Our ongoing experience in modeling the M&A case study suggests that visual mod-
eling support for extended enterprise models streamlines the case modeling activity
while ontology modeling support enables implementing requisite analyses. Visual mod-
els are imported into ontology and therefore models and analysis results remain in sync.
While visual modeling support explained in the paper is working as desired, we suspect
that when many modelers are simultaneously modeling various problem-specific IM
and enterprise models in multiple interactions with domain experts, a more robust dis-
tributed enterprise and IM modeling environment will be necessary. We are actively
pursuing the possibility of implementing such an environment using our proprietary re-
flexive metamodeling framework which we have used successfully in several business
engagements [15].
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Abstract. Service-Oriented applications focus on the definition of self-
contained independent pieces of software called services providing specific 

functionality, being nowadays one of the most used implementations to support 

business process execution. Although languages, technologies and platforms 

supporting the service-oriented paradigm have evolved within the last decades, 

it is not the case of service modeling support. Service modeling is a key aspect 

for the design and specification of services and for automating the different 
stages following the model driven development vision. SoaML is a standard for 

service modeling which defines an UML profile and a metamodel extending the 

UML metamodel, defining explicitly concepts and elements for services speci-

fication. The Eclipse SoaML tool provides support for service modeling with 

UML using the SoaML standard, allowing importing and exporting models in 

XMI format to interoperate with other tools. From SoaML models the tool also 
generates the code needed to implement services in Java EE and Web Services. 

Keywords: Service Oriented Architectures (SOA), service modeling, service 

development, standards, SoaML, JEE, WS.   

1 Introduction 

Service Oriented Computing (SOC) [1] promotes the design of applications based on 
services that are reusable software components by means of which consumers and 
providers interact in a decoupled way. A Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [2][3] 
is an architectural style that supports service orientation providing the means for de-
signing and specifying services. Services are usually defined as self-contained inde-
pendent pieces of software providing specific functionality, being nowadays one of 
the most used implementations to support the automatic execution of business pro-
cesses. Business Process Management [4][5] provides the means for modeling, exe-
cuting and assessing business processes and their implementations in organizations.  

While languages, technologies and platforms support for the implementation and 
execution of services is an area that in recent years has evolved considerably, the 
design and modeling of services is still immature. Service modeling is essential 
among other things, for automating various stages of software development using 
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Model Driven Development (MDD) [6][7], such as code generation. Service models 
can be enhanced with platform specific information to obtain the corresponding code, 
providing traceability from requirements to code which eases software maintenance. 
The Service Oriented Architecture Modeling Language (SoaML) [8] standard is based 
on UML and is one step in the direction of providing support for service modeling by 
defining specific concepts and stereotypes for modeling services. Currently there is a 
lack of support for the SoaML standard since there are no more than a few implemen-
tations of it which are mostly commercial tools1. 

The Eclipse SoaML tool we present here is composed of two Eclipse plug-ins 
which provide support for engineering service-oriented applications: the first one is a 
SoaML editor which implements the SoaML standard allowing service modeling in 
SoaML and interchange of service models in XMI format; the second one is a code 
generator for implementing services with Java EE and Web Services which takes as 
input a SoaML service model and generates the corresponding code. Both Eclipse 
plug-ins  were developed as part of a broader research work regarding the continuous 
improvement of business processes implemented by services with a model-driven 
focus, reflected in the definition of the framework MINERVA [9][10][11][12][13].  

The rest of the article is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe the SoaML 
standard, in section 3 we present the Eclipse SoaML Tool we have developed to sup-
port SoaML modeling and code generation, in section 4 we discuss related work, and 
finally in section 5 we present some conclusions and future work.  

2 SoaML standard 

The SoaML standard for service modeling has been recently released in its version 
1.0.1 (May, 2012) and its first beta release was only five years ago (April, 2009). It 
defines the concepts and corresponding elements and stereotypes needed for modeling 
service-oriented applications. The most important one is a Service, which consist of a 
value offering according to one or more defined Capabilities. It provides an Interface 
with Operations, with input and output Parameters and associated Types, and a 
ServiceContract which defines the roles and interfaces involved in the execution of 
the service. A ServicesArchitecture is a UML Collaboration which shows the Partici-

pants of the network or services community, the ServiceContracts of the Services for 
interaction between each other, and the roles each one plays within each service.  

Participants may be software components, organizations, or systems that provide 
and use services; services are provided by means of Service Ports and requested by 
means of Request Ports which are specializations of UML Ports. Services can be 
modeled with a ServiceInterface or simple UML Interfaces which define the elements 
needed to interact with the service. The ServiceContract defines the interfaces, roles 
and choreography that participants agree to use to interact within each other. A 
ServiceChannel models the communication between consumers and providers, and 
the MessagesType allows specifying the information exchanged within the operations.  

                                                           
1  SoaML implementations, http://www.omgwiki.org/SoaML/doku.php 
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3 Eclipse SoaML Tool 

Both Eclipse plug-ins of the Eclipse SoaML Tool were developed as part of a broader 
research line as mentioned before, the MINERVA framework. The first one focuses 
on service modeling and the second one on generating code from these SoaML mod-
els. Other tools and proposals developed within this wider work to support our vision 
based on business processes implemented by services are not shown here. 
 

3.1 SoaML Tool Architecture 

The Eclipse environment allows the integration of several tools by means of develop-
ing plug-ins which can be directly downloaded and installed in the IDE. Along with 
the flexibility this provides for integrating specific tools, Eclipse is one of the most 
used IDEs within the software development community, and provides several options 
for UML modeling and Web Services generation. It provides extension points to 
which new plug-ins can be "hooked" reusing existing environment implementations. 
In Fig. 1 the Eclipse Architecture is shown along with the integration with the SoaML 
plug-ins composing the SoaML Tool.  

 

Fig. 1. Eclipse Architecture with extension points and integration of the SoaML Tool 

3.2 SoaML editor plug-in 

The Eclipse SoaML2 plug-in for service modeling is developed above the existing 
Eclipse Papyrus3 UML 2 modeler, as shown in Fig. 1. Papyrus provides the base 
UML metamodel and implementation of palette elements, to which we added the 
SoaML specific extensions and elements. Papyrus is composed of several plug-ins 
(.jars) implementing the different UML elements and diagrams provided by the editor. 
For the solution we provide we have reused the code corresponding to the class and 
composed structures of Papyrus, creating new plug-ins (.jars) for each type of SoaML 
diagram to be added to the base Papyrus tool. 

                                                           
2  http://www.fing.edu.uy/inco/grupos/coal/en/field.php/Proyectos/EclipseSoaML 
3  Papyrus UML, http://www.papyrusuml.org/ 
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SoaML editor functionalities.  
The SoaML editor plug-in provides seven diagrams to support the elements de-

fined in the SoaML standard: ServicesArchitecture, Participants (Class and Compo-
nent), Interfaces, MessagesTypes, ServiceContracts and Capabilities. Fig. 2 shows the 
options for creating SoaML diagrams where the top ones correspond to UML dia-
grams from Papyrus and the bottom ones (a) correspond to the SoaML diagrams we 
have added. In the Model Explorer view from the Papyrus perspective which is shown 
at the left (b) in Fig. 2, you can see the tree showing the structure and elements of the 
SoaML model, which are visualized on the diagram layouts to the right (c).  

 

Fig. 2.  Screenshot of the Eclipse SoaML editor showing diagrams and a SoaML model 

The Eclipse SoaML plug-in also allows importing and exporting SoaML models in 
XMI format, to interoperate with other SoaML tools, an option that is provided in the 
Eclipse menu as shown in Fig. 2 (d). This means that we can import and visualize a 
service model specified in SoaML with another tool, and we can export a SoaML 
service model in XMI to be visualized in another tool. Some tools add specific tags 
that are not included in the SoaML standard (such as MagicDraw4) so in these cases 
the interoperability is affected and the XMI file must be manually "rearranged" to be 
imported. Interoperability was successfully tested with Modelio early versions5.  

Fig. 3 (a) shows as an example how the SoaML ServicesArchitecture model corre-
sponding to the Reseller business process adapted from [4] is visualized in the SoaML 
editor. Fig. 3 also shows examples of other SoaML diagrams: (b) Participants show-
ing ports in which services are provided and required, (c) service Interface showing 
the provider and consumer interfaces with operations, parameters and types for the 
service "Receive Invoice", and (d) ServiceContract showing the defined roles.  

                                                           
4  http://www.nomagic.com/products/magicdraw-addons/cameo-soa.html 
5  http://www.modeliosoft.com/en/modelio-store/type/free.html 
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Fig. 3.  SoaML diagrams: (a) ServicesArchitecture, (b)Participants, (c) Interfaces and (d) ServiceContract 

3.3 SoaML2Code plug-in 

The Eclipse SoaML2Code6 plug-in generates specific java projects from SoaML ser-
vice models, both for service providers and consumers. It requires as input an XMI 
file containing a SoaML service model, which can be modeled in the same Eclipse 
SoaML Tool using the SoaML editor plug-in presented above, or another SoaML tool 
or generated automatically from a business process model in MINERVA framework. 
Fig. 4 presents the three components that were designed and implemented in order to 
generate code from SoaML models. It also shows the interaction with the SoaML 
plug-in or any other tool exporting SoaML models in the XMI or UML formats.  

The “SoaML models to Java objects converter” is in charge of parsing the input 
file with the SoaML model, in order to generate Java objects which represent it. The 
input file can be an XMI file (version 2.0 or 2.1) or an UML file. The “SoaML mod-
els Processor” is in charge of processing the previously generated Java objects and 
applying to them a set of rules and conditions for invoking the code generators. Cur-
rently, the plug-in supports JEE and WS generators, but new generators may be in-
corporated. The user has different generation options, for example, the type of project 
to generate (i.e. client or server), the target application server (JBoss AS or Apache  

                                                           
6  http://www.fing.edu.uy/inco/grupos/coal/en/field.php/Proyectos/EclipseSoaML2Code 
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Fig. 4.  Components for generating code from SoaML models 

Tomcat) and, in case of generating a server project, the type of application which will 
expose the services (i.e. a JEE application or a Web application). The “JEE and WS 
Generator” is in charge of generating, based on the SoaML model, the JEE or WS 
code by invoking the existing generators. Fig. 5 shows the SoaML2Code plug-in, in 
particular, it shows (a) the available options to generate Java objects from a SoaML 
model as described above, and on the left side (b) the XMI and Papyrus files corre-
sponding to the SoaML model and layout.  

 

 

Fig. 5.  Eclipse SoaML Tool with the plug-in for code generation from SoaML Models 

SoaML2Code functionalities. 
From the SoaML diagrams as presented in Fig. 3, the SoaML2Code plugin can be 

used to generate JEE or WS code by selecting the menu option “Generate Java from 
JEE” or “Generate Java from UML”, as shown in Fig. 5. After selecting one, the gen-
eration options (e.g. target application server) are presented in a dialog for the user to 
choose. For the purpose of this example, we assume that the following options were 
selected: JBoss AS as the target application server and a Web application to expose 
the services. Fig. 6 (a), shows on the left a Java project generated for each participant 
of the SoaML model. Also, for each Port whose interface has the provider role (c.f. 
Fig. 3), the Java interfaces and classes are generated in order to expose the service as 
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a Web Service. The right side of Fig. 6 (a) shows how the Java code of these interfac-
es and classes is enriched with several annotations (@WebService, @WebMethod, 
etc) specified in the JSR 181 (Web Services Metadata Annotations). The 
SoaML2Code plug-in also generates the WSDL declarations for each of the services. 
Fig. 6 (b) shows an extract of the WSDL file for the ReceivePayment service. 

 

 

Fig. 6.  Generated Eclipse projects and Java Code (a) and extract of a WSDL file (b) 

4 Related work  

To the best of our knowledge there are few implementations of the SoaML standard, 
mostly commercial ones such as: IBM Rational Architect7, Visual Paradigm8, Sparx 
Systems' Architect9 and Magic Draw10. The last one provides a SoaML editor which 
can be used together with the open source ModelPro11 engine to generate code, alt-
hough ModelPro seems to be a discontinued project. Modelio12 provides an open 
source SoaML editor but to be used within their commercial solutions. Our approach 
is an open source one integrated in the Eclipse environment, which provides easy 
installation and use within an IDE widely used in the software community, along with 
existing plug-ins such as Papyrus and WS and Java generators. It was validated by 
means of case studies based on real service models to support business processes.  

                                                           
7  http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/downloads/r/architect/index.html 
8  http://www.visual-paradigm.com/product/vpuml/features/soamlmodeling.jsp 
9  http://www.sparxsystems.com.au/products/ea/index.html 
10  http://www.nomagic.com/products/magicdraw-addons/cameo-soa.html 
11  http://portal.modeldriven.org/project/ModelPro 
12  http://www.modeliosoft.com/en/technologies/soa.html 
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5 Conclusions and future work 

We have presented the Eclipse SoaML Tool which provides support for service mod-
eling with SoaML, XMI import and export of SoaML models and generation of code 
from SoaML models for JEE and WS. We believe it is a useful tool to provide support 
for service modeling, which is a key aspect in the development of robust SOA appli-
cations and for supporting business process execution. Modeling SOAs and automati-
cally generating code from these models, allow registering traceability from business 
concepts to services and from services to code, easing software maintenance, reuse of 
services and interchangeability of implementations. We are now working on extend-
ing SoaML models with QoS characteristics and generating the related code. 
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